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I . Introduction and background 

Britannia Works, Gainsborough, was listed Grade II on 14th November 1989. This is 
reproduced as Appendix I. 

A planning application (M02/P/1150) made by Prospect Estates Limited for redevelopment of 
the Britannia Ironworks at Gainsborough proposes alteration and part-demolition of a 
Grade II Listed Building complex which also comprises approximately two-thirds of the area 
of the Britannia Works Conservation Area. 

In response to this application a project brief - dated 21st May 2002 - describing a scheme 
of building recording and a watching brief for the site was prepared on behalf of West 
Lindsey District Council for Prospect Estates by Dr Beryl Lott, County Archaeologist for 
Lincolnshire. This is reproduced as Appendix 2. 

This researcher was contacted by Prospect Estates Ltd on 20th October 2003 and prepared 
a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) - dated 26th October 2003 (revised 6th November 
2003) against this brief, which also includes a Brief Specification for Rectified Photography 
Survey and Record Photography on the site, prepared by Colin Briden and dated October 
2003. This is reproduced as Appendix 3. 

Work was conducted on site at Gainsborough and elsewhere on the following dates: 
• 3-4 November 2003 - Initial visit to site and digital photography, first research in 

local library 
• 20 November 2003 - Research in the Museum of Rural Life, University of Reading, 

on the holding of Marshall, Sons & Co Ltd material they hold there (Catalogue 
reproduced in Appendix 4) 

• 24-26 November 2003 - Recording of main archaeology by digital photography and 
watching brief on core sampling 

• 8-10 January 2004 - Main archaeological record photography 
• 7 May 2004 - Photography of the steam crane in GI 
• 19-20 May 2004 — move aborted 
• 27-28 May 2004 - Return visit to record the move of the steam crane. 

This report has been the product of considerable consultation and redrafting, undertaken 
between January and September 2005. 





2. A History of Gainsborough 

Gainsborough shares a common early history with the rest of Lincolnshire, influenced by 
influxes from the Celtic tribes right up to the Iron Age and the Roman invasion of 
Lincolnshire in 51 A D and through to the land feuds of the seventh century between the 
ancient kingdoms of Mercia and Northumbria, which took place on the banks of the Trent 
with. It is at about this time that many town names emerged from the inhabiting tribes, and 
it is from the tribe of the Gaini that the name of Gainsborough is derived: 'Burh' meaning 
fortified settlement, and 'Gaini' the occupying tribe. The Mercian dynasty allowed 
Gainsborough to flourish to the point that a hamlet dwelling was found in the 'town area' of 
today's town. The two buildings that then dominated Gainsborough stood on the exact sites 
of the two most prestigious buildings that exist in Gainsborough today. On the site of the 
Old Hall stood a Mercian Castle, with a huge moat around its perimeters, and on the site of 
the present Parish Church, a place of worship was built dedicated to Offa, King of Mercia. 

In 790 the first Viking invaders arrived. Over the time that elapsed in between raids, many 
of the Vikings decided to make England their home and never returned to Denmark again. It 
is these first generations that were the forefathers of the 'English' who were sympathetic 
with future raiders that created communities that were almost exclusively Danish. 
Gainsborough and district became one such area. The Danes arrived in 873 at Torksey, on 
the Trent, 5 miles south of Gainsborough. One Dane, Sweyen Forkbeard (Sven Tveskaeg) 
earned himself a widespread reputation as a true Viking. He began his raids on England at 
the end of the 10th century. Every attack resulted in English defeat and every defeat led to 
large payments of silver in order to 'buy-off the Viking raiders. 

At the time of Domesday (1086), of the 17 households that existed in Gainsborough, it is 
estimated that at least seventy per cent of these inhabitants were of Danish origin. The 
Domesday Book also revealed that Lincolnshire had become England's most populous 
county. The Norman Conquest and the crowning of William I of Normandy began a new 
era in British history. Gainsborough, with the spelling known today, did not appear until 
many hundreds of years later. The Domesday Book lists a Gainesburg, which by I I99 in the 
Ravesby Charter had changed to Gaynesburgh. In 1715, The Bishop Wake lists a 
Gainsburgh, which by 1745 had eventually become Gainsborough. The centuries that 
followed the Norman Conquest put Gainsborough's fate largely in the Lords of the Manor's 
hands. Gainsborough's wealth in the middle ages was secured through being The Town on 
the Trent, it also eventually established itself regular markets and fayres. 

In the 17th and 18th centuries Gainsborough became established as an important river port 
handling cargo between the port of Kingston-upon- Hull and the fast growing industrial 
towns in Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and the West Midlands. This newfound prosperity 
followed closely the completion of the Grand Trunk Canal in 1777, which for the first time 
provided a connection between the rivers Trent and Mersey. During the heyday of 
Gainsborough's shipping industry in the years 1820 to 1841, the population exceeded 6,000 
persons, many finding employment in the town's busy shipyards, ropewalks and warehouses. 
Flourmills were built for processing locally grown crops, such as rapeseed, into oil and cake 
before shipment, and a local iron foundry shipped 1,200 tons of castings annually. By 1834, it 
was estimated that 30,000 tons of coal, lime and stone were brought into the port each year 
for sale locally. Besides fuel and building materials a further 158,000 tons of goods of all 
kinds were transhipped annually at Gainsborough, representing in excess of 400 ship 
departures per annum. 
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The town constantly faced opposition from the port of Hull authorities, who objected to 
goods being consigned direct to Gainsborough. This dependence on Hull's goodwill became 
a great impediment to the development of trade. Local merchants could never hope to 
compete with Hull so long as they were obliged to tranship goods from foreign vessels to 
river craft, with its attendant delays and additional costs. Eventually the Lords of the 
Treasury were persuaded to establish a branch Customs House in Gainsborough, and in 
January 1841 the town was granted full status as an international port for an initial period of 
four years. Unfortunately these welcome developments came too late, for the zenith of 
Gainsborough's river trade was reached in the years 1837 to 1841. Somewhat ironically the 
river was used extensively for the transportation of materials required for the construction 
of the new railways being built in the area. Once these were completed and the nationwide 
recession of the 'Hungry Forties' took effect, river traffic declined. The Crimean War in the 
mid-1850s provided a temporary boost to the river trade. The bulk of the munitions 
supplied to our troops were manufactured in the 'Black Country' district of Staffordshire, 
and these were sent to Gainsborough by canal, where they were transhipped. However, in 
the 30 years 1841 to 1871, river traffic declined in volume by nearly 60%. 

Only three years after Symington launched his first passenger-carrying steamboat on the 
Clyde in 1812, Gainsborough shipyards began building steamboats. Local merchants saw this 
innovation as an opportunity to extend their river trade in competition with Hull. The 
Gainsborough Steam Packet Company was formed and operated a daily paddle steamer 
service to and from Hull, the 'Caledonia' making her maiden voyage in October 1814. 
Moody's yard in Gainsborough followed suit, and in June 1815 launched a steam packet 
called 'John Bull'. The following month Henry Smith's yard launched a steam tug, the 'Maria', 
which enabled ships to be brought up the river against the ebb tide and a contrary wind. Six 
months later, they launched another steam packet, the 'British Queen'. This vessel regularly 
made the return trip to Hull and back, a distance of I 12 miles, in twelve hours, including 
stops at the ferry crossings. By 1839, the Gainsborough Steam Packet Company operated a 
fleet of five vessels. In 1841, the River Trent Steam Packet Company based in Nottingham 
began operating iron ships between Nottingham, Gainsborough and Hull. Boiler explosions 
were frequent in the early days of paddle steamers, and the proprietors vied with each 
other advertising the adoption of safety valves. In spite of this, the new paddle steamers 
soon proved successful and greatly increased Gainsborough's street market trade. 

The many fine Georgian period buildings that still exist in Gainsborough reflect the town's 
prosperity in the IS^century. One example is Elswitha Hall, now a doctor's surgery. In 1791, 
a stone bridge was built over the River Trent where the ferry had once crossed. Originally 
costing around £12,000 to complete, the bridge wasn't freed from tolls until 1932 when it 
was purchased for £130,000 and declared 'free' by the three local authorities. The toll fees, 
payable on every crossing, were undoubtedly a burden to traders and could have hindered 
areas of growth and industry destined for the town. 

Employment was wide and varied in Gainsborough until the late 19th century when 
engineering became the dominating force. Shipbuilding, ropeworks, soap factories and 
farming were all overshadowed by the growth of the engineering industry. An early attempt 
to start a Gainsborough Bank failed when its proprietor, Joseph Hornby, was declared 
bankrupt on not being able to meet his creditors demands. Hornby was a fine man of 
importance who had business connections at both the Old Hall and the Market Place. After 
bankruptcy a cook he had once employed cared him for. He finally ended his days a pauper 
in the workhouse. 
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Later, principally through the rise of William Marshall's engineering business, which was 
started in 1848, The Gainsborough Building Society was formed. Based on ideals of 
providing customers with the funds to buy their own homes, this business was so successful 
that The Gainsborough Building Society is still going strong today. Other engineering names 
to emerge here include the Rose Brothers and the Baines Family. 

Gainsborough had petitioned long and hard for a customs house to be set up in the town, 
which would boost the river trade, but it was not until 1820 that this request was granted. 
In 1834 a further application to constitute Gainsborough the status of 'an official port' was 
unsuccessful. However, a further application in 1841 was granted on the terms of a trial 
period. The irony of Gainsborough's indenture of becoming an official port was that already, 
close at hand, a new mode of transport had arrived: The Railways. 

Little needs to be said about the early roads in Lincolnshire, for, with the exception of the 
old Roman roads converging on the city of Lincoln, they were virtually non-existent. In 
1765, a private Act of Parliament authorised the appointment of trustees, with responsibility 
for widening and repairing tracks in the Gainsborough district. The Act enabled the trustees 
to erect turnpikes and collect tolls. Prior to that date, these roads were frequently under 
water as a result of the Trent flooding, and badly cut up by the many cattle droves, which 
passed through the district on their way from Scotland to Norfolk and Suffolk for fattening 
for the London Market. Highwaymen were another constant hazard facing travellers in the 
area. The danger became so great in the 17th century that the Hull garrison provided 
musketeers to escort convoys of the Gainsborough merchants' wagons to the Great North 
Road. 

Until the end of the 18th century a ferry provided the only means of crossing the river at 
Gainsborough. Another Act of Parliament authorised the formation of a company to build a 
stone bridge, which was opened to the public at the end of 1790. About the same time all 
the streets in the town centre were paved. The maintenance of the roads in the town 
became the responsibility of the Board of Health in 1854, and this practice continued until 
the creation of the Urban District Council in 1894. W e shall learn later that in that year the 
new authority acquired the first steam road-roller to be built at the Britannia Iron Works. 

The nationwide feelings of euphoria, which accompanied the opening of the Liverpool & 
Manchester Railway in September 1830, encouraged speculators to investigate the 
possibilities and potential of other routes throughout the length and breadth of the country. 
As early as May 1831, a line was proposed between Liverpool and Hull, passing through 
Sheffield and Gainsborough, but the scheme lay dormant, and the railways by-passed 
Lincolnshire until the mid-1840s. The Great Northern Railway received Parliamentary 
sanction to construct a loop-line from Peterborough to Bawtry, a few miles south of 
Doncaster, passing through Lincoln and Gainsborough in June 1846. Three years later, a 
single line of railway from Lincoln to Gainsborough was completed. The official opening in 
April 1849 was made a gala occasion, which included a champagne luncheon at 
Gainsborough's White Hart Hotel. Concurrently, the Manchester, Sheffield & Lincolnshire 
Railway was building its line from Grimsby towards Sheffield, and passenger services to 
Gainsborough were commenced in July 1849. 

The Manchester, Sheffield and Lincoln Railway opened its Central Station off Spring Gardens 
in 1849. The advent of the railway was not universally welcomed, many people fearing that it 
would ruin the already declining river trade. Following the completion of the railway works, 
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which necessitated huge quantities of river-borne materials, several vessels were laid up. 
Initially, four trains ran daily between Lincoln and Gainsborough, but their failure to attract 
the anticipated volume of traffic caused the railway company to revise its timetable. 
Connections for passengers wishing to travel beyond Retford and Lincoln were badly 
arranged, necessitating a two-hour wait at each station, which further exacerbated the 
situation. In 1852, the Great Northern Railway completed its main line from Peterborough 
to Doncaster, via Grantham, Newark and Retford, and temporarily abandoned its plan to 
extend the loop-line from Gainsborough to Bawtry, with the result that Gainsborough lost 
its intended position on a direct route to London. In years to come, the railways not only 
sealed the fate of Gainsborough's river traffic, they themselves felt the hand of doom when 
they lost their position on the direct London route. Today, in their search for company 
profitability, both Gainsborough's Lea Road and Central are 'unmanned stations' acting out 
minor roles in the country's rail network. The Railway Age undoubtedly played a key part in 
the old industrial decline of Gainsborough. 

In the late I7thcentury Gainsborough's population stood at just under 2,000. By 1851 this 
population had reached over 8,000. All these people had to be housed, the manner of which 
became a distinctive feature of (Old) Gainsborough. The population boom initially had not 
caused Gainsborough to sprawl. Instead, rows of cottages were built in the 'back gardens' of 
existing houses. These became known as 'Yards'. Barnaby's Yard, Potter's Yard, Jerrems 
Square and Winn's Yard are to name but a few of these many narrow and pokey little 
homes that no longer exist. Barnaby's Yard on Church Street is all that remains to be seen 
of old Gainsborough's yards. 
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3. Engineering firms in Lincolnshire 
(Adapted from: Wright, NR, (1982) Lincolnshire Towns and Industry 1700-1914, ppl37 et seq.) 

Every self-respecting Victorian market town had a foundry, to supply the often-humble 
needs of local agriculture and industry. Not many of them expanded their market much 
outside the immediate area. Lincolnshire, however, while possessing its normal quota of 
such iron works, was quite exceptional in the number of them, which made the grade to 
national and indeed worldwide renown. Some, like those in Boston, made their names 
known throughout England, but having flowered early, wilted early. The real successes were 
concentrated in the west, at Lincoln, Grantham and Gainsborough, and rose to prominence 
after 1845. The coming of the railways gave them cheaper coal and iron and improved 
access to markets throughout Britain and overseas. But their initial success was founded on 
the mechanical revolution of agriculture, in which Lincolnshire was in the forefront: the 
farms adopted the new machinery, the engineering firms produced and disseminated it 
throughout the world. The secret of their continued success, through later depressions and 
altered demands in agriculture, was diversification into different realms of engineering. Not 
only an astonishing number of actual machines, but a bewildering variety of machine types 
was produced. It was big business, with the annual output of machines and the number of 
employees both counted in thousands - an industry on a scale hitherto quite unknown in 
Lincolnshire. 

The development of agricultural engineering was encouraged by shows such as those held 
annually by the Royal Agricultural Society of England, in whose formation in 1838 Henry 
Handley had been concerned and of which he became president in 1841. Several of the 
Lincolnshire engineers became life members of the society, and Clayton and Shuttleworth of 
the Stamp End iron works in Lincoln advertised extensively in its journal The initial success 
of Lincolnshire engineering firms was based on the production of thrashing machines and 
steam engines for agriculture, though they also had other lines. During the first half of the 
century the introduction of thrashing machines had been violently resisted by agricultural 
labourers, who saw them as a threat to their main winter employment. But after 1850 the 
rural population was not growing as fast as it had been in the first half of the century and the 
railways made available to Lincolnshire firms cheaper coal and iron and new markets for 
their heavy products. Not only were Lincolnshire and the United Kingdom open to these 
firms but so also were new grain areas being developed on distant continents. 

The portable thrashing machine and engine 
Britain led the world in the use of steam in agriculture and it has been estimated that by 
1851 there were already eight thousand portable engines at work on British farms, but it still 
took several years for the use of steam to become widespread. Tuxford's steam-driven 
thrashing machine had been demonstrated at a local show in 1842 but at the Royal Show at 
York in 1848 most of the forty-eight thrashers on show were hand- or horse-powered. 
However, by 1852 there were nine firms demonstrating steam-powered moveable thrashing 
machines at the Royal Show at Lewes including Clayton's, who took the prize, Tuxford's and 
Hornsby's of Grantham. The next year at Gloucester twelve firms entered and three 
Lincolnshire firms took the top prizes for this type of machine, Clayton's winning in the 
category for fixed thrashing machines. By 1854, when the show was held at Lincoln, the 
portable thrasher had reached the essential form it was to retain until after the First World 
War . Mechanical details were improved in the following years but little change was made to, 
the basic concept. Lincolnshire firms produced a great many thrashing sets, consisting of 
elevators and portable or traction engines as well as the thrasher and perhaps a binder. 
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Howden and Tuxford in Boston and Clayton and Shuttleworth in Lincoln had all produced 
portable steam engines by 1845, and within five years A Y Barrett of Horncastle and Richard 
Hornsby (1790-1864) of Grantham followed their example. Barrett left the county within a 
short while but Hornsby's became one of the greatest firms in Lincolnshire. Hornsby 
produced his first portable engine in 1849 and it was an immediate success. 

During the next eight years it won twenty-one first prizes out of twenty-three public 
competitions entered, including the Great Exhibition of 1851 (for the 8 hp model) and the 
Universal Agricultural Exposition at Paris in 1856. At the Great Exhibition Hornsby's also 
won prizes for their seed drill, oil cake bruiser and other agricultural machines, and from 
1851 their portable engine was a major product. By 1854 the Spittlegate iron works had 
been extended to thirty-four furnaces and fourteen steam engines were in production 
simultaneously. At the Great Exhibition Tuxford's took the second prize for portable 
engines in competition with Garrett, Burrell and other firms. By 1851 Clayton and 
Shuttleworth had produced 126 portable engines and as a result of their prominent place in 
the Great Exhibition they produced a further 209 engines that year. 

Up to 1850 the Lincolnshire firms had been producing portable engines only in small 
numbers, dozens rather than hundreds, but production greatly increased during the 1850S. 
Clayton and Shuttleworth claimed that by 1857 they had made 2,400 portables, of which five 
hundred were sold in 1856 alone. Five years later they were turning out fifteen per week, 
and The Engineer described the Stamp End works as the greatest manufactory in the world, 
employing no less than 940 men. 

Overseas markets 
In 1848 Clayton and Shuttleworth had been proud to announce that their portable engine 
was used in other English counties as well as in Lincolnshire. Within ten years their horizons 
were much greater and other firms were eagerly following them into the wider world. Once 
thrashing sets had reached their standard design there was a constant search for new 
markets and Lincolnshire mechanics helped to build one of the greatest industrial empires 
ever seen. One of the first overseas markets for their thrashing sets was in Russia and 
Austro-Hungary, the great granary of Europe. In the museum of agriculture in Budapest is an 
early Clayton engine, no.310, which was sold to Joseph Fehrer of Hungary in 1851 and 
worked continuously until 1900. In 1856 the Stamford Mercury noted that 'large quantities of 
Clayton products were seen passing through Berlin on their way to Vienna for Hungarian grandees 
and landowners.' 

Richard Hornsby and new Lincoln firms of Ruston, Procter and Co. and William Foster 
were quick to follow Clayton and Shuttleworth into Europe. Hornsby exported his self-
binding harvester as well as thrashing machines, and his portable engine won prizes at 
exhibitions in St Petersburg and Gothenburg. Clayton and Shuttle- worth had addresses in 
both Vienna and Budapest by 1858 and moved into Russia after the Crimean War . Most of 
their portable engines made in 1864 were reputedly bound for Russia, Austria and Hungary. 
In 1883 Joseph Shuttleworth's brother John was living in Vienna, where the firm's branch 
works had 1500 employees, but in 1911 they sold their branches in Eastern Europe to a 
large Austrian syndicate. Their factory in the eastern suburbs of Pesth continued in business 
under the Hafer Schranz Clayton Shuttleworth label until at least 1949. William Foster 
opened a branch works and repair depot in Budapest, and his engines won prizes at 
exhibitions in Moscow in 1864, Hungary in 1869 and Vienna in 1873 .In the latter years his 



Hungarian works built several torpedo boats for the Danube but because of the financial 
difficulties of the 1870s this branch was sold to a local syndicate in 1877. Robert Robey of 
Lincoln and Ruston, Procter and Co. also had branches in Budapest and other eastern 
European cities in the late nineteenth century. 

Other European markets for Lincolnshire products included France, where one of Tuxford's 
portable engines drove the machinery of the Paris Exhibition of 1855, but they also 
exported to markets outside Europe. By 1855 there was said to be a considerable foreign 
and colonial demand for Tuxford's products, and in 1857 Richard Hornsby employed five 
hundred men and was sending engines not only to Austria, Sweden and France but also to 
more distant markets in South America, Australia and New Zealand. That same year 
Tuxford's also exported traction engines to the West Indies, and in 1861 to Australia too. 
Three years later Robert Robey won medals in Santiago. Thrashing sets were also exported 
to Canada, the USA and Egypt, and Joseph Ruston organized agencies in India, Japan, Chile, 
Argentina, USA, Russia, Hungary and elsewhere. 

In many of these areas coal and timber were very scarce, whereas the straw left after 
thrashing had little or no value. The Head and Schemioth straw-burning system introduced 
at the Vienna Exhibition of 1873 proved a godsend for ploughing and thrashing, and the 
Lincolnshire firms offered engines designed to burn whatever local fuel was available. 
Marshall's of Gainsborough sent portable engines to the Andes and the hinterland of China 
and supplied the first steam-driven portable engine for oil well drilling in Iraq. 

Lincolnshire firms 
William Tuxford was joined by his sons and the firm continued to experiment and develop 
new ideas for several years, producing many novel engines. In 1855 their wide range of 
products also included iron bridges and powerful pile-driving machinery. That year they 
purchased land to extend their works, but the firm did not expand as much as Clayton's, 
Hornsby's or Ruston's; in the I880S it succumbed to the agricultural depression. Howden's 
foundry declined even more quickly. His son continued it until 1859 when he withdrew and 
left it in the hands of his partners William Wilkinson and Henry Wright who in 1861 
employed fifty men and twenty boys. In 1862 they divided the premises between them and a 
year later Wilkinson moved to a foundry in Poole (Dorset), with Stephen Lewin, a Boston 
timber merchant, as sleeping partner. Lewin became more actively involved and in 1868 
took over the Poole foundry, where he produced agricultural implements and a number of 
steam locomotives. Wright continued the Boston foundry on a reduced scale until about 
1880. 

Before the railways arrived in the late 1840s, Boston's engineering firms had been foremost 
in Lincolnshire but by the 1890s none could compare with those in the west of the county. 
This decline may have been related to the general loss of economic vitality in the town, but 
Marshall's of Gainsborough grew in spite of the decline of that port. Another factor was 
perhaps the lack of railway sidings direct into the Boston works, since the haven lay 
between Tuxford's and the main line, and the extra cost of carrying raw materials into 
eastern Lincolnshire. 

Clayton and Shuttleworth quickly grew into the principal engineering firm in the county, 
helped in 1848 by a bank guarantee from the steam millers, Coupland, Keyworth and Seely. 
At that date Clayton's employed a hundred men and the following year they began to 
exhibit at agricultural shows, taking the first of many prizes at Norwich. They were 
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prominent at the 1851 Great Exhibition and by 1854 employed 520 men and eighty boys, 
whose average earnings were about £1 a week. In the centre of their Stamp End iron works, 
shown in figure 30, was a navigable strip of water connecting to the Witham and a little later 
a siding was laid into their works from the MSLR. Many of the buildings still standing today 
were erected in the 1860s, including the office block near the entrance. The thrashing 
machine and wood-working business was mainly east of the basin while the foundry and 
engine works were on the newly drained land on the west. By 1861 the firm had nine 
hundred employees, more than any other Lincolnshire firm at that time, and this had risen 
to 2,300 in 1885. By 1890 Clayton's total output of portable engines amounted to 26,000 
plus 24,000 thrashing machines. The Stamp End iron works was well placed between the 
river and the railway; most of the city's engineering works were in this eastern part of the 
Lincoln gap, lying alongside the railways. The only firm to leave this area was Foster and Co., 
whose original Wellington works was cut off from the railway. 

In the 1850s and 1860s the established iron works of Smith and Ash by in Stamford, James 
Hart in Brigg and William Marshall and Sons in Gainsborough also started to produce 
portable steam engines, and new iron works were set up in Lincoln by Robert Robey, 
William Foster and Michael Penistan. By about 1875 the city had become the main centre of 
engineering in the county. 

On I January 1857 the dynamic Joseph Ruston (1835-97) joined the partnership of Procter 
and Burton in Lincoln. He rapidly transformed their small business into the great Sheaf iron 
works (he had been apprenticed in Sheffield) and bought out his more timid partners, 
though the firm continued to trade as Ruston, Procter and Co. until 1918. Ruston's skills 
were commercial rather than those of an innovative engineer, and he soon followed Clayton 
and Hornsby into the eastern European market. By 1870 Ruston had increased the size of 
his workforce from twenty-five to seven hundred, which was a similar number to Tuxford's 
and Marshall's and was exceeded in Lincolnshire only by Clayton's and Hornsby's. In 1876 
Ruston purchased the freehold of his site from the corporation and within thirty years his 
firm had expanded on to two other large sites in the city. When Joseph died in 1897 his firm 
had produced more than twenty thousand steam engines, most of them portables or 
traction, and nearly eleven thousand thrashing machines. 

In the 1850s Robert Robey from Nottingham and William Foster (c. 1816-76) from 
Manchester also established new iron works in this part of Lincoln, Foster's developing from 
his business as a merchant and miller. Foster produced his first portable engine at the 
Wellington iron works in 18 58. Michael Penistan of Lincoln also progressed from the 
manufacture of horse-driven thrashing machines to steam engines, but it proved his ruin and 
the foundry in St Rumbold's Lane off Broadgate was acquired by William Rainsforth and Son 
about 1870. Rainsforth already had a fleet ofkeels and he started to produce agricultural 
machinery. Other Lincoln firms included the Lindum Plough works founded by John Cooke 
in 1851 and Penny and Porter of Broadgate. Harrison's malleable iron works near St Mark's 
church was founded in 1874; thirty years later it amalgamated with the Hykeham Foundry 
Co. and moved to a rail-side site a little way out of the city. The extent of Lincoln's 
engineering industry allowed some firms to specialize; Edward Clarke started to produce 
cranks for other firms in 1859 and James Dawson made belting for power transmission after 
1872. William Singleton developed from rope making into the production of oilcloth and 
waterproof covers, which brought him business from the railway companies and engineering 
firms. 
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In Grantham William Hempstead started producing agricultural implements in 1852, and 
twenty years later a whole tribe of Hempsteads had separate firms, which amalgamated and 
became the Phoenix ironworks on Dysart Road, making 7 or 8 hp steam engines of their 
own from 1877; but in December 1879 they went into liquidation. 

William Marshall (1812-61) purchased a small iron works at Gainsborough in 1848; as well 
as servicing the local oil and flourmills he also produced thrashing machines. On his early 
death the business passed to his two sons James (1836-1922) and Henry (1841-1906), who 
controlled the firm until the twentieth century and made it one of Lincolnshire's largest 
enterprises, completely dominating the economy of Gainsborough. William had moved to a 
site in front of the railway station in 1856; during the rest of the century the works 
extended southwards alongside the railway, with workers' housing filling the space between 
the railway and the old town on the river bank as shown in figure 22. Between 1885 and 
1904 the number of employees rose from about 1,500 to 3,600 and the works then covered 
about twenty-eight acres. 

Small engineering firms developed in Grimsby to meet the needs of the expanding fishing 
industry, and other Lincolnshire towns also had small iron works but none grew to the scale 
found in Lincoln, Grantham and Gainsborough. The Marquess of Exeter provided a site for 
Grant's iron works in Stamford but it did not last long: the entrance archway erected in 
1845 still survives, though moved a short distance in 1937. 

Steam ploughing 
As early as 1829, Henry Handley had offered a prize of one hundred guineas for a 
satisfactory method of ploughing by steam power and during the next twenty-five years 
there were many experiments with different systems. Direct traction, a machine moving 
itself across a field and pulling a plough behind it, never really succeeded on the soft damp 
soils of Great Britain. The weight of the engine and the experimental state of self-moving 
engines led to the development of cable ploughing with an engine on the edge of a field 
hauling the plough on a long cable, the other end of which was attached either to another 
engine or to anchors. 

The flat fields and heavy clays of eastern England were particularly suitable for steam 
ploughing and in the early 1850s Lord Willoughby de Eresby (1782-1865) contributed 
greatly by his interest and money towards its development. His close friend Daniel Gooch 
made his engines for him at the railway works in Swindon, locomotive superintendent of the 
GWR , although Hornsby's may have made one. By 1852 his lordship had a stable of four 
iron horses, which were used for a wide range of duties on the estate, two being leased to 
tenants for ploughing. In 1851 his first engine and a two-furrow plough had been displayed at 
the Great Exhibition and in 1854 through The Times he invited gentlemen to visit 
Grimsthorpe by appointment to see his system in operation and freely to take notes and 
drawings. Lord Willoughby then used his engines to establish the Edenham and Little 
Bytham Railway to connect Grimsthorpe Castle to the GNR's Towns line. 

In an attempt to overcome some problems of direct traction James Boydell produced a 
detailed specification in 1854 for wheels to be fitted with shoes round the rim, designed to 
form a continuous track as the vehicle moved along. After 1855 several firms produced self-
moving engines with Boydell wheels and on three days in July 1857 there were well-
publicized demonstrations in Lincolnshire of a Burrell-Boydell hauling different makes of 
plough. Many implement makers were present as well as spectators from Cuba, Russia, 
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Germany and Sweden. Tuxford's was the first Lincolnshire firm to produce a self-moving 
engine with Boydell wheels. They exported several to Cuba and the West Indies in 18 57, 
for ploughing and haulage on sugar plantations. They were three-wheeled vehicles, with a 
steersman at the front and a stoker at the rear: Clayton and Shuttleworth made and 
exported a similar vehicle to Odessa in May 1858. Boydell's wheels gave considerable pulling 
power to any engine to which they were fitted but the shoes and guides were easily broken 
on hard stony roads and most firms had abandoned the system by 1860. 

John Fowler (1826-64) finally achieved the production of steam ploughing equipment on a 
commercial basis. From 1856 he had sets manufactured by Clayton and Shuttleworth and 
other firms, before he opened his own works in Leeds in 1862. In the early 1860s Robey's 
produced a few ploughing engines for a system patented by W Savory and Son of 
Gloucester but this did not prove popular. By 1871 the novelty and excitement of steam 
cultivating exhibits at the Royal Shows had worn off; they were established. Steam ploughing 
sets were produced for over fifty years and many were used in Lincolnshire, but none were 
manufactured on a regular basis by firms in this county, even though Marshall's tried to 
break into the market about 1880. Tuxford and Sons also made a few traction engines, 
which were employed on roundabout ploughing using manila ropes. The sets were usually 
owned by contractors rather than by farmers, because of the cost involved and the limited 
and specialized work. One of the largest contractors in the kingdom was Ward and Dale of 
Sleaford, which was formed in the 1870s and reached its peak about 1918. They had twenty-
four double engine sets, of which one is now preserved in the Museum of Lincolnshire Life; 
in 1914 they harrowed 386 acres, ploughed 9,521 acres and dragged 54,842 acres. 

The self-moving machine 
The thrashing machines and portable steam engines being exported from Lincolnshire each 
needed several horses to pull them; there would be great benefit to agriculture if machines 
could move themselves and also haul thrashing machines, elevators and other items. 
Tuxford's, Clayton's and Robey's were actively involved in the development of self-moving 
steam engines for use on roads and fields, although individual designs also came from 
Foster's, Horns- by's and two small firms. The main subjects of experiment were the 
transmission of power to the driving wheels and the steering. Power could be transmitted 
to the rear wheels by chains, gears or cranks and in several experiments steering was done 
by a driver at the front with a horizontal wheel to turn the single front wheel. Boydell's 
patent design was not a success but the idea of the self-moving or traction engine was 
pursued. Clayton and Shuttleworth made one to the design of Thomas Aveling of Rochester 
in 1859 and they and Tuxford's continued to experiment and improve throughout the 
l86os. Robey and Foster had each produced their first traction engine by 1861 and at the 
Great Exhibition of the following year entries included engines by Robey and -the short-
lived Lincoln firm of Taplin and Co. Under the Locomotive Act of 1861 agricultural users of 
traction engines were exempted from paying road tolls but they were still subject to the 
Red Flag Act. Hornsby's of Grantham started producing traction engines in 1863, under 
Bonnall and Astbury patents, but apparently only a few were made. Richardson and Darley 
of Kirton-in-Lindsey also produced some during the 1860s. 

By 1866 the wheels of Clayton and Shuttleworth engines were made of wrought iron 
instead of cast iron and were close to the design, which later became nearly universal for 
traction engines. 
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R. W . Thomson of Edinburgh patented solid rubber tyres for large vehicles and road engines 
in 1867, and as Tennant's of Leith were unable to supply the whole market, Robey's of 
Lincoln also started to produce engines on Thomson's principles. The two rear driving 
wheels were shod with Thomson's patent rubber tyres protected by steel tread plates, and 
the single front steerage wheel was iron-shod. In December 1870 one of Robey's steamers 
hauled an omnibus with forty-five passengers along Canwick Road and up Lindum Hill, which 
it climbed at 4 to 5 mph, but the Red Flag Act prevented them reaching their full potential 
on English roads and they were not a success in agriculture. 

By 1870 most of the main features of the ultimate traction engine had already appeared 
even if they were not yet in common use, and during the next decade other firms entered 
the growing traction engine business. Ash by, Jeffrey and Luke of Stamford exhibited a 
somewhat unsuccessful engine in 1871 and Marshall's and Ruston's each made their first 
traction engine in 1876, entering the markets developed by pioneers such as Clayton's and 
Robey's. Hornsby's had produced very few engines of their unusual 1863 design but in 1880 
they exhibited a traction engine of more orthodox layout and this became one of their best-
known products. Similarly Marshall's produced a great many traction engines after they had 
improved the design in 1881, but Ruston had correctly anticipated later conventions and his 
design needed no drastic alteration. 

Diversification 
The agricultural depression in the final quarter of the century greatly reduced the market 
for agricultural machinery on which the Lincolnshire engineering firms had been founded. 
Their economic success could no longer be based on thrashing machines and portable 
engines. Tuxford's of Boston followed Howden's and Hempstead's into oblivion in 1887 and 
Foster's sold their Hungarian branch, but most firms survived by diversifying into other lines. 
Some firms continued to produce agricultural equipment until the 1930s, and indeed the 
export trade in thrashing sets reached its peak in the years before 1914, but other firms 
moved away from agriculture and steam engines. 

Several Lincolnshire firms, but particularly Robey and Co., went into the market for mining 
machinery such as winding engines and pithead towers. A Robey undertype steam engine 
drove the dynamo for the first electric light in Cleethorpes in 1882, and thereafter the firm 
introduced from the USA the first Edison dynamos and coupled them to their high-speed 
steam engines for electric power-station work. In conjunction with the patentee, Mr 
Dunbar, Ruston's developed steam excavators to replace the hard pick-and-shovel work of 
large civil engineering projects. They sold their first steam shovel in August 1875 and it was 
made almost entirely of wrought iron instead of the cast iron and timber used in earlier 
models by other manufacturers. They were used in the construction of the Albert dock in 
London in 1875-80 and on the construction of the Manchester Ship Canal in 1887. 

During the agricultural depression Joseph Ruston's skill at searching out new markets was of 
inestimable value and his firm surpassed in size Clayton and Shuttleworth and all other 
Lincoln- shire firms. When Ruston, Procter and Co. became a limited company in 1889; 
their most important products included not only steam engines and boilers, but also electric 
lighting machines, centrifugal pumps and sugar mills. Marshall's of Gainsborough also 
developed other lines and by 1904 their products included tea-processing machinery and 
gold-dredging plant. Through William Jackson, a tea planter from Assam, Marshall's had 
started to produce machinery for the tea plantations of India in the early 1870s, and in 1884 
Jackson and Marshall's together produced the world's first mechanical hot-air dryer. 
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The success of the Lincoln firms in overcoming the agricultural depression led to the 
extension of their premises and the development of a new industrial area south-west of the 
city centre, on the banks of the Upper Witham with sidings from the MR. About 1885 
Ruston's established their saw mills, wood works and boiler works in the Spike Island area. 
Foster's also established premises for making thrashing machines in the same vicinity, and 
when rebuilt after a serious fire in 1898 the whole Wellington works was moved to the new 
site. 

Steam on the roads after 1880 
Most turnpike trusts came to an end in the 1870s and after 1880 the use of steam traction 
by haulage contractors grew rapidly even though their use on the roads was restricted by 
statute until 1896. The period 1890 to 1930 was the hey-day of steam road traction; not 
until the latter date could internal combustion engines compete with steam in undertaking 
real hard work. From the 1890s until 1914 there was a great increase in the export of 
British traction engines, steam rollers and road locomotives. During this time Clayton and 
Shuttleworth, Ruston's, Marshall's and Robey's produced steamrollers. The Locomotive Act 
of 1878 had done away with the notorious red flag requirement but imposed speed limits of 
4 mph in the country and 2 mph in towns. An act in 1896 allowed lighter mechanically 
propelled vehicles to travel at up to 14 mph and the Heavy Motor Car Act of 1903 
permitted steam tractors not exceeding five tons in weight to travel at 5 mph. This led most 
makers to introduce a tractor within that limit and light steam tractors started to appear in 
increasing numbers. They were essentially miniature road loco- motives, designed principally 
for continuous haulage work, and mounted on springs to reduce jar and vibration on roads, 
with compound cylinders for economy and belly tanks for longer journeys without 
replenishment. Foster's, Ruston's, Marshall's and Robey's all produced five-ton tractors and 
Clayton's went on to develop their famous steam wagon, with a high-speed engine mounted 
on top of a small locomotive-type boiler at the front and a long lorry body behind the cab. 

The first Clayton and Shuttleworth steam wagon was sent from the works on 14 August 
1912; a five-tonner running on steel tyres and supplied to A. Thompson Alford of Aberdeen. 
By 1913 they had produced forty, mostly of the five-ton size, and hundreds more followed 
from the Abbey works on the north side of the Witham near Stamp End. Robey's and 
Foster's also produced steam wagons and on several occasions the latter firm fitted self-
moving road engines with Diplock's patent wheel or Pedrail, a revised version of Boydell's 
earlier design. Foster's and Marshall's produced show- men's engines, with dynamos and 
decorative trimmings, to operate huge fairground rides such as galloping horses, dragons or 
cockerels and move them from one fair to another. 

Oil Engines 
After the appointment of David Roberts as works manager in 1895 the energies of Hornsby 
and Sons were increasingly directed into the development of the oil engine, and in the years 
up to 1914 they were the most important makers of oil engines in the world. In 1905 the 
firm employed two thousand workers and supported about one third of the population of 
Grantham. At the start of this century Hornsby's decided to concentrate on the production 
of internal combustion engines: the production of steam engines, thrashing machines and 
other agricultural machinery was run down and in 1906 their boiler business was sold. 
Under the same policy they amalgamated in 1905 with J E H Andrew and Co. of Stockport, 
who produced a successful range of gas engines. 
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Hornsby's oil engines were used on farms and in quarries, saw mills and refrigeration plants. 
They also generated electricity for factories, hospitals, schools, hotels and early cinemas. In 
1902 one provided the power for Marconi's first radio transmission across the Atlantic. 
As patents expired other firms began to make oil engines but Hornsby's had a good start 
and they continued to flourish until 1914. The Stamford firm of Blackstone and Co. entered 
the oil engine market in 1896-97 with an engine that could also run on town gas; after 1897 
Ruston, Procter and Co., under the management of Johann August Bornemann (b. 1854), 
successfully changed its emphasis from steam to oil. Marshall's were also early in the field 
with an oil-engine tractor but other firms like Clarke's crank works in Lincoln found 
entrance into the oil-engine business a dangerous gamble. 

Zenith of thrashing machine production 
Despite the diversification into other lines the manufacture of thrashing sets remained 
important, nearly all of them being sent for export in this later period. These sets included 
maize shellers and huskers as well as thrashing machines and portable or traction engines. 
The trade reached its zenith between 1906 and 1912 when about seven thousand sets were 
exported each year. There were then six makers in the county; Clayton's, Marshall's, 
Ruston's, Robey's, Foster's and Hornsby's, and together their sales amounted to perhaps 
4,500 sets per annum for about £1 Vi million. Only about one hundred sets per year were 
sold on the home market and the remainder carried the names of the great Lincolnshire 
firms to Eastern Europe, South America and the far reaches of the British Empire. In South 
America most traction engines and thrashing sets were made either by Clayton and 
Shuttleworth or Ruston, Procter and Co. In fifty-five years Ruston's grew from a shed with 
twenty- five men and boys to three large plants covering fifty-two acres and employing 5,200 
men in the city, one of the largest establishments of its kind in the kingdom. By 1911 the 
sales of this firm alone totalled at least 42,800 steam, oil and gas engines, 36,880 boilers, 
24,000 thrashing machines, 5,200 centrifugal pumps and six hundred excavators: average 
annual output then exceeded six thousand of these items. 

When the Royal Show was held in Lincoln in 1907 two triumphal arches over the streets 
carried representations of a thrashing machine and a portable engine to symbolize Lincoln's 
wealth. Nathaniel Clayton and Joseph Shuttleworth's son Alfred (1843- 1925) each left an 
estate of over a million pounds when they died. These two families had at various times five 
houses in the city, but Hartsholme Hall, Eastcliff House and Eastgate House have all been 
demolished. Joseph Shuttleworth purchased an estate at Old Warden in Bedfordshire and in 
188 I was High Sheriff of that county, while Nathaniel Clayton held the same office in 
Lincolnshire. When Ruston's business was formed into a limited company in 1889 he was 
paid £465,000 for it, and became chairman of the new board. Ruston subscribed generously 
to local Congregational churches while Clayton and the Shuttleworths contributed to the 
erection of St Swithin's and All Saints churches. 

Engineering firms like theirs dominated the economies of Lincoln, Grantham and 
Gainsborough in Edwardian times, and sup- ported a large part of the urban population of 
the county. The iron works of 1845 had mostly been small family concerns where the 
master knew every man by name, but as the number of employees and workshops increased 
the overseers needed horses to carry them on their rounds. By 1914 Clayton's various 
premises covered about thirty acres and Ruston ' s over fifty acres. W o r k in the foundries 
was hard and hot: men's work, though in 1912 Ruston's started to employ women to make 
the sand cores. It was dirty work and an old hand at Ruston's later recalled that 'in 1900 the 
factory, like all others, was filthy, with inches of litter on the floor. If you had to kneel down, your 
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trousers stank. And the sanitary arrangements - the less said the better - a hole and a long pole.' 
Though most of the owners' houses have gone many of their industrial buildings still remain 
either empty or in use by other firms and are an eloquent reminder of the size of 
Lincolnshire's engineering industry on the eve of the Great War . 
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4. A History of Marshalls of Gainsborough 

1848 to 1861 - William Marshall - Industrial Pioneer 
Before purchasing the small engineering business of William Garland & Son (which came on 
to the market because of the death of the proprietor) William Marshall for six years had, by 
repute, been the St. Petersburg agent of W m Fairbairn & Sons, millwrights of Manchester. 
Garland died before 1854 but the actual date is not known. 

How far he can have foreseen the future development of the business that he founded, it is 
impossible to say. His experience in Russia must certainly have made him aware of the 
potentialities of British agricultural machinery in overseas markets. Yet it is related that 
when his two sons, James and Henry, urged him to start building portable engines which, 
afterwards, proved to be more than anything else the foundation of the firm's international 
fame. William at first regarded the proposal as fanciful, and finally agreed to it only from 
good nature remarking, 'Well, lads, do as you like.' Whereupon, James and Henry proceeded 
to convert - with truly momentous consequences - a boiler purchased in Lincoln. 

Whether deliberately or by chance, however, William Marshall 
(left) was one of those countless British Industrial pioneers who, 
arriving on the scene of history at just the right moment, set 
this country on the road to an industrial power and 
predominance such as the world had never before seen. The 
town of Gainsborough, in particular, owes much to William 
Marshall, Before his arrival there, its chief trades were mining, 
the building of small ships, and shipping; and of these, the last 
two were in decay as a result of the extension of the railways, 
in particular the opening of the Manchester, Sheffield & 
Lincolnshire Railway 1848. But for William Marshall, 
Gainsborough might today be a village. 

There is some doubt, by the way, as to the date of the story of Marshall's first portable 
engine. According to an old 'Prize Medal Book' in the possession of the firm the Marshall's 
won a prize for a portable engine at Norwich Royal Show as early as 1849 - but at this date 
James and Henry were aged only 13 and 8 years respectively. According to Engineering 7 
August 1885 when Marshalls started the business it included the manufacture of portable 
engines. 

According to another, and more likely account, William Marshall was occupied for the first 
seven or eight years after his arrival in Gainsborough, chiefly with millwright's work for the 
local oil and flour mills, and with the manufacture of threshing machines, and did not 
produce his first portable engine until after 1856 - by which date he had purchased I '/• 
acres of land and had there erected a new works on the site of the present Britannia 
Works, in which a portion of William Marshall's original buildings is still incorporated. 
According to Mr Hugh Marshall, the first machine built was a thresher, purchased 1855. 

It is known that a portable engine made by Marshalls in 1861 bore the serial No.52, and that 
in this year the first electric lighting ever used in a coalmine was powered by a Marshall's 
portable engine. 
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Before this time Marshalls had begun the manufacture and export of boilers. It is remarkable 
- and characteristic of the fashion in which international politics and international commerce 
were in those days separated - that in the year 1857, only a year after the conclusion of the 
Crimean War, Marshalls supplied a number of cylindrical boilers for the heating of passenger 
coaches on Russian railways. It is related that in the early years of the business James was 
the smith and Henry the fitter. The first employee taken on from outside the family was J.E. 
Shrive who later was famous at Marshalls as the man who painted the firm's first portable 
engine. He was employed by Marshall, Sons & Co. until his death in 1878. 

Marshall.—JAMES MARSHALL, J . P . , Cleveland House , 
Ga insborough ; eldest son of t he l a t e Wil l iam Marsha l l ; bo rn a t 
S ta lybr idge , Lancashire , May 17th, 1836 ; e d u c a t e d p r iva te ly . 
Cha i rman and Managing Director of Marshal l , Sons a n d 
C o m p a n y , L td . , engineers , G a i n s b o r o u g h ; Member of t he 
I n s t i t u t i o n of Mechanical Engineers ; Ju s t i ce of the Peace 
fo r t h e p a r t s of L indsey ; Income T a x Commiss ione r ; 
Pres iden t of t he Trus t ees ' Savings B a n k , Ga insborough ; 
P res iden t of t he Ga insborough Dispensary ; Cha i rman of 
t he Ga insborough Coffee T a v e r n Company , L t d . ; Cha i rman 
of t h e Technica l E d u c a t i o n Commi t t ee ; Cha i rman of four 
successive Ga insborough Te rmina l Bui ld ing Societies ; 
Governor of t h e Ga insborough G r a m m a r School, a n d S u b -
Commissioner of T ren t Pi lots . Marr ied , in 1863, F a n n y , 
second d a u g h t e r of J a m e s Manning, of London , a n d h a s 
issue t w o sons and five d a u g h t e r s . 

James Marshall (above) was taken into partnership in 1857, and Henry Marshall in 1861. A 
few months later William Marshall died, and the 2 sons became joint proprietors. By this 
time the business already enjoyed a nationwide reputation having won prizes for exhibits for 
portable and fixed engines and threshing machines, corn mills and saw benches at 
agricultural shows all over England, from Carlisle to Taunton. It was left to James and Henry 
to extend this reputation throughout the world. 

1862 to 1906 - The administration of the two brothers 
James and Henry quickly realised that to expand the business they would require more 
capital. In 1862 they formed a Joint Stock Company and the firm acquired its present name 
of Marshall Sons & Co Ltd. James Marshall was the chairman and Managing Director; Henry 
D. Marshall was joint managing director and secretary. The rest of the board consisted of E. 
BurwelI, P. Platts, R. Cook, and S. Kelsey. In 1863 W.H. Caldicott and T. Wheeldon joined 
the board. In 1864 J. Hughes took the place of W.H. Caidicott. After this the board 
remained unchanged for fourteen years. 

The two brothers were a perfect combination for industry and commerce. James looked 
after the engineering side and Henry after the commercial and administrative sides of the 
business. If any difference of opinion arose between them they would debate the matter 
until they arrived at a decision, which they would then announce to their fellow directors 
and loyally abide by. 

James Marshall's engineering genius is shown by the manner in which the expanding works 
were continually adapted to meet new demands. The site was originally covered by old 
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buildings and could be obtained only by small sections. Nevertheless the routine of 
manufacture, from the raw materials to the product, painted and ready for despatch, was 
always systematic and efficient. Marshalls produced machines of so many types that they 
could not adopt the mass production methods of a factory producing a single article. Under 
James Marshal I's direction however the firm invented many new methods of machining and 
cutting more than one part at a time. 

Marsha l l .—HENRY DICKENSON MARSHALL, J . P . , l a t e of 
Carr House , Ga insborough ; b o r n a t Manches ter , May 5 th , 
1840 ; son of Wi l l i am Marshal l , of Gainsborough ; e d u c a t e d 
p r iva te ly . J o i n t Manag ing Director of Marshal l , Sons and 
C o m p a n y , L td . , Ga insbo rough ; m e m b e r of t h e Ins t i t u t ion 
of Mechanical Engineers ; J u s t i c e of the Peace for the p a r t s 
of L indsey ; D i rec to r of t h e Sh i reoaks Colliery C o m p a n y ; 
Di rec tor of Messrs. GWynnes, L td . ; m e m b e r of t h e Council , 
and a P a s t P res iden t of t h e A g r i c u l t u r a l E n g i n e e r s ' Associa-
tion ; m e m b e r of t h e Counci l of t h e R o y a l Agr icu l tu ra l 
Socie ty ; m e m b e r of t h e Tariff Commiss ion ; m e m b e r of the 
Execu t ive B o a r d of "the E n g i n e e r i n g E m p l o y e r s ' F e d e r a t i o n ; 
m e m b e r of t h e L indsey C o u n t y C o u n c i l ; Vice-Pres ident and 
T r u s t e e of t h e Sav ings B a n k , G a i n s b o r o u g h . Marr ied , in 1862, 
Mary A n n , t h e d a u g h t e r of J o h n Wool vine, of Ga insborough ; 
had issue f o u r sons a n d six d a u g h t e r s , of w h o m t w o sons a n d 

four d a u g h t e r s su rv ive h im. Mr. Marshall died March 8 th , 1906. 

Henry Marshall, on the administrative side, was one of the first industrial employers to 
encourage inventiveness amongst employees by welcoming new ideas and by paying for 
those adopted. He also took a keen interest - at a time when few employers did so - in the 
education of his workpeople. In 1884, he organised classes in the firm's office buildings with 
teachers and equipment provided by Marshalls. Engineering courses were given in Machine 
Drawing, Mechanics and Physics, and commercial courses in English, French, Bookkeeping 
and Shorthand. 

Between 1860 and 1910 Marshalls attracted over 5,000 employees to come to live in 
Gainsborough. They all needed somewhere to live, so from 1867 the company's works 
architect made surveys and plans for several new streets of housing. By 1885, 180 houses 
had been erected using bricks made by Marshalls. These included the east side of Trinity 
Street, Ashcroft Road (South Parade) and Kebir Terrace. Marshalls continued to produce 
bricks until 1903. The most active decade of house building by them in Gainsborough was 
1891 -1901, when 877 new houses were built. 

An accident opens a new branch of business 
By 1870 the works occupied 4/2 acres and employed 550 workers. Shortly after this date an 
accidental happening in the Far East led to a very important development. Two Scot 
brothers, William and John Jackson, who were tea planters in Assam, had invented many 
new devices for withering, rolling, drying, cutting, sifting, firing and packing and had ordered 
a number of machines from the United Kingdom. On reaching Assam these machines broke 
down and the Jacksons set out for home to make other arrangements. As they were 
proceeding by river en route to Calcutta, their vessel was held up by some mishap and to 
pass time the two brothers visited a nearby plantation. Here they saw a portable engine 

The late Mr. H. D. Marshall, J.P. 
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driving a centrifugal pump for irrigation and were told that this engine had been working for 
ten years without a hitch. They made a note of the makers name and address - Marshall, 
Sons & Co. Ltd. On arriving in England they went to Gainsborough and arranged with 
Marshalls that the latter should produce tea machinery in accordance with the Jackson's 
ideas. 

It is related that before sending the new machinery out to the Far East, James Marshall 
himself tested them; using elderberry leaves instead of tea. 

Shortly after this, John Jackson went to the USA but William Jackson remained in 
association with Marshalls until his death in 1915. A standard American work on tea 
production comments 'the mechanical genius of the members of the Marshall family played 
an important part in finding solutions of the engineering problems presented in the working 
out of the ideas of Mr. Jackson.' In 1884 Marshalls produced the first mechanical hot-air 
drier. Another of their most notable 19th century products was the 'Rapid' Roller, first 
produced in 1887. Over 250 of these machines were sold in 1889, and they ruled the market 
for 20 years. The present Marshall Tea Machinery Co founded in 1934, inherits a tradition 
that originated in a breakdown of a river steamer in the early 1870s. 

The first agricultural depression 
In 1875 began the first economic crisis in British agriculture, resulting from the huge 
development of wheat growing on the American prairie. This crisis did not however stop 
the expansion of Marshalls who were steadily reaching out into foreign markets. In this year, 
1875 alone, the firm won first prizes for portable engines or for thrashing machines at 
exhibitions in Holstein, Prussia, Denmark, Norway, Luxembourg and Chile. During the next 
decade - in which the acreage of British home grown wheat fell by a million acres -
Marshalls won prizes for their products in, amongst other countries, Sweden, France, 
Germany, Russia and Australia. 

In 1878 J. Coupland joined the Board. In 1882 J. Coupland and E. Burwell died R. Cook 
retired and H. Newsum was elected. 

The Gainsborough Building Society 
The influx of workmen into Gainsborough from the nearby villages resulted in a housing 
shortage. To meet this, James and Henry D. Marshall in 1876 organised the Gainsborough 
Building Society, which enabled employees of the Britannia Works to buy their houses by 
instalments spread over 12 years. Today there are houses in Gainsborough owned by 
grandchildren of Marshalls employees who acquired their homes in this manner. 

The Gainsborough Building Society is still thriving. It no longer has any financial connection 
with Marshalls but some of their employees are shareholders. 

New Buildings 
A large part of the buildings on the north side of Britannia Works was built in the early 
1880s. The site was steep, and whilst levelling it Marshalls decided to make bricks for their 
new buildings of clay from the site itself. This was a bold decision, since the local clay had a 
large admixture of gypsum so that all previous attempts to make bricks from it had failed. 
Nevertheless; as many of these buildings still bear witness the decision was justified. 
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In 1885, when members of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers paid a visit to the Britannia 
Works, something like sixteen million bricks had been used in the buildings. By this time the 
works covered sixteen and half acres of which eleven and a half acres were occupied by 
buildings, including engine erecting and general tool shop 57,644 sq ft; engine stores 45,1 19 
sq ft; foundry 20,420 sq ft; boiler shop 70,820 sq ft; general smithy 40,085 sq ft.; threshing 
machine shop 30,670 sq ft stores for finished engines 3 1,425 sq ft; log saw mill 16,900 sq ft. 
The brick works continued in operation until their site was required for further extension 
of the works. 

Further Expansion 
In the 1880s and 1890s the industrial prosperity of Great Britain and of Marshalls continued 
to grow. In 1885 four fifths of the world's steamships were on the British register, and the 
excess of births over deaths in Great Britain was 13.3 per 1,000 (as against 10.3 in Germany 
and 1.4 in France) At Marshalls by 1892 the Britannia works covered twenty acres and 4,000 
employees - more than one fifth of the population of Gainsborough. 1889 c. 2,500 (Kelly), 
1904 c. 3,500 (Moore) 

Trent works built 1902 
In 1892 the Trent Works site was acquired and their erection started. In 1890 Marshalls 
erected a building comprising offices, a repair shop and stores from which machinery was let 
out for hire, in Farringdon Lane, London E.C. Marshalls also made the bricks for this building 
in Gainsborough. 

Towards the end of the century Marshalls were manufacturing steam tractors, traction 
engines, road rollers, portable and semi-portable engines, locomobiles and vertical and 
horizontal engines of up to 2,000 h.p., drop valve mill engines, oil engines, Lancashire and 



T. Wheeldon retired from the Board in 1889; Herbert J. and Herman D. Marshall were 
elected in 1903. Later in the same year H. Newsum died and W.G. Whiffen was elected in 
his place. 

Joseph Chamberlain speaks at Marshalls 
Despite Marshalls long period of industrial expansion, James and Henry Marshall clearly 
recognized that neither their firm, nor the nation as a whole, could count on its 
continuance. In the last decade of the 19th century British agriculture had suffered a second 
depression during which the corn growing area in England and Wales shrank by more than 
one quarter. For the sale of agricultural machinery therefore, Marshalls had become more 
and more dependent on their foreign markets in which Germany and the U.S.A. were 
arising as formidable competitors. German exports of manufactured goods, which in the 
four years 1880-1884 were to the value of £9lm had 20 years later in the years 1900-04, 
reached the value of £l54m. The comparative figures for the United Kingdom were £200 
million and £224 million. At the end of the Boer War, Joseph Chamberlain decided that the 
time was come for Great Britain to forsake her allegiance to Free Trade. James and Henry 
Marshall were also of this opinion, and Henry was appointed as Representative of the 
Agricultural machinery section on the Tariff Reform Commission. 
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allied type boilers, 
threshing machines, 
elevators, flax machinery, 
maize shellers, and gold 
dredging machinery. The 
manufacture of tea 
machinery had become an 
increasingly important part 
of their business. In 1884 
William Jackson and 
Marshalls together 
produced the World's first 
mechanical hot air drier. In 
1887 they produced the 
'Rapid' roller, of which 
over 250 were sold in the 
year 1889 alone. This roller 
dominated the market for 
the next twenty years. By 
1900 Marshalls had won 
over 300 gold and silver 
medals at international 
exhibitions. In this year 
they were awarded the 
Grand Prize at the Paris 
Exhibition for portable, 
vertical horizontal and 
compound engines, 
steamrollers and threshing 
machines. 

M A R S H A L L , S O N S & C O . L I M I T E D , G A I N S B O R O U G H 1 3 

NEW TYPE 

C O M P O U N D P O R T A B L E E N G I N E S 
F I T T E D W I T H 

OUR IMPROVED CROSS ARM, OR THE PICKERING GOVERNOR AND EQUILIBRIUM 
THROTTLE VALVE, OR HARTNELL'S PATENT GOVERNOR, 

AND AUTOMATIC EXPANSION GEAR T O HIGH - PRESSURE CYLINDER 

33L U P W A R D S OF 31,000 E N G I N E S M A D E A N D S U P P L I E D 

These Engines are made from 8 to 2 0 nominal Horse-Power, as described on 
the following page. 

The above Illustration is from a Photograph of our 8 H . P . size, fitted with 
the Hartnell Governor and Automatic Expansion Gear. 
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On I February 1905 Joseph Chamberlain came to Gainsborough and addressed a mass 
meeting in the Britannia Works on behalf of the local political candidate who supported 
fiscal reform. Marshalls had just finished building their great Machine Shop, which was 
described by the local press as possibly the largest of its kind in the World. This was 
prepared for the meeting with seats for over 7,000. 17,000 applications for seats were made 
for tickets and the building was filled two hours before the meeting started. Henry D. 
Marshall seconded the main resolution. James Marshall was absent on the advice of his 
doctor. 

It should be added that shortly afterwards Sir Edward Grey, later Lord Grey of Faloden, 
came to Gainsborough and spoke against Tariff Reform and the 1906 election showed that 
the majority of the electorate was not then willing that the country should abandon Free 
Trade. 

Death of Henry D. Marshall 
Henry D. Marshall's speech at the Joseph Chamberlain meeting was his last public utterance. 
His health from this time began to fail rapidly, and he died on 6 March 1906. He was elected 
a member of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers in 1885 and a member of its Council in 
1889. In the latter year he also became a founder member of the County Council. He was 
on the Councils of the Royal Agricultural Society and the Agricultural Engineer's 
Association, of which last he was a member of the Executive Board of the Engineering 
Employers' Association. 

1906-1914 - From Henry D. Marshall's death to The Great War 
After the death of Henry D. Marshall, James Marshall was increasingly assisted in the 
management of the business by his sons and by those of his brother. In 1909 S. Relsey died, 
and J. Hugh Marshall was elected to the Board. In 1911 the Carr House works were built. 

Until the First World War Marshalls continued, despite increasing foreign competition, to 
ship their machines all over the world. They won prizes for their products in S. Africa, Italy, 
Rumania, Belgium and Russia. They sent portable engines to the Andes, and to the 
hinterland of China. They supplied the first steam driven portable engine for oil field drilling 
in Iraq, a road roller to the Fiji Government and a tractor that was used for pulling an entire 
railway train in Patagonia. They also exported large numbers of agricultural tractors to 
Canada - still remembered by those who worked on their manufacture as the finest 
machines of their type and day. In 1914 the whole stock of tractors at Gainsborough was 
converted for heavy haulage and shipped to Russia, where they were sent to the battlefields 
of Galatia and Pripet marshes, and disappeared in the destruction of war. 

At home Marshalls found a profitable sideline in the sale of traction engines to Showmen, 
who used them both for pulling their caravans and waggons and also for providing motive 
power for merry-go-rounds. Frequently a showman would order from Marshalls a traction 
engine with £50 worth of extra brass work for ornament. 

One of the most important developments of this period was the production, in 1909, of the 
first crude oil tractors ever manufactured for agricultural purposes. These 60hp machines 
were the forerunners of the Diesel tractor, of which Marshalls were later to be pioneers. 
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1914-1922 - World War I and its Aftermath. 
The outbreak of the First World War found Marshalls - as it did the nation as a whole -
taken by surprise, but eager to do their duty James Marshall, who was now nearing his 80th 

year, encouraged his workmen to enlist in the army and about 2,000 of them did so. 

All three works - Britannia, Trent and Carr House - were converted almost wholly to the 
manufacture of War materials and munitions. From 1914 to 1918 the Britannia Works 
turned out 1,597 4' Naval Gun mountings, 2,500,000 shell fuses and shells. About 1,000 
women were employed in the shell and fuse departments. Trent Works produced 8,000 
military vehicles, and Carr House Works made Bristol Aircraft. Other Marshall products 
during this period were Mark IX tanks, boilers for use in the war zones, chemical and 
engineering plant and 5-ton traction engines. 

In 1918 G.L. Cook, who had served the firm for 55 years and had been secretary since 
1906, was elected to the Board. 

The Price 
When the war ended Marshalls - once again, like the nation as a whole - had to pay the 
price of its patriotism. Many foreign countries that before the war had bought Marshalls 
machines, had meanwhile built their own factories, and were now competitors instead of 
customers. The tractor department had been converted to the manufacture of shells and 
Marshalls had had no opportunity to proceed with their development of oil driven tractors. 
The markets for tractors had fallen almost entirely into the hands of American companies. 

The situation was made worse by the economic depression of 1921 - the worst year that 
British manufacturers had yet experienced. 

About this time too, Marshalls lost a lot of money in Russian Banks. This weakening of the 
Company's financial position was to make itself felt for years to come and to aggravate the 
financial crisis through which Marshalls passed in the early 1930s. 

In this difficult period, Marshalls continued to develop new products and new methods of 
manufacture. They introduced batch (not mass) production of many machines; with strict 
standardisation of parts. This was found especially desirable in the manufacture of steam 
road rollers. Several departments were for a time given over entirely to the construction of 
these and the Marshall Steam Roller of the period was a distinct advance on any other make. 
Every part was made to strict gauge.and it was possible to replace any part, even the boiler. 

Already in 1917 Marshalls had begun experimenting with steel framed threshing machines. 
First deliveries were made in 1929, amongst the earliest customers being Chile, the 
Argentine and Brazil. A small, steel framed threshing machine of a new type produced by 
Marshall in 1921 proved unpopular with British farmers and its manufacture was 
discontinued. (Oddly enough machines of this type are now standard in the USA and British 
farmers sometimes write to newspapers enquiring why such machines are not made in this 
country). In 1922 Marshalls introduced the first steel framed threshers of what is now 
generally known as the 'English' type and are today still almost without competitors in this 
particular field of manufacture. 

Immediately after the War intensive research was resumed on the development of oil 
driven tractors. Other developments of the period were the expansion of Marshalls 
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manufacture of flax drying machinery and the acquisition in 1919 of the rights of the Fibre 
Corporation Ltd. 

\ 
In 1920 the Institute of Mechanical Engineers held its summer meeting in Lincoln and paid its 
second visit to the Marshalls works. Marshalls had by this time in the 10 years of their 
history manufactured 175,000 engines and boilers, representing a total power capacity of 4 
m.h.p. 

The death of James Marshall 
James Marshall died in March 1922. His funeral was similar to Henry D. Marshalls. Like 
Henry D. Marshall, he had been a member of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers but took 
no considerable part in its proceedings. A Justice of the Peace, he was an Alderman of 
Lindsey County Council, President of Gainsborough Dispensary and associated with many 
local organisations, particularly those of a charitable nature. He also played great part in 
fostering the Technical Classes, which were well in advance of their time. 

1922-1931 - From James Marshall's death to the World Economic Crisis 
After James Marshall's death his eldest son, Herbert J. Marshall, who had been joint 
managing director, became chairman, and the youngest son of Henry D. Marshall Herman D. 
Marshall took over the post formerly held by his cousin. In 1924 G. L. Cook died, W.G . 
Whiffen resigned from the Board, and John Wortley was elected. 

Marshalls continued their struggle to regain their lost foreign markets. The research that 
had been resumed on oil driven tractors resulted in the production, in 1929, of a successful 
diesel engined tractor of l5/30hp. The good work that had been done on steam rollers 
resulted in Marshalls receiving from the Greek Government in 1925 an order for 140 piston 
valve rollers, to be delivered at the rate of 10 a week - probably the biggest single order 
that has ever been given for such machines. In 1926-7 Marshalls were working on a crude oil 
road roller of an experimental type and by 1930 they had produced the first Marshall R.D. 
road roller, which even today has a remarkably modern look. Continuing the tradition of 
William Jackson, who had died in 1915, Marshalls produced in 1927 the 'Briton' Tea Packer, 
which is still widely in use. 

In the home market, a notable activity was the increasing manufacture of boilers for the 
central heating of large buildings. Amongst customers supplied were the Bank of England and 
Grosvenor House, Mayfair. By establishing close associations with leading British heating and 
ventilating engineers Marshalls came to occupy a dominant position in this field. 

About this time too, the growth of motor traffic in the United Kingdom caused an increase 
in the demand for road making machinery, and Marshalls successfully put on the market a 
full range of machines for crushing, granulating, pulverising, screening, washing and drying 
stone, sand and gravel. 

Marshalls two-cycle oil engines, both horizontal and vertical, were also doing well. During 
floods near Newbury, a Marshall 25 B.H.P. two-cycle oil engine drove a centrifugal pump at 
full load for 44 days and nights without stopping. 

Not long afterwards, Marshalls learnt of another remarkable endurance record set up by 
one of their machines. A letter from New Zealand mentioned that a Marshall portable 
steam engine, No. 7002 was still at work. After reference to the files, it was found that 
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engine was made in 1879 and shown at the Melbourne Exhibition in 1880. The next year it 
went into service at Dunedin factory. Now, after nearly 50 years of continuous service, it 
still carried its full rated load and retained its original bearings and firebox. 

Herbert J. Marshall died in 1929 and Herman D. Marshall became Chairman and Joint 
Managing Director. Arthur Colegate was also appointed a Joint Managing Director. In the 
same year John Wortley retired from the Board; and R. J. Matthews and C.R. Newsum were 
elected. W.G . Whiffen had returned to the Board in the previous year. 

In 1930 the Royal Agricultural Society held its annual show at Manchester and Marshalls 
were represented by a wide range of agricultural, road-making, building and industrial 
machinery. The World agricultural tractor trials organised jointly by the Royal Agricultural 
Society and the Oxford Institute of Agricultural Engineers gave Marshalls an opportunity to 
test their latest diesel tractor in competition with tractors of 30 different types - oi l , 
paraffin and petrol driven - representing nearly every well known make in the world. The 
Marshall tractor did very well in these tests. 

In the same year Marshalls took over the old established business of Clayton and 
Shuttleworth Ltd. and began manufacturing some of the latter's machines at the Britannia 
Works. 

Despite all the developments of this period, however, Marshalls were by the end of it 
already under the shadow of the World Economic Crisis. The failure of the Credit-Anstalt 
Bank in Austria early in 1929, fol I owed by the Wall Street crash in October of the same 
year, had had a devastating effect upon international trade in agricultural machinery. The 
year 193 I was the most unprofitable that the firm had yet experienced. 

1931-39 - Depression and Recovery 
The effect of the world economic crisis upon British exports and British manufacture is too 
well known to need description here. For Marshalls the chief bright spot during the early 
1930s was the foundation of the Marshalls Tea Machinery Company in India. This thriving 
concern now has major offices in Bombay, Calcutta, Madras. In other respects, matters 
went from bad to worse. The disappearance of Marshalls export trade with Central Europe, 
the depreciation of stock values and the disorganisation of exchanges resulted by 1934 in a 
grave danger that the works might be closed down. 

On 19 September 1934, Marshalls were taken over by Thos. Ward Ltd. Ashley S. Ward was 
appointed Managing Director and Mark Burton who had been with Marshalls since 1890 was 
made General Manager. Many of Marshall's customers were apprehensive that the works 
would be dismantled, and that deliveries upon which they relied of machines and spare 
parts, would be discontinued. The goodwill of Marshalls was however too valuable to be 
jettisoned in this fashion; the purpose of T .W. Ward was not salvage, but the salvation of 
Marshalls. For this purpose a new company was formed in 1936. Joseph Ward became 
Chairman and Ashley S. Ward Deputy Chairman and Managing Director. The Board of eight 
included three other directors of T .W. Ward Ltd., - George Wood, Frank R. Stagg 
M.I.Struct.E., and W.A . Ward A.M.I.M.E. 

From this time Marshalls began to recover. Production of all the firm's standard products 
continued and further intensive research on the development of tractors led to the 
production in 1938 of the Marshall Model M Diesel Tractor - the most simple, efficient and 
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durable tractor the World had yet seen. Today, 10 years later, every single one of these 
tractors is still, so far as is known, in service - worthy inheritors of the Marshall's tradition. 

The foundation of Marshall Richards 
In 1937 S. H. Richards, an engineer of great experience who had designed a complete range 
of wire drawing machines for Messrs. W.H.A. Robertson, of Bedford, associated himself, 
with Marshalls, and the Marshall Richards Machine Company Ltd. was formed. 

The first machines produced by the new company were copper wire drawers for S. Africa 
and Australia. These were built on the gallery over what was then the tea machinery shop. 
Amongst other orders executed soon after this by Marshall Richards was one for a machine 
for drawing trolley wire, reputed to be the largest in the world, which produced wire for 
the Manchester-Sheffield Electrification Scheme. 

By this time the nation had begun to re-arm. There was a grave shortage of fine wire and 
fine wire machines for aircraft, and Marshall Richards received an order from the 
Government for as many of these machines as they could manufacture. This order was 
followed by another for balloon winches of a new type designed by S.H. Richards. 

These and other orders resulting from national re-armament aided Marshalls recovery. By 
1939 plant, staff and workmen were ready to be fully mobilised for the defence of the 
nation. 

1939-1945 World War II 
Right from the beginning of the Second World War the British Government and people 
realised that, in order to win it, they would need not only weapons, but also agricultural and 
other peaceful machinery that would enable Great Britain to withstand her second siege by 
the U-Boats. 

Accordingly, instead of being converted almost entirely to the production of armaments, as 
in World War I, Marshalls had now the double task of making both swords and 
ploughshares. During World War II Marshalls produced over 2,000 threshing machines -
more than half the total produced in the whole country during the period - and also 
maintained in service several thousands of existing machines, many of which were over 50 
years of age. They also continued to manufacture and develop diesel tractors - with the 
result that in 1945 they were able to start deliveries of the Field Marshall Mark I, a 
revolutionary single-cylinder, two-stroke model, consuming less than a gallon of fuel to an 
acre of ploughing. 

Another contribution made by Marshalls to national autarchy was the production of Class 
'S' portable steam engine, which was used by the Forestry Department for the collection of 
home grown timber. 

In the field of armaments, Marshalls manufactured 4' Naval Gun Mountings similar to those 
they had manufactured in the previous war, and also twin Naval Gun mountings of hand 
operated type for low angle and anti-aircraft fire. (After the introduction of radar, these 
latter were converted into power-operated units for remote control). For land warfare 
Marshalls produced 2' and 17 pounder anti-aircraft guns, anti-tank guns and ammunition 
hoists. 
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Marshalls also produced a great number of machines that simultaneously served both 
military and civilian purposes. Amongst these were several hundreds of 8/10 h.p. Road 
rollers, which were used by British forces overseas in the construction of airfields and 
landing strips. Marshall Richards designed and manufactured a complete new range of steel 
and copper wire drawing machines including the whole of the plant for the production of 
spring wire for Rolls Royce engines, which was urgently needed because of the loss of 
Swedish supplies. These machines also produced steel, bronze, platinum, silver or gold wire 
of the extra firmness required for example in the heating of flying suits or radar equipment. 

/ 942 - A Surprise Weapon 
In World War I Marshalls had helped in the manufacture of tanks. Again in World War II 
they contributed to the production of a surprise weapon. In 1942 the Admiralty asked them 
to manufacture 'X' craft - now popularly known as 'Midget' submarines. 

Secrecy in the production and delivery of these craft was carefully guarded. Disguised as a 
large motorboat, a finished submarine would be wheeled out of the main entrance of the 
Britannia Works, and placed on a special locomotive truck for transportation to Clydeside. 

Since the magnificent exploits of 'X' craft were due to the courage and seamanship of their 
commanders and crews - who gained amongst many other awards for gallantry two Victoria 
Crosses - it would be out of place in this work to do more than refer to them. Marshalls 
may however quote with legitimate pride, the words of a flotilla captain - 'no man can 
achieve results if the weapons which he has to use fail when the test comes. It was your 
responsibility to produce weapons would not fail. I can well believe that for a firm to be 
faced with shipbuilding of such a technical and specialised character was a most unexpected 
call on your resources. But I can truthfully say that the results you produced were 
magnificent. The officers and men who manned the submarines which were built by you, 
never had the slightest reason to doubt the soundness and excellence of their craft.' 

It was well for the nation that Marshalls had not been allowed to founder in the economic 
storms of the middle 1930s. 

1945 - 'What is past is prologue' 
During the War years many changes have occurred in the Board of Marshall Sons and Co. 
Ltd. In 1939 Mark Burton became Joint Managing Director. In 1941 Joseph Ward died and 
was replaced by Ashley S. Ward, who retained his post of Managing Director. George 
Wood became Deputy Chairman. In 1938 W.A. Ward resigned from the Board, and in 1936 
C.H.J Day and R. Vernon both of T .W. Ward were elected. In 1944 E. Burgess, who had 
been with Marshalls for over 20 years, was elected to the Board. In June 1945 Mark Burton 
resigned from the post of joint managing director although retaining a seat on the Board and 
was succeeded by George Bryden. 

Marshalls emerged from World War II in far better shape, in many respects than they did 
from World War I. They were not faced with the necessity of reconverting almost their 
entire works from wartime to peace time production but have been able to go straight 
ahead - with the result that their latest Diesel tractor - the F.M. Mark I Series II - and their 
latest Diesel Road Roller are the most advanced machines of their types in the world. 
Moreover, unlike after World War I there had been a keen overseas demand for many of 
Marshalls products. A contract has been secured from the Government of India for the 
delivery of steam and diesel road rollers to the total value of £2 million. Marshalls Richards 
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have supplied machinery to Canada, S. Africa, Sweden, Belgium, Switzerland and France. The 
demand is also increasing, both at home and abroad, for Marshalls steam engines, boilers, 
steel threshing machines, combine harvesters and tea machinery. 

To meet the needs of their expanding business Marshal I Richards towards the end of 1946 
moved from Gainsborough to an Ex Government factory at Crook (County Durham). The 
inventive genius of S. H. Richards and of T.B. Somerville, Technical Director of Marshall 
Richards and Managing Director of his own firm, Messrs. Duralectrics Ltd. of Manchester, 
have resulted in the production of machines for the manufacture of every type of ferrous or 
nonferrous wire. The reactive 'path-finder' wire drawer is said by experts in this field to be 
to any previous wire-drawer as the jet is to the internal combustion engine. 

Association with Fowlers of Leeds 
In 1946 Marshall Sons & Co. Ltd. acquired the Ordinary Share capital of John Fowler & Co. 
(Leeds), an engineering company that will celebrate its centenary only two years after 
Marshalls. This new member of the Marshalls group is famous, as a pioneer in the 
manufacture of Diesel locomotives and like Marshall Sons & Co. has long enjoyed great 
goodwill amongst farmers at home and overseas. The combination of these two great 
companies has led to the production of the Fowler Marshall Crawler Tractor Mark VF, the 
only all-British tractor of its type. In 1941 Fowlers also took over from the Ministry of 
Supply one of the most highly mechanised iron and steel foundries in the World at 
Sprotborough. Known as the Marshall-Fowler period, between 1946 and 1967 production 
continued at Gainsborough much as before, with the addition of new products alongside 
older ones such as road rollers. In November 1967 the companies became the subject of a 
hostile share bid, but this was resisted by the Thos. W . Ward Group, who took both the 
Marshalls and Fowlers business in as wholly owned subsidiaries. 

The British Leyland period (1975-1978) 
During the early 1970s Marshall-Fowler losses mounted, and early in 1975 the management 
resolved to close the business and sell its assets, however expressing a desire to do the 
latter as a going concern. Interest was shown by Aveling & Barford Ltd, by then a part of the 
Special Products Division of British Leyland, and a deal was struck. As a result the company 
changed name again, to Aveling Marshall Ltd. Within two years road roller production 
ceased, and by 1978 the British Leyland chairman - Michael Edwardes - announced the 
group's intention of selling off its Special Products Division. 

The Nickerson period (1978-1985) 
Local farmer and businessman Charles Nickerson bought Aveling Marshall in 1978. He 
cleaned and tidied up the factory and established a museum there. Nonetheless, machine 
tools and equipment from major parts of the works were also sold off on 6 March 1980. In 
1982 Nickerson acquired the wheeled tractor division of the imploding British Leyland 
group and move production to Gainsborough. At this time he also re-registered the 
business at Gainsborough as Marshall, Sons & Co. Sadly, most of this was window dressing 
and receivers were appointed on 25 September 1985. 

Hubert Flatters (1986-1987) 
Britannia Works, and its business, was acquired from the Receivers on 3 January 1986 by a 
former Marshalls employee, Hubert Flatters. Production resumed one month later, with the 
firm trading as Track-Marshall of Gainsborough Ltd. Sadly, Hubert Flatters died in January 
1987 and the business was continued by his widow and the directors. 
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The final years (1987-199?) 
After three difficult years a controlling interest in Track-Marshall was acquired on 3 May 
1990 by Tom Walkinshaw. 

Year Number of 
Employees 

From 
Gainsborough 
News of... 

Notes 

1856 18 May 1906 1 lA acre site 
1860 22 6 June 1913 
1863 81 6 June 1913 
1870 550 9 February 1878 4!/2 acre site 
1871 628 9 February 1878 
1877 1,190 9 February 1878 
1885 1,850 16/2 acre site 
1887 2,200 28 June 1887 £3,000 wage bill 
1889 2,350 9 August 1889 
1890 2,500 15 August 1890 
1892 2,800 1 January 1892 26 acre site through purchase of Trent Works site 
1895 3,000 26 April 1895 
1899 3,500 14 July 1899 29 acre site; over 32,000 engines built 
1907 4,200 6 December 1907 
1912 5,000 22 March 1912 39 acres (including Carr House Works) 

In his annual report for 1878 the local Medical Office of Health (Dr Mackinder) gave some 
figures for the composition of Marshall Sons & Co's employees (Gainsborough News 9 
February 1878):-

December 1871 December 1877 
Office staff and foremen 34 (8%) 59 (5%) 
Adult workpeople 508 (72%) 983 (82.6%) 
Boys 86 (20%) 148 (12.4%) 
T O T A L 628 (100%) 1,190 (100%) 

On the assumption that 70% of the adult workers were married and had an average of three 
children each, Mr T.H. Chafer has calculated the following table: 

1 II III IV V VI 
Employees Married 

& 

Families 

Dependent 
on Firm 

Popn. of 
Gainsboro. 
Lea & 
Morton 

V a s 
a % 
of VI 

Year 

Total Single Married 
Married 
& 

Families 

Dependent 
on Firm 

Popn. of 
Gainsboro. 
Lea & 
Morton 

V a s 
a % 
of VI 

Year Calculated 30% of 1 70% of 1 5x111 II + IV 

Popn. of 
Gainsboro. 
Lea & 
Morton 

V a s 
a % 
of VI 

1861 50 15 35 175 190 7,137 3 
1871 628 188 440 2,200 2,388 8,407 28 
1881 1,520 456 1,064 5,320 5,776 12,082 48 
1891 2,650 895 1,755 8,775 9,679 15,793 61 
1901 3,675 1,102 2,573 12,865 13,967 18,996 74 
191 1 4,680 1,458 3,402 17,010 18,468 21,843 85 
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Marshalls of Gainsborough - A Chronology 
1848 William Marshall founds the business 
1849 Prize of £25 won for a 'portable machine' (believed to be a thresher) 
1855 First land bought on the site of the present Britannia Works 
1851 Boilers exported to Russia for the heating of railway carriages. James Marshall taken 
into partnership 
1861 Henry D. Marshall taken into partnership 
1861 Death of William Marshall 
1862 Marshall & Co Ltd. founded as a joint stock company. 
1863 Prizes gained for the first time at Exhibitions abroad - at Pesth (Hungary) and Stettin 
(Germany)- both for portable engines. 
1870 Britannia works now occupy 4!/2 acres and occupy 550 men. 
1875 Beginning of association with William Jackson. Many foreign prizes won for portable 
engines and threshing machines. 
1876 James and Henry Marshall found the Gainsborough Building Society 
1881-5 Extension of Britannia Works, with bricks made from the site. 
1884 Henry Marshall starts Technical Classes for employees. 
1885 First visit of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers. 
1887 William Jackson and Marshalls produce the 'Rapid' roller. 
1892 Works now occupy 20 acres and employ 2,200 men. Acquisition of the site of Trent 
Works. 
1890 Acquisition of the site and building started at Farringdon Street, E.C. 
1900 Grand Prize at the Paris Exhibition for a collection of Agricultural machinery 
1905 Joseph Chamberlain speaks at the Britannia Works. 
1906 Death of Henry D. Marshall. 
1906 Marshalls ship to Iraq the first portable engine ever used for oil well drilling. 
1908 Gold medal for traction engines, at Padua 
1909 Grand Prix for a collection of engines and machines, at Rio de Janeiro. Production of 
first crude oil tractors ever used for agricultural purposes. 
1910 Britannia & Trent works now occupy 39 acres and employ 4,000 men. 
1911 Carr House Works built. 
1914 Entire stock of tractors shipped to Russia. 
1914-18 2,000 Marshalls workmen enlist. Britannia, Trent and Carr House works converted 
to war production. Entire export trade abandoned. 
1919 Resumption of development of oil driven tractors. First deliveries of steel framed 
threshing machines. Introduction of batch production methods. Acquisition of the Fibre 
Corporation Ltd. 
1920 Second visit of Institute of Mechanical Engineers. 
1922 Production of steel framed threshers of 'English' type. Death of James Marshall. 
1922 Herbert J, Marshall becomes Chairman 
1925 140 steam rollers delivered to Greek Government 
1927 Production of the 'Briton' Tea Packer. Boilers supplied to Bank of England. Marshalls 
Portable Engine still in use after nearly 50 years of service 
1929 Production of the 15/30 Diesel Tractor 
1930 Production of Diesel R.D. road rollers. Acquisition of Clayton and Shuttleworth Ltd. 
193 I Marshalls severely hit by the world economic crisis 
193 1-35 The depression continues 
1934 Marshalls Tea Machinery Company set up in India 
Marshal I s taken over by Thomas W . Ward Ltd. A.S. Ward becomes Managing Director 
1936. New company formed. Joseph Ward becomes Chairman 
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1937 Foundation of Marshall Richards Machine Co. Ltd 
1938 Production of the Model M Diesel Tractor 
193 1-39 Development of new range of wire drawing machinery for aircraft. 
1939-45 Manufacture of over 2,000 threshing machines, several hundreds of Road rollers for 
the forces; portable steam engines for forestry, Naval mountings; Ack Ack guns and Wire 
machinery for aircraft 
1941 Death of Joseph Ward, Ashley S. Ward becomes Chairman 
1942 Admiralty order for production of 'X' craft 
1945 Poduction of the Field Marshall Diesel Tractor Mark I Series I. 
1946 Association with John Fowler & Co. Ltd. of Leeds. Marshall Richards acquire the 
Crook Works 
1947 Production of the FM Tractor Mark I Series II. Fowlers acquire the Sprotborough 
Works. Production of the 'Pathfinder' wire drawer 
1948 Production of the Marshall/Fowler Mark VF diesel crawler tractor 
1967 The Marshall and Fowler companies became the subject of a hostile share bid that 
November, but this was resisted by the Thos. W . Ward Group, who took both the business 
in as wholly owned subsidiaries. 
1975 After mounting losses during the early 1970s the Marshall-Fowler management 
resolved to close the business and sell its assets, but hoped to do this as a going concern. 
Interest was by Aveling & Barford Ltd, then a part of British Leyland's Special Products 
Division. A deal was struck, and the company again changed its name to Aveling Marshall 
Ltd. 
1977 Road roller production ceases. 
1978 British Leyland announces its intention to sell off its Special Products Division. 
1978 Britannia Works is bought by local farmer and businessman Charles Nickerson 
1980 On 6 March machine tools and equipment from major parts of Britannia Works are 
sold off. 
1982 Charles Nickerson acquires the wheeled tractor division of the British Leyland group 
and moves production to Gainsborough. He also re-registers the business in Gainsborough 
as Marshall, Sons & Co. 
1985 Receivers for the new Marshall, Sons & Co are appointed on 25 September. 
1986 Former Marshalls employee, Hubert Flatters, acquires Britannia Works and its 
business from the Receivers on 3 January. It is renamed Track-Marshall. 
1987 Hubert Flatters dies in January and the business is continued by his widow and the 
directors. 
1990 a controlling interest in Track-Marshall is acquired by Tom Walkinshaw on 3 May. 
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5. The Development of Britannia Works 

^ j ^ l ^ W g g f f i ^ - | | | Ibbotson's Map of Gainsborough, (left) published 
* ' 1 1 1 '••• I IB 1 • • in 1854, shows the Beaumont Street/Spring 

Gardens site a year before William Marshall 
purchased his initial I 'A acres there. Even at this 
date, the site was only partially green field. Both 
sides of Spring Gardens are shown as being 
developed; on the north side with houses 
having formal front gardens, on the south side 
having a mix of housing courts, a malthouse and 
a Primitive Methodist chapel. The Horse & 
Groom public house stands on the corner of 
Beaumont Street. South along the latter there 
are three housing yards, with a total of 50 
houses in them. Further detached from these is 
a carriage manufactory, which stood more or 
less where the entrance to works offices, a 
topped by Britannia, later stood. 

Between 1855 and 1870 Britannia Works grew 
exclusively on what became known as its North 
Side. Through further land purchases and 
building, William Marshall's original I 'A acres 

had become 4Vi acres of buildings by 1870. 

The next ten years saw little expansion in the size of the works, but the five years between 
1881 and 1885 would see them almost triple in size. This was achieved through the 
company purchasing all of the available undeveloped land on the site described by Spring 
Gardens, Station Road, Station Hill and Beaumont Street, and by developing what became 
known as the South Side Works , south of Station Hill - where Tesco was built 
subsequently. 

Possibly the oldest plan of North Side 
Works is dated 1882. The copy to hand 
(right) clearly had later annotations, 
referring, for example, to a 
T E L E P H O N E ROOM' and a 
T E L E P H O N E EXCHANGE ' , but equally 
clearly predates the 1885 plan (referred 
to below), as it does not show the 
works' electricity generating station, 
which was built just south of Station Hill. 
For this and other reasons the stated 
1882 date is probably correct. If so the 
North Side Works still had a lot of 
'OPEN AIR' spaces and 'WELLS' on the 
site, but, equally clearly, the major 
excavation into Station Hill was also 
complete, and the arched railway viaduct and pattern stores built. 
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Xorth Side ll'orfit 
t o 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

a 
9. 

10. 
li. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

R E F E R E N C E T O N U M B E R S O N P L A N 

N o r t h S i d e W o r k s . 
General ofBcefl. 
Drawing office. 
Ormik trimming shop. 
Engine stores. first and second floor. 

M erecting shop and general tools with gallery round. 
Cylinder fitting department over roadway (extension). 
Flywheel turnery on first floor (extension). 
General tools un 6econd floor. 
Boilers and engine house. 
Testing shed for fixed and compound engines. 
Casting stores. Two floors. 

19. 
20. 
21. 
23. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
56. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 

31. 
32. 

Foundry. 
Store for iron patterns. 
Blower House. 
Core stores, sand, &c.t first floor. 
Pig iron coke storage, second floor. 
Pattern floors, third floor. 
Smithy and core iron store, third floor. 
Pattern store, second floor. 

,, shop, third floor. 
"Wheel spoke storage. 
Boiler department, flanged plate store, first floor. 
Road for railway trucks and cartage, second floor. 
Pattern stores, third floor. 
Boiler department, plate store, with gallery round. 

,» j, general tools with gallery. 
»» „ plating bay. 
n machine rivetting bay. 
,i hand rivetting bay. 

„ repair bay. 
i». „ boiler smithy and tube store. 

Testing sheds, portable and vertical class. 
Engine repair shop. 

paint shop. 
Covered shed. 
Paint shop, store, &c., first floor. 
Mess room, second floor. 
Time office and No. 1 works entrance. 
Stables. 

By 1885 Britannia Works covered 16 acres, I I Vz of 
which were under buildings. This period is also the best 
one to be covered by maps and plans. The Ist Edition 25-
inch Ordnance Survey map was surveyed that year, which 
also saw a visit made to the works by the Institute of 
Mechanical Engineers. The plan (above) accompanying the 
report of their visit in early August 1885 in Engineering is 
the most detailed ever produced for public appreciation. 
Only the Horse & Groom public house and the housing 
yards off Beaumont Street (mentioned above) are not 
included within the North Side Works, and the 32 shops 
shown would be familiar to anyone who only knew the 
site in its last days during 2003/4. 

The Key to this plan is reproduced at left. 



In the frontispiece of 
Engineering's report is 
a photograph (left) 
showing the main 
office frontage to 
Beaumont Street. 
These are seen as a 
symmetrical, single-
storey building, with 
a highly ornamental 
entrance in the 
centre, plumb in the 
centre of eight 
window bays on each 
side. Britannia sits 
proudly a storey 
above, in the open 
air. 

A near contemporary to this map and plan is an engraving of the works, which was used on 
the rear cover of the company's catalogues for many years. Dating such illustrations is very 
difficult, and some caution is required when interpreting them, not the least because they 
are essentially works of art whose production was usually occasioned for reasons other 
than those of providing a faithful depiction of something. 

The outline of the 
works from the 
above plan also 
agrees exactly with 
that shown on the 
Ordnance Survey 
map (reproduced at 
right), which was 
published in 1887. 
From this it can 
therefore be stated 
that the greater 
proportion - say 
80% - of the North 
Side Works was 
erected or altered 
into its later 
recognisable form 
between 1881 and 
1885. 



B R I T A N N I A I R O N W O R K S 
G A I N S B O R O U G H ^ — ^ 

This particular 
engraving (fight) 
shows the works a 
few years on from 
1885, possibly 
c. 1890. The offices 
have clearly been 
extended to two-
stories for three 
window bays on 
either side of the 
Britannia statue, 
which is now in its 
familiar niche. 

By 1901 Britannia Works had grown to almost its full 29 acres. The only evidence for where 
this growth had occurred comes from an engraving reproduced in an article describing the 
works in great detail, published on 2 August 1901 (above). This shows almost all of the 
Spring Gardens land developed; save for a portion in the middle that was not filled in until 
munitions shops were erected there during the Great War . What somewhat denigrates the 
value of this illustration is that it shows the works' buildings as having replaced the Horse & 
Groom public house, something that they never quite managed to do. The clue to the 
origins of this illustration probably comes from the legend 'BENSON, H ILTON & SON, 
BRADFORD. ' They were possibly architects or engineers, and this is therefore probably a 
conjectural drawing for a scheme rather than a depiction of one already built - but why 
waste a good printer's block? 



The 1921 OS map (left), 
surveyed in 1918, shows the 
engulfing of the south side of 
Spring Gardens by the North 
Side Works to be almost 
complete. The only major 
open space within the site is 
what would become G3, which 
is shown with standard gauge 
rails and point work. 

A site plan produced for a visit by the Lincolnshire Branch of the Institute of Directors on 2 
May 1957 (below) provides the second best ever glimpse of what happened where within 
North Side Works - the functions of 11 of the shops being identified. 
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NO. 1 Y A R D (starting/finishing point) 
a display of Marshall-Fowler and Thos. W. Ward products. 

T R A C K PLATE PRODUCTION 
shearing and multi-drill operations for Track-Marshall 
and Challenger trade plates. 

' T A R E X ' AUTOMATIC LATHES 
self feeding, and hand loading automatic bar turning 
machines. 

COPY LATHES 
profile turner machines for shafts. 

M U L L E R AUTOMATICS 
numerically controlled sequencing turning lathes. 

SCHARMAN BORERS 
optical setting and auto-repeating boring machines. 

G E A R B O X MACHINING 
for crawler tractor gearboxes. 

8. GEAR CUTTING 
9. G E A R GRINDING AND INSPECTION 

10. INDUCTION HARDENING 
electrically induced heat and water quenching process 
for various tractor components. 

11. TRACTOR GEARBOX ASSEMBLY 
12. T R A C K ASSEMBLY 
13. PAINT BOOTH 

spray painting and forced drying chamber. 
14. STEAM CLEANING 
15. SKID TEST 

simulation of road test for a non-stop period of 2 hours. 
16. INSPECTION 

Comparing this with a 'Planned Route' map, drawn up for works' 'Family Da/ in 1974 
(above), shows little change over the intervening 17 years, even though the nature of the 
products had changed. The major difference between these two plans and earlier ones is 
that the foundry was then a vehicle assembly area. 

SHADED AREAS NOT IN SALE 

Tiaining School 
Tractor Shop 
Heat Treatment 
Lab 

Inspection }3a!conyj 
Machine Shop and 
Tool Room 
S. A . Shop 
Maintainanoe 
Boiler Shop 
Gate No. 1 
Office (Bslcony) . 

Lois 1 to 2CQ 
Lots 200 to 229 
Lots 230 to 245 
Lois 246 to 278 
Loss 27S to 511 

Lots 512 to 696 
L o u 637 to 752 
Lots 753 to SG0 
Lots 801 to 903 
L o u 904 to 935 
Lots 936 to 1043. 

M A R S H A L L - F O W L E R " F A M I L Y D A Y " 
BRITANNIA W O R K S - P L A N N E D R O U T E 
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The final plan available was produced to accompany particulars of a sale of machinery at the 
works on 6 March 1980. A very simplified affair (above), the only obvious change within the 
North Side Works is that the west side of the former foundry has been given over to 'Heat 
Treatment.' 

In its final years, the North Side 
Works at Britannia Works (seen at 
left on the 1988 OS Map) was in 
multiple occupation, these uses 
bearing no relation to anything that 
had gone before. 

Q 
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6. A Recording Strategy for North Side Works , Britannia Works , Gainsborough, 
Lincolnshire 

The site 
The site referred to as Britannia Works is more correctly called 'North Side Works. ' It 
represents approximately 40% of the original Britannia Works site, as determined by its 
maximum acreage, and is bounded to the north by Spring Gardens, to the west by 
Beaumont Street, to the south by a footpath, formerly a road, leading to Gainsborough 
Station, and to the east by the former station forecourt. 

Its significance 
Although Britannia Works had a working life of around 140 years, it is through its 
association with Marshall & Sons that it gains its true significance. In its later years the works 
was used for general engineering and before that for the production of tractors and road 
rollers, which also were made elsewhere in Lincolnshire, in other parts of East Anglia, and in 
the U K as a whole. Marshall's independence as a manufacturer lasted from the firm's 
foundation in 1848 to its collapse in 1929, a period during which it was under the direct 
control and influence of members of the Marshall family, viz: 

• William Marshall (founder) to his death in 1861 
• Henry Marshall (son of founder) to his death in March 1906 
• James Marshall (son of founder) to his death in March 1922 
• Herbert Marshall (grandson of founder) to his death in May 1929. 

Thereafter, whilst members of the Marshall family remained involved with the running of the 
company, it became more closely allied to outside concerns, firstly Thos Ward & Co of 
Sheffield, and then Fowler's of Leeds, who brought both their own, and more general, 
engineering principles and practices to bear upon its functioning and development. It is 
therefore proposed to term this close involvement by the founding family as the 'Marshall 
Period', and to assume that this ran from 1848-1929. 

Of the Marshall family members involved in running the business during the Marshall Period, 
it is William Marshall's sons, Henry and James, who had the most influence on the 
development of both it, and of Britannia Works. The two brothers had different skills. 
Henry was a businessman and James an engineer. Given that the latter was the longest lived 
of the pair, it must be to him that most of the credit for the planning and development of 
North Side Works is accorded. 

William Marshall began the building of North Side Works in 1855-6. It is not known to what 
extent it had developed by the time of his death in 1861, but it can be assumed that 
sufficient buildings and plant existed by 1857 to allow for the production of boilers - as 
these were exported from Gainsborough in that year - and for the manufacture of portable 
engines - for these were exhibited by the company in 1859. 

An illustrated article in the journal Engineering for 7 August 1885 gives an account of a visit 
made to Britannia Works by the Institution of Mechanical Engineers a few weeks 
beforehand. Penned for engineers, and illustrated with photographs, plans and diagrams, this 
is a valuable 'snapshot', recording the works' development to c.July 1885. At that date 
North Side Works was the heavy engineering 'side' of the business, the one where castings 
were made, boilers were fabricated, and engines were finished, prior to their despatch to 
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customers. In addition, this side of the works also housed both the general and drawing 
offices. Both traction engines, and the many other products of Marshall & Sons, had parts 
made from brass and wood, plus smaller iron ones fabricated in a smithy. At Britannia 
Works, these functions were located in the corresponding, and larger, South Side Works -
now mostly demolished. 

A later article, in the issue of the journal The Implement and Machinery Review for 2 August 
1901, gives a description of Britannia Works in that year. It makes particular reference to 
'organisation and method', and so is a valuable account of the way in which production was 
organised throughout the site. This provides a useful account of what can be regarded as the 
development of the historic core of North Side Works, lacking only that of the machine 
shops on the corner of Spring Gardens and Beaumont Street, which would follow within five 
years. 

A recording strategy 
Combining both these accounts with observations made on site, it is concluded that the key 
significance of the North Side Works at Britannia Works is that it: 

• Represents a very early use in the U K of what is known as the American System of 
Manufactures, perhaps best exemplified by Henry Ford in the USA c. 1906-8, but in 
use at Gainsborough by the 1860s 

• Shows a very early use of electric lighting in industrial premises, quite probably by 
1882, certainly by 1885, and, 

• Shows very early applications in the UK of both hydraulic and pneumatic power. 

It was therefore agreed in November 2003 that detailed recording work be concentrated 
upon surviving evidence of the above aspects of North Side Works at Britannia Works. 
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7. A Historic Building Record of North Side Works, Britannia Works, 
Gainsborough, November 2003 - January 2005 
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A Historic Building Record of North Side Works, Britannia Works, 
Gainsborough, November 2003 - January 2005 

Introduction 
This section provides a guide to the Historic Building Record made of North Side Works, 
Britannia Works, Gainsborough, between November 2003 and January 2005. 

It takes the form of an illustrated perambulation around the site as it existed on the eve of, 
and during its demolition, which began in late November 2003, beginning at the top, by the 
Pattern Store, and ending with a tour of the exterior. 

Site identification 
Areas or portions of the site will be identified according to the names/numbers given them 
on the demolition plan produced by The Harris Partnership, Architects, and dated 19 
November 2002. These have been added to the site plan below, which acts as a key to the 
sections, which follow: 

Unit? 

Foundry 

Jl 
Old Smithy 

V. r 
Repair Bay 
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North Side Works - Phasing Plan 

All of the available evidence suggests that the North Side Works of Britannia Works, 
Gainsborough, was essentially single phase, built between 1882 and 1885. 

The earliest portions to be constructed appear to have been the main offices 
and 'Mess Block' offices either side of the main Beaumont Street entrance. 

Next it would seem that the Pattern Store and arches were constructed. This is quite logical 
as the main function of this construction is to act as a retaining wall for the ground behind, 
given that the site was reduced in height by 28 feet down from this point to Beaumont 
Street. 

The later additions and changes are summarized on the plan below: -

Corner rebuilt 
following a fire 
on 6 May 1914 

Munitions 
Shop 
1916 

Pattern Store & arches beneath 1884 

Mess Block 1882 

O 
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North Side W o r k s - Production Flow Plan 

Manufacturing production was organised and integrated throughout Britannia Works, both 
its North and South sides. With the regrettable loss, unrecorded, of the latter, it is hard to 
make much sense of the production flows that went on in North Side Works , as, with one 
exception, it did not house any complete production processes. 

The production flows that were accommodated within North Side Works during the key 
Marshall period are summarized on the plan below. These were the: -

• making and movement of patterns and foundry materials into the foundry - red 
from the Pattern Shop (H3), Pattern Store above the arches, foundry materials store above 
the arches, into the Foundry 

• machining of component parts - orange 
in the Machine Shop and around the galleries in the Main Erecting Shop 

• assembly, testing and painting of portable engines and road rollers - green 
assembled in the Main Erecting Shop, painted in what later became Unit 9, tested in Yard 
No I 

• manufacture and testing of boilers - blue 
boiler plate from the stores in the arches, plate formed, processed and assembled into 
boilers through Shops C5 to CI; rivets made in Shop JI (then part of CI) and rectification 
work done in the bay at the southwest corner of CI 



Format 
Each section will have the same standard format: 

• Location guide and plan portion 
• Date of construction 
• Materials and description 
• History and usage 
• Historical descriptions 
• Description of surviving archaeological features 
• Representative photographs 
• Key to photographic record 
• Recommendations 

The site will be toured in the following sequence: 
• Northeast corner (H3) 
• Pattern Store 
• Covered Area in front of Arches 
• Foundry (Bay H) 
• J2 
• G3 
• C5 Boiler Plate Stores 
• C4 Boiler Fabrication Shop (with galleries) 
• C3 Boiler Platers' Shop 
• C2 Machine Riveting Shop 
• C I Hand Riveting Shop and Repair Shop 
• JI Boiler Smithy 
• G2 
• G I 
• Main Erecting Shop 
• Machine Shop 
• Yard No. I 
• D2 (Unit 9) 
• Offices 
• Mess Block offices 
• External perambulation 



Date of construction 
c!882 rebuilt 1914/5 following a fire on 6 May 1914. 

Materials and description 
Simple pier and panel walling; the walls below sill height were built from bricks made by 
Marshalls using clay dug on site, those above this height were other bricks sourced from 
outside, as by 1914 the company had ceased making its own bricks. Surviving fragments 
indicate that the roof was a light steel truss, with cross bracing. It is probably that it was 
covered with slate and that portions were glazed. The roof covering had, however, been 
removed for several years before demolition commenced. 

History and usage 
Shown on the 1885 Engineer plan as Stables, the far end of the area, fronting to Spring 
Gardens still then being occupied by a 'Cottage.' Photographs of the damage caused in the 
May 1914 fire show belt-driven machinery in this portion of the works. Given its proximity 
to the Pattern Store, in all probability this was a woodworking shop for the production of 
patterns. No specific use can be identified for the area on later plans of the site. 

Historical description 
No specific reference is made to this area in 1885 Engineer article, but the 1901 one in 
Implement & Machinery Review describes the 'Pattern Shop' thus: 'Passing on to the pattern 
shop, here I noticed nothing special. The principal machines are driven each by its own electric 
motor, and the shafting for other machines is also driven by an electric motor.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
As built around 1882 this area once accommodated the works' stables; its western end also 
being used to store wheel spokes. The corner portion of the roof was glazed. Sometime 

before 1914, possibly around 1904, when the 
large machine shop was built in the 
northwest corner of the site, the area was 
reworked to form a woodworking shop for 
the production of wooden patterns. 

This portion of the works was destroyed in 
a major fire on 6 May 1914. The photograph 
at left was taken the following morning. The 
view is down Spring Gardens, and it clearly 
shows the line shafting and belting used to 

Northeast corner (H3) 

Plan portion 
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drive the woodworking machinery on the left-hand wall. It was rebuilt, but in an altered 
form. Windows at pavement level in Station Street beyond were eliminated. The base of 
one such former window opening is visible to the left of the yellow 'H3' board. Otherwise 
this area was devoid of any archaeological, architectural or technological interest. 

Representative photograph 
Looking north of the northeast corner 
of the site. The change in the form of 
wall construction seen dates from the 
rebuilding of this part of the site 
following a fire on 6 May 1914. The sills 
from two of the former windows, 
eliminated in this rebuild, are visible 
beneath and to the left of the yellow 
notice. 

[D0049] 

Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Date Description Viewpoint 
6735 General view From SE 
6758 General view From S 
6759 General view From N W 
6760 General view From E 
6761 General view From N 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

Image No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0049 03/1 1/2003 General view Looking N 
D0050 03/11/2003 General view Looking E 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0052 09/01/2004 Exterior of H3 at corner of Spring Gardens Looking SW 

Recommendations 
None - this area has been demolished. 
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Pattern Store and arches beneath 

Plan portion 

I Pattern Store 

C5 

Date of construction c 1884 

Materials and description 
This simple description covers a complex structure on three-storeys. The ground floor 
consists, essentially, of a low railway viaduct, supported on brick, vaulted arches, which were 
used for storage. The bricks used were made by Marshalls using clay dug on site. Tie bars, 
with circular spreader plates, were used to prevent the weight of the storeys above from 
splaying the brickwork. The first floor accommodates a pair of standard gauge railway lines. 
It has brick walls, constructed on the pier and panel principle, with generous piers. The 
majority of the panels have a rectangular window inset. In places the walls have been given 
additional support by reinforced concrete piers of later construction. Roofing to the first 
floor is timber, using a typical floor beam, joist and board system, probably in pitch pine. 
This serves as the floor to the second floor, which was probably a mezzanine-style insertion. 
The walls are again brick, and the round-heads to the windows seen on the floor below 
provide some of the natural illumination. The reinforced concrete piers, also seen on the 
floor below, extend to eaves height. The roof is made from timber trusses, with cast and 
wrought iron elements working together to hold them taught. Slates cover the exterior of 
the roof. 

History and usage 
This three-storey structure has a fairly consistent usage over time. The lower arched 
section has been used for storage. That portion in shop C5 was used for storing flanged 
boilerplates prior to their use in boiler manufacture; the portion adjoining the Foundry (to 
the left above) being used to store foundry sundries such as cores and moulding sand. Later 
the arches in both sections were used for general storage, and, following closure of the 
works in 1993; those adjoining the foundry were used as small industrial and storage (lock-
up style) units. The middle section bore, and retains, standard gauge railway line, and was 
used to store pig iron and coke, whilst the upper floor was the main pattern store for the 
works. The latter occupied the left-hand portion of the floor (as seen above), beyond which 
was a more general store with shelving and racking. 

Historical descriptions 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'On the east 
side of the foundry there are already built a series of arches marked 15 on the plan, which form a 
leading part in the general scheme of extension. These support the retaining wall for the higher 
ground at the back, which forms the crest of the hill, which has been removed to gain space for the 
foundry extension. By these arches the space that would have been lost in the batter required as a 
retaining wall for the Station-road above is utilised. Some of these arches will be used as core stoves 
and general stores. The space between the face of the arches and the foundry, now used for the 
storage of moulding-boxes, will be covered in and provided with a power traveller, and the bay thus 
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formed will be used for casting cylinders only, for which there will be a cupola at the south end 
especially for melting a cylinder mixture of iron. Building No. 14 at the south end is for the blower-
house, and No. 13 on the floor over will be specially arranged as a store for metal patterns for the 
plate-moulding department No. 16 will be arranged as a smiths' shop with the necessary tools for 
core iron making. The boxes will be stored across the two main bays at the north end, dividing the 
moulding department from the general fettling-shop at the extreme north end, and which will be 
35ft wide. The space over the arches (15) immediately behind the cupolas will be used for storing 
pig iron, coke, &c. Over the more northerly arches heavy metal patterns will be placed, a power 
hoist being provided for lifting them from the foundry level, and also for communicating with the 
pattern shop; the latter will have more than double the area of the existing one. Adjoining the 
pattern shop southwards, and over the arches, there will be the main pattern stores' 

It is clear from this account that the Pattern Stores were not yet complete. By 1901, when 
the Implement & Machinery Review article was published, the stores were finished and in 
established use: 'The pattern stores are necessarily most extensive and well arranged. In 
connection with the foundry there is a special store in which patterns to be immediately used are 
placed, and also stores into which patterns that have been used are taken. And here I would notice 
that instead of its being taken for granted that everybody would know what the stores are for, their 
purpose is indicated by conspicuous labels. This system of naming and labelling everything has for 
years been a striking feature in these works. It seems nowhere taken for granted that the proper 
place of a thing is known, for everywhere a thing's existence is plainly indicated.' Elsewhere in the 
same article, the handling of stored materials around the site from these stores was also 
described: 'A railway siding along the eastern side, where the ground is on a higher level, forming a 
bank against the side of the building brings the material for the foundry, so that the coal and coke 
can be taken to the furnaces without the aid of lifts. After the castings are made and cleaned they 
are taken across the works westward to the tool shops, and when the machinery is more or less 
completed, to the southern division of the works, the finished machinery being placed on railway 
trucks under cover at the south eastern end. In like manner the boiler plates are delivered by rail on 
the eastern side of the boiler shop, whence they pass to the boiler stores, and thence to the erection 
shop, and are finally placed on rail at the south eastern side; the general movement of material 
being in a form something like the letter U, entering at the north-east, passing through the body of 
the works and emerging at the south-east.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
This prominent feature of the site runs along is eastern perimeter, and forms around three-
quarters of it. It is one three levels: lower, middle and upper. Taking these in turn, the lower 
level comprises a series of 24 brick arches. These are perhaps best seen as being the 
supports for a small railway viaduct, which is in fact precisely the function they perform on 

the middle level. From the northern (Spring 
Gardens) end of the site, 13 of the arches 
face out onto the covered area between 
them and the foundry's east wall. In the 
Marshall era, they were used as core stoves 
and general stores, but latterly were fitted 
with metal doors and rented out as 'lock-up' 
style units. A solitary arch opens into the 
area formerly known as J2. This was created 
to give easier access to the foundry when it 
was converted to tractor assembly; the 
northern ends of the C suite of shops, which 
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were foreshortened to create J2, historically occupied most of its space. The remainder of 
the arches open out into C5 and were used to store boilerplates ready for use. Most of 
these arches have connecting archways, linking them together, like the one seen above 
[0295] 

On the middle level were, and remain, a pair 
of standard gauge railway tracks, which were 
used for the delivery of coal, coke, foundry 
sand, and boilerplates. The former materials 
were dealt with at the northern end, where 
special tubular hoppers and ducts delivered 
them to the foundry level. The degree of 
survival in this area is good, even down to 
warning notices. 

[6742] 

[D0098] 

The upper level comprises the main pattern stores. 
From the northern end, after an entrance, with stair 
access from the middle level, numbered and labelled 
wooden patterns are arrayed on shelving. 

[DO 100] 

Beyond the red door seen above, this is arranged 
so that there are two passages through the stores, 
thus creating four rows of shelving. 

[D0096] 

Some of the patterns have been dislodged, but they 
survive in their hundreds. 
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Beyond the main pattern store is long open store, 
lit by roof lights, with shelving along the western 
side. Much of this shelving is empty. At the end of 
this store there is a spiral staircase, connecting 
once more with the middle level beneath. 

[D0093] 

Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6736 East railway: South end From N 
6737 East railway: North end From S 
6739 East railway: South end west wall From NE 
6740 East railway: Grating over chute for 

delivery of foundry sand to brick vaults 
6741 East railway: Warning notice 
6742 East railway: South end 
6743 East railway: West wall: pattress plates From E 
6744 East railway: North end: riveted iron 

tanks against west wall 
From NE 

6745 General view From N 
6746 General view From N W 
6748 Stored patterns 
6749 General view From N 
6750 General view From N 
6751 General view From N 
6752 As 6751 
6753 Central area From N 
6754 South end From N 
6756 As 6754 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0093 25/11/2003 Pattern Store: View of S end Looking S 
D0094 25/1 1/2003 Pattern Store: View of S end (dark) Looking S 
D0095 25/11/2003 Pattern Store: View of shelving Looking S 
D0096 25/1 1/2003 Pattern Store: View of shelving Looking S 
D0097 25/11/2003 Pattern Store: Patterns on shelves 
D0098 25/1 1/2003 Pattern Store: Patterns on shelves 
D0099 25/11/2003 Pattern Store: Loose patterns on floor 
DO 100 25/11/2003 Pattern Store: Shelves Looking N 
D0I0I 25/1 1/2003 Pattern Store: Rails on floor below Looking S 
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Paul Collins' conventional photography 
None 

Recommendations 
This section of the site survives and will form the basis of a proposed Lincolnshire 
Engineering & Industrial Heritage Museum. As such it is hoped that the majority of the 
surviving original features will remain and be incorporated into the displays/exhibits in the 
museum. These would, however, be enhanced if some of the later additions to the arches 
were to be removed, in particular the steel doors which were added to make the ones 
opposite the foundry into individual 'lock-up' style units. This also applies to any internal 
alterations made to the arches by their tenants, such as the addition of lighting, shelving or 
racking, and any surviving equipment or tools. 
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Covered A r e a in front of Arches 

Plan portion 

1 Pattern Store 

Foundry 

Date of construction c 1886 

Materials and description 
The area between the arches, comprising the ground storey of the Pattern Store and the 
east wall of the Foundry, was roofed over c 1886 using a light wrought iron frame covered 
with vertical timber boards and clad externally with slate. Open portions, probably originally 
glazed, served as roof lights. 

History and usage 
No specific function can be found for this area on any of the surviving plans showing the 
site. It was originally open to the elements, and was roofed over with the completion of the 
Pattern Stores in 1886. 

Historical description 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'The space 
between the face of the arches and the foundry, now used for the storage of moulding-boxes, will be 
covered in and provided with a power traveller, and the bay thus formed will be used for casting 
cylinders only, for which there will be a cupola at the south end especially for melting a cylinder 
mixture of iron.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
The massive expansion of North Side Works in the early 1880s required eating into earth 
and clay to a depth of 28ft as building work extended towards the M, S & L R's station. A 
massive retaining wall was erected to hold back the ground beyond and a 24-arch low 
railway viaduct was constructed within this to carry a pair of lines into the works. The 
arches thus formed were utilised for storage. Here, adjoining the foundry (left) they were 
used for storing foundry materials. The metal gantry supported a travelling crane (seen at 
the rear) and the columns held jibs, which were used for the hoisting and movement of 
lighter weight items. 

Representative photograph 
The covered area between the foundry (left) and 
the arches (right) supporting the railway siding and 
pattern stores; the tubular structures supported 
hoppers which fed foundry sand from the rail level 
above. 

[D0047] 
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Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6573 Foundry yard south end From N 
6575 Brick arches in foundry yard From NW 
6762 Foundry yard general view From S 
6763 Foundry yard east side From N W 
6764 As 6763 
6766 As 6575 Detail 
6767 Typical interior From W 
6768 Foundry yard east side From SW 
6769 Capital to cast iron pier to overhead 

crane 
From below 

03II Entrance to from H3 From N 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

Image No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0047 03/11/2003 General view Looking S 
D0048 03/11/2003 General view Looking N 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 
None 

Recommendations 
The arches will remain and as many of their original features should be retained as possible. 
Further, it is hoped that at least one of the tubular structures linking the second tier of this 
structure to the ground be retained. 
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Foundry (Bay H) 

Plan portion 

\ — Pattern Store 

| 

Foundry Foundry 

J2 

t i i 
G3 M 

Date of construction c l885 

Materials and description 
The exterior walls of the Foundry were of the pier and panel kind seen in most of the 
buildings on the site. These supported a pair of light steel trussed roofs, similar to, but of 
greater span than, that seen covering the Area in front of Arches. Running centrally down 
the Foundry was a central beam supported by cast iron columns. These bore no maker. 
Bolt-around steel stanchions used to support crane tracks had bolstered the lower YVs of 
these. Travelling overhead cranes traversed each bay of the Foundry. The roof covering was 
similar to that used on the Area in front of Arches, save that the greater widths spanned 
required two rows of roof lights running longitudinally along each roof pitch of each bay. 

History and usage 
This area was long-associated with foundry work on the site. It is marked as such on the 
1885 Engineer plan, and on a site tour map of 1957 is shown specifically as an 'Iron 
Foundry.' Latterly the area was reworked, and by 1974 was shown as being used for 
'Tractor Assembly.' 

Historical descriptions 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'We have 
already referred to the extension of this department now in course of being carried out, and it is 
necessary here to explain that our plan incorporates this extension. The additions have all been set 
out on paper for some time, and Messrs. Marshall had altered their drawings before they supplied 
us with the plan. The roof is in two spans, 54ft each, the present length being 122 ft including the 
fettling shop at the north end, there is a total area of 20,420 square feet In the east bay there are 
two 20-ton power jib cranes. There are also one 8-ton hand crane, three smaller cranes, and a 10-
ton hand power overhead traveller. There is also a pair of rolls and the usual sand-mixing 
machinery, together with two-48in Lloyd's fans. The engines are two 18 horsepower wall engines 
supplied with steam by two multi-tubular under fired boilers, each capable of driving both engines. 
There are a number of moulding machines, including one large flywheel machine made on the 
premises. There are, at present, two cupolas, together with core stoves and drying stoves. The 
cupolas are supplied with material from the high ground at the back, but there is a power hoist for 
making communication with the foundry floor when necessary. The fettling shop has the ordinary 
appliances, such as emery wheels, rumblers, &c. As the extension of this department now being 
made will be of considerable magnitude-the foundry will be more than two and a half times its 



A description of this shop was also given in the 1901 Implement & Machinery Review article: 
'The foundry covers an area of rather more than two acres. There are three 4ft cupolas and one 3ft 
6 in cupola. The average amount of castings turned out is about 34 tons a day, reaching sometimes 
as high a total as 44 tons. The small cupola is used in the morning, and a larger one in the evening. 
The foundry is divided into three bays, in one of which is a 25-ton travelling crane worked by electric 
power; there are also two 20-ton power jib cranes, one 25-ton travelling crane (rope driven), and 
sundry other pneumatic and hand cranes. There are several tramways through the foundry paved 
with cast-iron plates. By this arrangement large ladles of metal can be moved on trucks. The 
method, however, preferred for small castings is to attach two wheels to a I4cwt ladle and roll it 
along the plate ways, and fill hand ladles from it to carry to the moulds. About 200 men and boys 
are employed in the foundry. Noticeable features are the hydraulic and pneumatic machine 
moulding arrangements. The sand falls from a hopper into the moulds, which, when complete, are 
placed beside a creeper box. After the mould has been poured the sand is emptied into the creeper 
box, and carried again into the hoppers. I also noticed special arrangements whereby the thread on 
a wheel boss is cast on, as is also the thread on the cap of the wheel, so that the one will screw on 
to the other without any machining.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
This large open shop was completely devoid of anything of any archaeological, architectural 
or technological interest, save for the elaborate central stanchions, which were of a kind 
developed by Sir William Arrol to allow for the supporting of travelling cranes and the 
passage of line shafting. This shop had been reworked as a tractor assembly area by 1974, in 
the process removing any evidence of its former role as a foundry. Trial pits dug on 24 
November 2003 did however reveal a deep layer of foundry sand beneath the concrete 
floor. This was itself in two distinct layers, suggesting that the foundry did once have such a 
floor. 

Representative photograph 
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present size-a few particulars may be given here. According to the plans the two main bays are to 
be carried northwards 130ft The north jib crane in the east bay will be moved into the south end of 
No. I bay, and this will allow a new 12-ton power traveller to run from the cupolas to the north end, 
and there will thus be two power cranes in connection with the cupolas. No. I bay will be especially 
set out for light castings and machine moulding.' 

A view of the foundry from the north end 
looking along the west bay, showing the 
columns referred to above and the travelling 
crane tracks. 



Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6471 Building adjoining foundry to west: 

north end 
From S 

6505 Foundry west aisle From S 
6541 Foundry west aisle From N 
6542 Pattern shop external elevation From NW 
6544 Foundry north external elevation From N 
6545 As 6544: detail 
6546 As 6544: detail 
6560 Collected item 
6561 General view From SW 
6562 Collected item 
6563 Collected item 
6564 West aisle north wall internal 

elevation 
From S 

6565 East aisle north wall internal elevation From S 
6567 West aisle south wall internal 

elevation 
From N 

6574 East wall external elevation From SE 
6588 Building adjoining foundry to west: 

south end 
From N 

6626 Foundry west wall external elevation: 
detail of brickwork 

From W 

6734 Foundry general view From SW 
6757 Foundry roof (to left); foundry yard 

roof (to right) 
From S 

6773 Foundry axial arcade: typical capital From W 
6774 Foundry axial arcade From NW 
6776 Collected item 
6777 Foundry east aisle From N 
6778 Foundry west aisle From NE 
0310 Framework following demolition From N 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0050 03/1 1/2003 Foundry: Ex-WD wagon in... 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 
None 

Colin Briden's elevations 
• East wall, external elevation, second bay from the south 
• Internal east wall 
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• Internal west wall 
• North gables: west and east bays 
• South gable: east bay 
• South wall: external elevation, west bay 

Recommendations 
Only the central stanchions and roof structure of the foundry survived demolition. It is to 
be hoped that they will remain to be incorporated into the redevelopment of the site. 



J2 

Plan portion 

[D0045] 

Date of construction Unknown 

Materials and description 
This area was almost entirely created out of other shops. Its north wall is the exterior of 
the south end wall of the Foundry; its east wall from the Pattern Store arches, and its south 
wall from new walls erected to truncate the ends of the C Shops. Its roofing was isolated 
portions of the C Shop roofs, comprising timber trusses, rafters and boards, with glazed 
roof light portions; it was probably covered with slate. 

History and usage 
The shortening of the 'C' shops created this area. No specific use is shown for it on any 
available plan. It was probably formed to provide access to the Foundry when this was 
converted to use as a tractor assembly area. 

Historical description 
There are no historical accounts referring to this portion of the site. 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
This area had been formed by the shortening of shops C4-Clat their northern end. This 
was probably associated with the change in use of Bay H from a foundry to an assembly area 
for tractors, to allow access for wheeled vehicles into that bay, much as the cherry picker 
platform seen at right. Otherwise this area was devoid of any archaeological, architectural 
or technological interest that was not more closely associated with other areas of the site. 

Representative photograph 
A general view of area J2 looking east. 
The space was formed by shortening 
shops C4 and C3, the original end walls 
of which cane be seen at left. Colin 
Briden and his associate can also be 
seen in the course of making their 
record of the site. 
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Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6494 Roof truss detail 
6506 General view From E 
6726 Roof structure 
6729 General view From SW 
6731 Riveted iron roof support structure From N W 
6732 Riveted iron roof support structure From SW 
6733 Yard area to SW of foundry From S 
6780 General view From W 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0045 03/1 1/2003 J2: General view Looking E 
D005I 03/11/2003 J2: Hydraulic mounting plates from C5 Looking S 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0051 09/01/2004 J2: view towards E wall Looking E 

Recommendations 
At least some of this area will probably survive the redevelopment of the site and the whole 
of the C suite of shops and the foundry space are to be retained. Therefore the features 
that should be retained conserved and incorporated into the new development there are 
the single exposed arch in the retaining wall at the rear, and the other side of the hydraulic 
mounting plates also seen on the north wall of shop C5. 



o o 

Plan portion 

Date of construction c 1920s 

Materials and description 
This was one of the last open-air spaces to be covered at North Side Works. Its walls are all 
exterior ones to other shops, the east being that to the Foundry, the west that to the G 
Shops. These walls were the pier and panel kind seen in most of the buildings on the site. 
The piers were enlarged in brick to support crane tracks, and a travelling overhead crane 
traversed the length of the shop. Before being roofed over, the area carried standard gauge 
railway tracks, and these remained embedded in the floor. The roof is again a light steel 
truss construction, with timber and slate coverings, plus one strip of glazed roof lights on 
the east side. 

History and usage 
This was formerly an open area between the Foundry and shops G I and G2. It was roofed 
over in the 1920s and the only use ascribed to it on any plan is from 1980 when it was 
shown as a Tractor Shop.' 

Historical description 
No historical description of this portion of the site has come to light because at the time 
that both of the available accounts were written this area was in the open air. 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
Formerly an open space in between the foundry and shops to the west, this area is shown 
with a travelling crane on the 1885 plan of the site. Subsequently roofed over, by 1980 it 
had become a tractor shop. When in the open air the area had railway lines crossing it, and 
these remained embedded in the floor. 

Representative photograph 

Looking north along G3, with the foundry on 
the left. The embedded railway lines can be 
seen in the floor, centre. 

[6471] 



Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6471 Building adjoining foundry to west: 

north end 
From S 

6574 East wall external elevation From SE 
6588 Building adjoining foundry to west: 

south end 
From N 

6779 View S From N 

Paul Collins' digital photography 
None 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 
None 

Colin Briden's elevations 
• External west wall of foundry (internal wall to G3) 

Recommendations 
None - this area has been demolished. 



C5 Boiler Plate Stores 

Plan portion 

Materials and description 
The east wall of this shop is formed by the exterior walling to most of the full height of the 
Pattern Store, the west one being of plain brick, although this is almost certainly a later 
alteration; the original probably being pier and panel. A high shop, this once bore a gallery at 
mid-height. The roof is formed from timber trusses, with iron straps and bolts. The exterior 
is covered with slate, and there are glazed portions running along both pitches. 

History and usage 
Shown on the 1882 site plan as a 'Well Hole.' Shop built as a boilerplate store, with gallery 
round. No further uses shown on subsequent plans. 

Historical descriptions 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 
'At the south-east corner is the entrance for railway trucks, which are brought over a siding on to 
the roadway above the row of arches already referred to, and which, it will be seen, also flanks this 
department At the, south end of this roadway arrangements are being made for fixing a turntable 
for directing trucks with boiler material into the boiler plate stores, marked 19 on the plan, where 
the plates are lifted by means of two 2-ton travelling jib cranes worked by power through an endless 
rope. 

There are two galleries round the store, built to 
support 10 cwt to the square foot, and the 
cranes run on the edges of the two galleries that 
are on either sides of the stores, the floor of the 
latter being at a lower level than the entrance, a 
feature which is gained from the high natural 
ground. In addition to these cranes, there is in 
the centre of the west gallery a large hoist for 
lifting the flanged parts that may require tooling, 
up to the gallery in the adjoining bay, 
where/1 the machine tools in connection with this 
department are placed. The north end of this 
store is set apart for the accumulators and 

pumps that supply power for the hydraulic riveters and flanging machines. There is also in this part 
a multiple punch of novel construction, to which we shall again make reference. 

Date of construction between 1882 and 1885 
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The arrangement of the boiler-plate store is very well carried out The gallery columns are especially 
arranged to support two tiers of smaller plates and to allow clear headroom beneath. On one side 
are a part of the arches so often referred to, and above which the lines to the cupolas are laid, and 
here are kept all the flanged parts of boilers. At the south end is a grinding shop with three stones 
for cleaning up plates and flanged parts. The plate rolls are placed near the multiple punch above 
referred to, where there are two jib cranes which command a sufficient radius. An interior view of 
the plate stores, in 'No.5 bay' of the boiler shop, as it is called, is given on Plate V (see above).' 

A much briefer description of this shop is given in a 1901 article: 'The boiler shop is situated at 
the southeast corner of the northern division. The boiler plates are brought by rail into the plate 
stores, which is a large room furnished with frames from whence they pass to the plate furnaces 
and hydraulic flanging presses...' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
Formerly had galleries on both sides and at the south end. The level of these is shown by a 
ledge in the brickwork above the arches on the east side. A pair of travelling jib cranes, 
powered by an endless rope, ran along the edge of the galleries. There was a hoist formerly 
in the centre of the west gallery to lift plates into the adjoining bay 4 (C4). Power take-
through for this adjoins the access through to bay 4 (C4). The cast iron framing to this is 
visible from C4. The north wall contains hydraulic accumulators for the riveting machinery 
formerly used in this shop, plus a series of bearing boxes once associated with the belt-
driven equipment once used here. This included a multiple punch of novel design, plate rolls 
and the aforementioned pair of jib cranes. 

The level of the galleries formerly on both 
sides and at the south end of C5 is shown by 
a ledge in the brickwork above the arches on 
the east (right) side. 

[D0070] 

The frames (right) associated with the hydraulic accumulators 
formerly mounted in the north wall of C5. These are at 
staggered heights because the one on the right drove equipment 
in the galleries that formerly extended around this shop. 

[D0052] 

Representative photographs 
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Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6507 East bay, east aisle From N 
6684 East bay north wall; with hydraulic 

accumulator 
From S 

6686 East bay: roof structure From S 
6688 East bay: roof structure upper level 
6689 As 6688 
6690 Brick arches in east foundry From SE 
6691 East bay north wall: hydraulic 

accumulator 
From S 

6692 East bay north end From S 
0292 View N From S 
0293 Bay in arches From W 
0295 Bay in arches with archway through From SW 
0297 View S From N 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0052 03/11/2003 C5: Hydraulic mounting plates Looking N 
D0070 25/1 1/2003 C5: View from S end Looking N 
D007I 25/11/2003 C5: Do. b&w Looking N 
D0072 25/11/2003 C5: N end wall detail of hydraulic mounts Looking N 
D0073 25/11/2003 C5: Steam engine mount in W wall Looking NW 
D0074 25/1 1/2003 C5: Marshalls maker on hydraulic mount 
D0075 25/1 1/2003 C5: Bearing boxes high on N wall Looking N 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0001 09/01/2004 C5: Interior Looking N 
0002 09/01/2004 C5: Interior Looking S 
0003 09/01/2004 C5: Hydraulic frame in end wall Looking N 
0004 09/01/2004 C5: Bearing box in end wall Looking N 
0005 09/01/2004 C5: Steam engine mounting in wall Looking W 

Recommendations 
Shop C5 survives and will form part of the proposed Lincolnshire Engineering & Industrial 
Heritage Museum. At present it is housing the Cravens travelling overhead crane moved 
from G I in May 2004. All original surviving features, such as the hydraulic mounting plates, 
steam engine mounting plates, bearing boxes, and evidence of the former gallery around this 
shop, should be retained, enhanced and interpreted on site as part of the new museum 
project. 



C 4 Boiler Fabrication Shop (with galleries) 

Plan portion 

Date of construction between 1882 and 1885. 

Materials and description 
Together with C3, roofing formed this shop, covering a previously open-air space between 
C5 and C2. Its eastern wall is the exterior one of C5, and its western one is the exterior of 
C2, whilst its northern end wall is a relatively modern construction erected with J2 was 
formed out of the end of both shops. The roof is a timber frame one, very similar to that 
seen covering C5. Cast iron columns supporting a riveted wrought iron girder form the 
division between C4 and C3. 

History and usage 
The 1885 Engineer plan shows this shop as 'Boiler Department', and the only other use 
ascribed to it is on a plan from 1980 where it is shown as 'Roller Production Stores.' 

Historical description 
This portion of the works is described in much detail in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'We 
now pass to bay marked 20 on the plan, and known as the general tool bay, or 'bay No 4' of the 
boiler shop. A view of a portion of the bay together with part of the adjoining bay No 3, is given on 
Plate VI (seen below). 

Here there is the tool gallery already referred to. 
On the ground floor there are two of Cameron's 
large punching and shearing presses, one two-
ended punch, and two horizontal punching 
machines, besides other tools, amongst them a 
special four-spindle frame drill for firebox 
frames, in which the drills are mounted in one 
headstock and traversed by a screw. At the end 
of this bay is a large plate furnace, and there is 
also a 4-ton travelling crane overhead besides a 
number of 1-ton jib cranes attached to columns 
and walls. To utilise the waste heat of the plate 



[D0078] 
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furnace there is a 40 horse-power Lancashire boiler made entirely of steel, this system of applying 
waste gases to steam generation being generally carried out throughout the Works. 

At the north end of the gallery above are several machines for making the holes for tubes in tube-
plates. These are cut by means of a vertical spindle, at the end of which is a tool-holder from which 
a cutter depends. A leading hole has been previously drilled or punched, and into it a central pin 
from the toolbox descends. The cutter describes a circle, taking out an annular piece and leaving 
the hole, which is afterwards cut to the exact size by a rose bit Two men attend to eight of these 
machines. Near these tools is a three-spindle vertical drill used for general boiler purposes, and 
beyond this again are two face-plate lathes, one double, on which the outside of the flanges and 
edges of tube-plates are turned. Near these again is a powerful vertical machine for cutting out the 
circles of smoke box fronts, and saddle plates, or for large Cornish fronts. It is on the same principle 
as the tube-hole cut- ting machine just described, excepting that no leading hole is required, the tool 
being stiff enough of itself. The cutter can be shifted on the horizontal arm carrying the toolbox, and 
is fed down by a worm on the spindle.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
This area has been considerably reworked. The original columns survive encased. The north 
end wall of both bays has been rebuilt, possibly destroying evidence of a plate furnace 
formerly known to have been at the end of C4. Shop C3 has also been re-roofed, but the 
original truss points are visible. There is little evidence remaining of the galleries once 
around C4, save for a timber beam set in the wall at the south end. This is close to a bearing 
box, also set into the wall. There is evidence of repairs to the brickwork where other 
timbers have been removed. 

This view of C4 was taken from more-or-
less the same vantage point as the historic 
image above. The ramp the car is partly on 
leads into C5. 

[D0053] 

The one surviving gallery joist is in the 
southeast corner of C4. Patches in the 
brickwork where others have been removed 
can be seen all along the east wall - the one 
to the left above. 
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Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6676 Centre bay, east aisle From S 
6677 Centre bay, east aisle: roof detail From S 
6678 As 6677 
6679 As 6677 
6680 As 6677 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0053 03/11/2003 C4: S end wall from N end wall Looking S 
D0054 03/11/2003 C4: N end wall from S end wall Looking N 
D0078 25/11/2003 C4: Former gallery support beam Looking SE 
D0079 25/1 1/2003 C4: Gallery support beam scars in E wall Looking E 
D0080 25/1 1/2003 C4: Bearing box in S wall Looking S 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0006 09/01/2004 C4: Crane mounting in W wall of C5 Looking E 
0007 09/01/2004 C4: Former gallery joist E Wall Looking SE 
0008 09/01/2004 C4: Lower bearing box S end wall Looking S 
0009 09/01/2004 C4: Upper bearing box S end wall Looking S 
0010 09/01/2004 C4: S end wall from N end wall Looking S 
0011 09/01/2004 C4: Gallery joist holes bearing boxes Looking E 
0012 09/01/2004 C4: New N end wall from S end wall Looking N 

Recommendations 
The discrete gallery beam and bearing box evidence relating to the former usage of this 
shop should be retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever future use is made of 
this area. 
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C3 Boiler Plater's Shop 

Plan portion 

A 

c s 

C4 

C3 

C2 

CI 

Repair Bay 

Date of construction between 1882 and 1885. 

Materials and description 
This shop is identical to C4, save for the roof, which is made from timber trusses, with cast 
and wrought iron elements working together to hold them taught. Slates cover the exterior 
of the roof, which is very similar to that seen covering the top storey of the Pattern Store. 

History and usage 
The 1885 Engineer plan shows this shop as a 'Boiler Machine Riveting Bay', but by 1957 it is 
marked as 'Tractor Erection', and by 1980 it had become used for 'Roller Erection.' 

Historical description 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'The 
department marked 2 I on the plan is known as the platers' bay, or bay No. 3, and is served by a 
12-ton hand-power travelling crane running the whole length of the bay; At the north end is a large 
plate-heating furnace in connection with a 100-ton hydraulic flanging press. This claims a passing 
notice as being the first Piedboeuf flanging press practically erected in England for commercial 
purposes. Of the admirable work turned out by it, abundant specimens are to be seen throughout 
this department, some of the flanged plates being of very exceptional size. On the west side of the 
bay under notice are arranged special hearths for heating firebox covering-in plates, corner thinning, 
&c., each hearth having a 1-ton jib crane.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 

This area has been considerably reworked. The 
original columns (left) survive encased. The north 
end wall (seen here) has been rebuilt. Shop C3 has 
also been re-roofed, but the original truss points are 
visible. 

[D0076] 
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Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6681 Typical capital to cast iron column 
6683 Centre bay, east aisle, south wall From north 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0076 25/11/2003 C3: N end wall from S end wall Looking N 
D0077 25/11/2003 C3: Do. b&w Looking N 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0013 09/01/2004 C3: Connecting doors to C2 & C1 Looking W 
0014 09/01/2004 C3: S end wall from N end wall Looking S 
0015 09/01/2004 C3: N end wall from S end wall Looking N 

Recommendations 
The evidence of the original truss points in this shop, highlighted above, should be retained 
conserved and incorporated into whatever future use is made of this area. 
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C2 Machine Riveting Shop 

Plan portion 

\ \ 
c s 

C4 

C3 

C2 

CI 

Repair Bay ^ 

Date of construction between 1882 and 1885. 

Materials and description 
This shop interconnects with C I via talj brick arches, _which forms the division between the 
two shops. The east wall has blind arches with a pair of small arched-headed windows above 
each; the west wall is identical save for the fact that the arches are open. The roof is formed 
from timber trusses, with iron straps and bolts. The exterior is covered with slate, and 
there are glazed portions running along both pitches, and the whole is reminiscent of that 
covering C5. 

History and usage 
The 1885 Engineer plan shows this shop as a 'Hand Boiler Riveting Bay, no other uses being 
ascribed to it 

Historical descriptions 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'The next 
bay, marked 22 on the plan, and an interior view of which is given in Plate VII, is set apart for 
machine riveting, there being four power and three hydraulic machines with the necessary rivet 
furnaces placed athwart the bay. 

Each machine has a 6-ton power traveller with 
25ft lift running transversely across the bay, an 
arrangement, which has many advantages, but 
which is quite exceptional. The gear in 
connection with the cranes is well arranged, so 
that two men only are required to work the 
crane and machine, with a lad to heat the rivets. 
The three hydraulic riveters are by Fielding and 
Piatt, the power riveters, which are the more 
recent, being by De Dergue and Co. At the north 
end of this bay is a set of rolls 14in in diameter 
and I Oft long. These are placed here to enable 



[D0083] 
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them to roll thick plates as they come hot from the furnace in the plating bay adjoining. Here, also, 
is a special boiler-shop drilling machine. The work is mounted on a circular table, and there are four 
drills carried in two sliding headstocks, which are on a vertical pillar. The table revolves by worm 
gearing, and can be traversed on slides so as to take any size of boiler shell. Near here there is a 
Baker blower, which works very satisfactorily. It should be mentioned that a portion of this bay is 
carried up higher than the rest, so as to form a riveting tower for the riveting up of large Cornish or 
Lancashire boilers on end; this tower is provided with two 15-ton power lifts, so that loads up to 30 
tons can be conveniently handled. The lifting gear is carried by a wrought iron braced framing 
which relieves the upper part of the walls of all strains due to the loads lifted.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 

This area has also been reworked 
considerably. The north end wall (seen here) 
has been completely rebuilt, and the open 
arches filled in. This view is taken from the 
same vantage point as the historic image 
above. 

[D0082] 

Lattice girders, once bearing 6-ton travelling 
cranes, have been removed, but evidence of 
their fixing remains in the side walls, evinced 
by brick scars such as this one at right. 

At the time of recording the works (January 
2004) the south end of C2 still had its is 
rivet furnace in situ. This was installed after 
1885. Rivets would be heated in the small 
openings at the bottom, and kept hot until 
needed. 

[D0085] 
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Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6507 East bay, east aisle From N 
0289 View N From S 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0056 03/11/2003 Corridor beside C2/C1: Sand chute Looking SW 
D008I 25/11/2003 C2: Bearing box in E wall Looking E 
D0082 25/11/2003 C2: View towards N end Looking N 
D0083 25/11/2003 C2: Lattice girder scar in W wall Looking W 
D0084 25/11/2003 C2: Lattice girder scar in E wall Looking E 
D0085 25/11/2003 C2: Rivet furnace S end Looking SW 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0016 09/01/2004 C2: N end wall from S end wall Looking N 
0017 09/01/2004 C2: S end wall from N end Looking S 
0018 09/01/2004 C2: Rivet furnace detail S end Looking S 
0019 09/01/2004 C2: Lattice girder shadows in wall Looking NE 
0020 09/01/2004 C2: Arches through to C1 Looking N W 
0021 09/01/2004 C2: Blind arch detail in E wall 

Recommendations 
Sadly, since recording, the rivet furnace at the south of this shop has been removed. The 
evidence of the fixing of the lattice girders, which once bore 6-ton travelling cranes that 
remains in the sidewalls should be retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever 
future use is made of this area. 



C I Hand Riveting Shop and Repair Shop 

Plan portion 

Date of construction between 1882 and 1885. 

Materials and description 
This shop is a mirror of C2, oriented around the arches dividing it from the latter. It is 
however wider than C2. The southwest corner has a three-arch wide shallow bay extending 
north. In terms of its materials it is very similar to C2, but its roof is the same as that 
covering C3. 

History and usage 
The 1885 Engineer plan shows the bay at the bottom of this shop as a Repair Bay, but 
ascribed no other use to the main shop. By 1957 it is marked as Tractor Erection', and by 
1980 it had become used for 'Roller Erection.' 

Historical description 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'The hand 
riveting bay, marked 23 on the plan and shown by Plate VIII, is the next we have to deal with. 

Here is a 12-ton rope-driven travelling crane 
having a 30ft lift The rivet fires are arranged on 
each side of the bay. A special tool here is a 
manhole-milling machine, which will mill an oval 
up to 16 in. Another special machine is a three-
spindle horizontal drill for drilling through boiler 
shells and flanges of tube-plates when in 
position, and other work of this description. The 
drills point towards the axis of the boiler shell, or 
can be set at any angle in a horizontal plane. 
The table carrying the work is revolved by spur 
gearing worked intermittently by hand, change 
wheels being used to determine the pitch of the 

rivets. This is a quick and useful tool. There is also here a machine for tapping holes for firebox 
stays. This may be described as a machine brace for want of a better name. The operating part is 



Description of surviving archaeological features 

This shop has been shortened at its north 
end by three bays, the end wall seen here 
being a much later construction. Roof details 
on the other side of the later north end wall 
are identical. In the original north end wall 
there was an archway leading to the area 
now called J I, then the Boiler Smithy. 

[D0086] 

Also at the same end of the shop there is 
evidence of where an elevated boiler 
pressure test gallery was once. The tip of 
the measuring stick at right is resting upon 
what is likely to have been one of the 
supports for this test gallery floor. A second 
gallery however remains at the south end. 

At the southwest end is the former boiler 
repair bay, seen here at left. 

suspended from a frame; power being conveyed through a vertical shaft worked by bevel gear. 
There are two ball-and-socket joints, one at each end of the driving shaft These joints allow the 
cutting tool to be moved to the required spot with facility. The rotary motion of the vertical driving 
shaft is conveyed to the tap spindle by a second pair of bevel wheels in the brace part of the 
machine. At the north end of the bay with which we are dealing, there is a special gallery made 
entirely of iron, the floor of which is watertight Here all boilers of the locomotive and vertical type 
are tested by hydraulic pressure before leaving the department In the south gallery to this 
department is a special stay tapping and drilling machine for fireboxes, by which three sides can be 
operated on at once. This tool is well spoken of. No. 24 is the repair bay with a 4-ton hand-power 
travelling crane running the whole length.' 
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Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6695 West bay west aisle north end From S 
6696 As 6695 
6697 West bay axial arcade From SW 
6698 West bay SW mezzanine From E 
6699 West bay SW mezzanine and axial 

arcade 
From NE 

6700 Typical iron framed window with 
radial glazing 

0288 View S From N 
0303 Towards bay From NE 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0055 03/11/2003 Corridor beside C1: Sand chute Looking W 
D0056 03/11/2003 Corridor beside C2/C I: Sand chute Looking SW 
D0086 25/11/2003 C1: View towards N end Looking N 
D0087 25/11/2003 C1: Do. b&w Looking N 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0022 09/01/2004 C I : N end wall from S end Looking N 
0023 09/01/2004 C1: S end wall from N end Looking S 
0024 09/01/2004 C1: S end wall Looking S 
0025 09/01/2004 C1: Former testing floor support Looking N W 
0026 09/01/2004 C1: Rear testing floor support Looking NW 
0027 09/01/2004 C I : Through shop towards main entrance Looking W 
0028 09/01/2004 C1: Former Repair Bay Looking SW 
0029 09/01/2004 C1: Former Repair Bay Looking W 

Recommendations 
Such evidence of the original usage made of this area, as described above, should be 
retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever future use is made of this area. 



Date of construction between 1882 and 1885. 

Materials and description 
This shop was once the eastern end of C I , and it is therefore identical in construction to 
the latter, save that the piers are wider and once included small hearths. 

History and usage 
The 1885 Engineer plan shows this shop as part of the 'Boiler Smithy', but by 1957 it was 
marked as 'Brake Testing.' 

Historical description 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'The 
department marked 25 on plan is a boiler smithy with fifteen hearths, and provided with suitable 
gear for handling heavy foundation rings.' 

Jl Boiler Smithy 

Plan portion 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
This shop adjoins, and was once part of, C I , 
this end wall therefore originally being that 
of C I itself. On both sidewalls, and in the 
centre of the end wall, the flues from the 
rivet furnaces referred to below can be seen. 

JI once contained 15 hearths used for 
heating rivets; 14 of which were still visible: 
6 pairs and 2 singles - the round arched 
head of one of the pairs of hearths can be 
seen at right. The fifteenth hearth was 
possibly lost when the shop was split off 
from the rest of C I . 

[D0090] 

ji 
Old Smithy 



Viewpoint 

09/01/2004 J I: Former Boiler Smithy: N end wall Looking N 
09/01/2004 J I : Former Boiler Smithy: E wall with flues Looking NE 

Looking E 
09/01/2004 J I : Former Boiler Smithy: W wall hearth detail Looking W 

Description Viewpoint 
25/1 1/2003 I: View towards N end Looking N 

Looking N 
25/1 1/2003 I: Double rivet hearth 
25/1 1/2003 I: Single rivet hearth 
25/1 1/2003 I: Double rivet hearth 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

Description 

0048 
09/01/2004 J I: Former Boiler Smithy: E wall hearth detail 

Recommendations 
None - this area has been demolished. 

One of the two single hearths formerly in JI 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

Date 
D0088 

25/1 1/2003 I: Do. b&w 
D0090 
D009I 
D0092 

Date 

North end wall From S 
North end wall From S 

File No. 

D0089 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

[D009I] 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. 
6508 
6727 
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G2 

Plan portion 

Date of construction c 1882 to 1885. 

Materials and description 
This shop may have been formed by roofing-over a former open space between older 
shops, as all of its walls seem to be exterior ones to other shops. The western wall is pier 
and panel with tall, round-headed cast iron windows in each panel; the eastern wall is blind 
to just below eaves height, where there are shorter round-headed cast iron windows. A 
travelling overhead crane traversed the length of this shop. The roof is formed from timber 
trusses, with iron straps and bolts. 

History and usage 
The 1885 Engineer plan shows this shop also as being part of the 'Boiler Smithy', and it was 
once clearly contiguous with what was called J I . 

Historical description 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'The space 
marked No 9 on the plan will be the testing sheds for fixed engines, where two dynamometers will 
be fitted as well as power travellers overhead for erecting fixed engines on metal foundations.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 

Overall, G2 was remarkable devoid of 
features, save for the iron-framed windows 
and overhead travelling crane, seen here. 
The crane was amongst the oldest remaining 
on site, and was possibly converted from the 
rope-worked kind. 

[D0039] 



Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6717 Area G2: overhead crane From W 
6718 Area G2: roof structure From W 
6719 Area G2: north wall From SE 
6720 Area G2: north portion, east wall From W 
6721 Area G2: north portion roof structure From W 
Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0035 03/11/2003 Yard No. 1: View towards G2 Looking N 
D0036 03/11/2003 Access way to G2 Looking N 
D0037 03/11/2003 Access way to G2 Looking N 
D0038 03/11/2003 G2: View through to G1 Looking N 
D0039 03/11/2003 G2: E wall and overhead crane Looking E 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 
None 

Recommendations 
None - this area has been demolished. 



Plan portion 

Old Smithy 

Date of construction c 1885 

Materials and description 
Although much altered, this shop appeared to be very similar in form and construction to 
G2. It was probably also an infill. 

History and usage 
The 1885 Engineer plan shows this shop as being a 'Flywheel Turnery' and also as housing 
'Boilers and engine house.' 

Historical description 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885, when it 
was clearly in a state of flux: 'We may, however, state that it is intended to remove the existing 
rough metal stores, utilising this and additional space for the lathes and other tools in connection 
with the flywheel turning and boring, thus giving more space for the heavy tools in the north end of 
the principal shop, where machines are now crowded together as closely as they can well be 
packed. The floor over the space marked No. 7 on the plan and over the boilers will be used for 
general tools. The extension above mentioned will necessitate a 35 horse-power fixed engine, and a 
40 horse-power Lancashire boiler.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 

This shop housed the steam crane now 
stored on site pending its display as part of 
the proposed Lincolnshire Engineering & 
Industrial Heritage Museum. Details of this 
crane are given in the next section. The 
majority of the features in this shop related 
to this crane, and were rescued with it. 

[D0040] 
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The exception to this was the steam engine 
wall mounting plate, seen here in the centre 
of the west end wall. Unfortunately, this was 
lost when the wall was demolished. 

[0045] 

Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6722 Steam crane workshop From W 
6723 General view: high level From W 
6725 Steam crane: detail of north end From SW 
0306 View east From W 
0307 View east From W 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0038 03/1 1/2003 G2: View through to G1 Looking N 
D0040 03/1 1/2003 G1: General view of. . . Looking NE 
D004I 03/11/2003 G l : Pulley wheel and line shafting Looking NE 
D0042 03/11/2003 G l : Detail of pulley wheel and line shafting Looking NE 
D0043 03/11/2003 Access way beyond G 1: Cast iron supports Looking N 
D0044 03/1 1/2003 Access way beyond G 1: View to blind end Looking N 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0045 09/01/2004 G1: W end wall with wall engine mount Looking W 
0046 09/01/2004 G 1: Crane pulley wheel and line shafting Looking NE 

Recommendations 
None - this area has been demolished. 
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Main Erecting Shop 

Plan portion 

1 J - I 

Main Erecting Shop 

_ J 

Date of construction c 1882 to 1885 

Materials and description 
The Main Erecting Shop was followed the nave and aisle pattern of Victorian engineering 
shops. It comprised a wide central nave bay with two narrower aisle bays. The exterior 
walls supported the ends of the aisle roofs, and were of pier and panel with round-headed 
cast iron windows in many of the panels. Tall, slender cast iron columns, which bore the 
maker ' G O D D A R D & MASSEY, NOTTINGHAM' , formed the sides of the nave. These had 
been bolstered by A'-frame steel stanchions, which supported the track for an overhead 
crane. The roof was formed from timber trusses and was similar to that seen covering C5. 
The aisle roof were smaller versions of this. The nave and aisles each bore a pair of 
travelling overhead cranes. Over the entrance to the shop from Yard No I was a timber-
framed, part-glazed, office, which afforded an overview of the shop. 

History and usage 
The 1885 Engineer plan shows this large shop as being the 'Erecting Shop and Machine 
Galleries', but by 1957 this had become the 'Road Roller and Excavator Erecting Shop.' Plans 
from 1974 and 1980 both show it as a 'Machine Shop.' 

Historical descriptions 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 1 August 1885: 'This is a 
fine building of three bays, the centre span being 56ft, and the two others 38ft each. The total area 
covered is 57,644 square feet There are galleries all round for lighter tools. Power is supplied by 
three 18 horse-power wall engines, steam being obtained from two 40 horse-power Lancashire 
boilers. It is to be noted that the wall engines just mentioned, instead of being fixed against the walls 
in the usual way, are mounted in massive cast-iron frames which are built permanently into the end 
wall of the shop, and which form openings in that wall. Space is thus saved and the fixed frames 
are so constructed as to afford every facility for dismounting and re-erecting the engines if necessary 
for repairs. The centre bay is commanded by two rope-driven travelling cranes constructed by 
Messrs. Craven Brothers, one of these cranes being of 12 tons and one of 15 tons capacity; both 
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are driven at very high speeds. In the east bay there is an 8-ton travelling crane under the gallery, 
which is also driven by a rope. There are also eight hand-power travelling jib cranes, and one 2-ton 
hydraulic crane. There are considerably over 280 machine tools of different classes in this 
department, to drive, which there are 1017ft of main-line shafting, and 15,700ft of belting. A large 
proportion of the machines are of special types, which have been constructed under Messrs. 
Marshalls' direction to suit the particular work for which they are employed. Illumination is both by 
electric light, on Crompton's system, and gas, whilst the heating is done by steam contained in 
hollow columns. On Plates III and IV are given two interior views of this shop, the former looking 
north and the latter looking south. These views will give an excellent idea of the arrangement 

Plate III (seen at left) gives an interior view of 
this shop looking north. Amongst the more 
notable tools in this shop we may refer to a 
special planing machine on the west side used 
for slide bars and connecting rods. There are 
two adjustable heads and eight toolboxes. Just 
out from under the gallery is a large boiler-
drilling machine by Messrs. Smith, Beacock, and 
Tannett This is driven by rope gear, and runs 
down the shop on rails, so that the work need 
not be brought to it It has a 15ft span, its two 
vertical standards being connected at the top by 
a girder, and under this is a cross slide which 

can be raised or lowered as required. The drill swings to any radius, so that it will drill a hole in any 
position of the boiler. 

Plate IV (seen at right) gives an interior view of 
the shop looking south. Another special tool is a 
combined boring and shaping machine by which 
the guides for Corliss pattern engines and 'banjo' 
frames are bored, and the pedestals for the 
crankshaft bearings and other parts shaped, at 
one setting of the frame, So that they are 
accurately machined and no lining off is 
required. There are two shapers, one on each 
side. This machine is also by Craven Brothers. 
Near this is a machine especially made for 
drilling bolt holes in the ends of beds of Corliss-
framed engines, and which is also used for the 
bosses of flywheels, when the latter are cast in two pieces. There is also a special machine for 
finishing slide bars for portable engines, in which an emery wheel is mounted on a frame beneath 
which is a table travelling on a bed by means of a screw. The wheel is given a continuous 
reciprocatory movement as the work passes beneath it on the table,'by reason of the frame, which 
carries it traversing backwards and forwards on a slide on the standard. A belt running on separate 
pulleys revolves the wheel. There are thus three different motions, that of the work on the table, the 
reciprocatory traverse of the wheel, and the revolution of the wheel. The speed at which the two 
former operations are performed is constantly varying, so that the surfaces do not tend to wear 
unevenly. The amount of skilled labour in the shape of draw filing saved by this machine must be 
considerable, as several pieces, such as slide tars, can be finished at once. The makers are Messrs. 
Fox Brothers and Reffitt, of Leeds. The next machine' tool we notice is a compound double-boring 



and double-planing machine by Craven Brothers. This is used for compound and simple two-cylinder 
engines. The headstocks for the two boring bars are placed at one side, and are adjustable on the 
bed as to length and distance apart They will operate on a pair of cylinders up to 3ft centres. At 
each end are two traversing standards with toolboxes for planing the port faces, valve chest cover 
facings, and other similar parts, they being arranged to plane horizontal or vertical surfaces. The 
vertical slide for the slide rest will also move radially, being guided on a bracket on the standard. 
This permits of inclined valve faces being planed. Near the latter tool is a large crank lathe with four 
rests, used chiefly for turning shaped cranks; it will take 3ft centres and 14ft in length. There are 
two rests on each side, and narrow toolboxes, so that two tools can work at once between the webs 
of the cranks. 

All the tools so far named are on the ground 
floor, from whence we now pass to the gallery 
above (left). Here there are a large number of 
brass-turning lathes and tools for light work 
generally, amongst them several milling 
machines by Messrs. Muir and Co. and Smith 
and Coventry, and copying machines for stuffing 
box glands, working both by milling cutters and 
by slotting. Valve-rod joints are milled on the 
outside, and the space between cut at one 
operation; pump-rods joints are made in the 
same way. There is also a vertical milling 
machine with a compound slide, which was 
made on the premises. On the other side of the 

gallery (right) is a machine for slot-drilling, by which the valve faces of stationary engines are 
recessed^ in order to promote the^^ lubrication^ of ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

of circles without making a full revolution. The reciprocating motion is got by a toothed segment 
worked by a disc crank and connecting rod. This is used for making rounded edges of gibs. There 
are also a large number of ordinary machine tools, such as capstan lathes, screwing machines, 
shaping, planing, and slotting machines, boring lathes, and other machine tools of modern types. 
Two hoists serve the galleries, one on each side. Attached to the gallery and also on the ground floor 
below, are tool-smiths' shops, the making and grinding of tools being an important branch in the 
Britannia Iron Works, where so many special labour-saving machines are used. Twist drills are very 
largely used in these shops, there being three of Messrs. Smith and Coventry's excellent twist-drill 
grinding machines, which we have often had occasion to refer to favourably in these columns.' 



A much briefer description of this shop is given in a 1901 article: 'Returning to the tool shops 
on the northern division, the majority of the tools are placed in and under the galleries around the 
erecting shop (said to contain 395 tools) and in the heavy tool bay, where fly-wheels-and large 
pieces are mostly tooled. Most of these tools are ordinary lathes. There are, however, a large 
number of milling and profiling machines. Amongst other special tools I noticed one which was 
boring two cylinders of a compound portable engine at one operation, and also at the same time 
shaping both the valve faces on opposite sides of the casting. There was also a horizontal machine 
for boring and turning the ends of the large engine beds, and at the same time planing and facing 
the part for carrying the crankshaft brasses. In fact, the whole of the bed would be tooled one 
setting for two sets.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 

This is a general view looking north in the 
central nave of the main erecting shop in 
November 2003. The overhead cranes were 
dated 1908 and could carry a load of up to 
12 tons, the small jib cranes being used for 
smaller loads of up to lOcwt. The tall, 
slender columns bore the maker's name 
'GODDARD & MASSEY, NOTTINGHAM. ' 

[D000I] 

Here is a second general view of the main 
erecting shop, this time looking south in 
November 2003. Yard No. I and the 
entrance through to Unit 9 can be seen 
through the doors at the end. Each bay was 
equipped with a pair of overhead cranes. 

[D0006] 

The key archaeological features surviving in the main erecting 
shop were all in the east wall. This was a mounting plate for one 
of Marshall's wall mounted steam engines, which was used to 
drive line shafting to power machine tools. 

[D0009] 



Associated with this line shafting were a 
number of bearing boxes, seen at right just 
above the overhead crane track. These carried 
the ends of line shafting. Above these can be 
seen the sawn timber joists that once carried 
the floors of the galleries that used to extend 
around all four sides of the main erecting shop. 

[D00I0] 

Seen here in close-up, these joists had later 
been strengthened with a pair of T section 
steel beams. 

[D00I2] 

These steel beams lined up exactly with cut 
beam-ends of identical section seen here on 
the left in this view of the eastern aisle looking 
north. 

[D0003] 

Glimpsed centre right above is a small alcove in 
the east wall. Seen here in detail, this was one 
of a pair of hearths, the flue for which can be 
seen in the right-hand corner. Another 
identical hearth was located in the west wall of 
the main erecting shop, directly opposite. It is 
unclear precisely what these were used for, but 
it is reasonable to assume that during the 
erection of engines and road rollers, some light 
hot metal forging would have been necessary. 
[D0067] 
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Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6433 General view From S 
6446 East wall external elevation From NE 
6466 West end of south gallery From E 
6467 Drawing office at east end of south 

gallery 
From W 

6468 As 6467 
6470 West wall external elevation: gutter From W 
6625 General view From SW 
6642 South gallery From N W 
6643 West aisle From S 
6644 General view at high level From SW 
6645 West aisle: typical capital From SW 
6647 West aisle: typical truss From SE 
6649 As 6647 
6650 West aisle: typical light fitting From below 
6651 As 6650 
6652 West aisle: arcade of cast iron 

columns 
From S 

6653 General view From N 
6654 As 6653 
6655 South gallery From N 
6656 As 6655 
6657 North end of nave From S 
6658 East arcade: detail of steelwork and 

crane 
From W 

671 1 Nave roof: detail From S 
6712 As 671 1 
6713 Nave roof: detail From SW 
6714 Nave roof From S 
6715 Nave high level From S 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D000I 03/1 1/2003 Main Erecting Shop: N end from S end Looking N 
D0002 03/1 1/2003 Main Erecting Shop: W aisle from S end Looking N 
D0003 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: E aisle from S end Looking N 
D0004 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Maker on column 
D0005 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Smithy in E wall Looking E 
D0006 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Centre view to Yard 1 Looking S 
D0007 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Centre view to N end 
D0008 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Maker on N end crane Looking N 
D0009 03/1 1/2003 Main Erecting Shop: E wall engine mount Looking E 
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D00I0 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Gallery supports E wall Looking E 
D0011 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Bearing box E wall Looking E 
D00I2 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Gallery support detail Looking E 
D00I9 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: E aisle at gallery level Looking S 
D0020 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: View across cranes Looking SW 
D0065 03/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Crane detail Looking N 
D0066 04/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Roof detail Looking N 
D0067 04/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Smithy in W wall Looking W 
D0068 04/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: W wall smithy flue detail 
D0069 04/11/2003 Main Erecting Shop: Offices at S end Looking E 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0038 09/01/2004 Main Erecting Shop Looking N 
0039 09/01/2004 Main Erecting Shop: steam engine mount Looking E 
0040 09/01/2004 Main Erecting Shop: bearing box detail Looking E 
0041 09/01/2004 Main Erecting Shop: gallery joist ends Looking NE 
0042 09/01/2004 Main Erecting Shop: gallery supports Looking 

N W 
0043 09/01/2004 Main Erecting Shop: former smithy hearth in E wall Looking E 
0044 09/01/2004 Main Erecting Shop: former smithy hearth in W 

wall 
Looking W 

Colin Briden's Elevations 
• East external wall 
• East internal wall 
• East wall 
• South external wall 
• West internal wall 

Recommendations 
None - this area has been demolished. 



Machine Shop 

Plan portion 

Date of construction c 1900. 

Materials and description 
The four-bay Machine Shop was a steel fabrication with pier and panel curtain walls. The 
roof trusses were a light steel framework construction, supported by lattice girders of the 
kind used between 1901 and 1905, just before rolled steel sections became available. Each 
bay carried a pair of travelling overhead cranes. The roofing was north-lit, the north facing 
portions of each bay's roof being glazed, the south one being covered by slate. 

History and usage 
Built as a Machine Shop extension to the main erecting shop, still shown as such in 1957. 

Historical description 
This portion of the works did not exist in 1885 and the plan accompanying the Engineer 
article simply shows this part of the site as undeveloped land. However, the 1901 Implement 
& Machinery Review article refers to: 'the machine shop is 350ft long by 60ft wide', which 
suggests that it had been built by this date. 

tures 
This shop was built c l904 as a machine shop 
extension to the main erecting shop. It 
follows the form of the latter in having a 
central nave and a pair of side aisles, each of 
which is equipped with a pair of travelling 
overhead cranes. All of the cranes were 
made by Marshalls; the ones in the nave 
portion being dated '1904', those in the 
aisles bearing the date ' 1906.' Here the view 
is west, along the central nave. 

[D002I ] 
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The stanchions in these shops are all of the lattice kind, and are exactly right for their 
presumed date of construction. Much before 1904 it was not possible to roll steel sections 
of the kind seen here. At a lower level all three bays had horizontal jib cranes, which were 
limited to a maximum lift of lOcwt. Inside the north-west inside corner turn from the 
erecting shop was a single-storey wooden office which contained shelving - this was possibly 
a machine tool store. 

At the east end of the shop was a length of 2ft gauge narrow 
gauge rail, with a turntable set about midway along this. Both 
of these features can be seen in this view looking west from 
a gallery in the east end of the shop 

Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

[D0023] 

Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6607 West end From SE 
6660 Roof structure 
6661 East end From W 
6662 Roof structure 
6663 Lattice girder to roof valley From SW 
6664 Timber offices on south side of shop From N W 
6665 Typical lattice girder stanchions 
6668 West end From E 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D00I3 03/1 1/2003 Machine Shop Extension: W end Looking W 
D00I4 03/1 1/2003 Machine Shop Extension: Maker on crane 
D00I5 03/1 1/2003 Machine Shop Extension: Crane in N aisle Looking W 
D00I6 03/1 1/2003 Machine Shop Extension: View across Looking N W 
D00I7 03/1 1/2003 Machine Shop Extension: Maker on crane 
D00I8 03/1 1/2003 Machine Shop Extension: Maker S aisle crane 
D002I 03/1 1/2003 Machine Shop Extension: View at roof level Looking W 
D0022 03/1 1/2003 Machine Shop Extension: N aisle at roof level Looking W 
D0023 03/11/2003 Machine Shop Extension: Rails at E end Looking W 



Paul Collins' conventional photography 
None 

Recommendations 
None - this area has been demolished. 



Yard No. I 

Plan portion 

\ 
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Date of construction surrounding buildings constructed C I 882 to 1885 

Materials and description 
Another covered area created out of one formerly open to the air, therefore having the 
exterior walls of other buildings as its interior ones. These include, to the north, the Main 
Erecting Shop, to the east C I and its western bay extension, to the south Unit 9, and to the 
west both the Offices and the Mess Block Offices. The roof is formed from timber trusses, 
with iron straps and bolts, as seen elsewhere on site. Piers on the exterior wall to Unit 9 
have been greatly extended to form cells for testing engines, and at eaves height is a 2ft 
gauge railway, with a turntable situated at the southeast corner, which communicates with a 
similar railway in Unit 9 (see below). The railway served a series of coal hoppers, which fed 
into the rear bunkers of the engines undergoing test. 

History and usage 

Formerly an open yard, roofed over at a later date. 

Historical descriptions 
This portion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'The former 
(marked 26 on the plan) are opposite the south doors of the principal machine tool and erecting 
shop. Here there are ten pits with a hand-travelling crane overhead for removing flywheels, &c. 
These pits are used for testing engines of the general portable class. On the east side of the erecting 
shop is a smaller shed for testing fixed engines. The latter will, as we have mentioned above, be 
remodelled during the foundry and erecting shop extensions. The total area of the present testing 
sheds is 4500 square feet.' 
A much briefer description of this shop is given in a 1901 article: 'All the work is carefully 
tested before being sent away. There is an engine ... testing shed for the portable engines near the 
southern end of the erecting shop... .' 



Description of surviving archaeological features 

B P [6671] Yard No. I was former ly open t o the 
B M P N I ^ V . - ' • e l e m e n t s , but is shown as 'Covered w i t h 

B ^ p i g g - — - ^ ^ ^ K ^ H H ^ f r o o f on a site plan dating f rom 1882. The 
m n E p s M J~ view here is towards Beaumont Street, and 

p a tefe.- - the ro l ler shutters (centre) lead t o the main 
^ M ^ ^ ^ H . , gates; the plate in f ron t of these being a 

^ • i V ; weighbridge. A t left, the outline of the Mess 
B P J Block can be discerned although engulfed in 

a & f l - brick. Along the left side (as seen here), runs 
I I 1 an elevated 2ft gauge railway. This fed coal 

i r m : W~ • f f S r ^ ^ g ^ l l l a l to hoppers (seen pointing downwards) 
which was fed into the rear bunkers of portable engines and Rapid Rollers which were 
undergoing a test pr ior t o despatch t o their purchasers. 

[6674] This view (right) is looking the other 
way t o the one above, east, into the works. 
The engine testing cells are on the right, 
fo rmed by the supporting piers for the crane 
track. Cupboards at the back of each cell 
held tools and equipment used during the 
testing process. Using rectif ied photography, 
Col in Briden has produced a detailed 
elevation of the wall t o the left, which was 
also the exter ior of the south wall of the 
main erect ing shop. 

The elevated narrow gauge railway in Yard 
N o . I . Here, at the eastern end, is a 
turntable, enabling tubs being moved along 
the t rack t o be turned through 90 degrees 
after they had passed through Uni t 9 t o the 
right. 

[D0057] 



Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6 5 0 9 Route and Yard N o 1 From N 
6 5 1 3 Commemora t i ve board on south 

external wall of engine erect ion shop 
From S 

6 5 1 4 Stair f r o m office block From E 
6 5 1 5 W a g o n entrance: gate detail 
6 5 1 6 General view From W 
6 6 6 9 Roof structure: high level From E 
6 6 7 0 As 6669 From SE 
6 6 7 1 General view: high level From E 
6 6 7 2 Overhead crane: detail 
6 6 7 3 Entrance t o boi ler shop From W 
6 7 1 6 Roof st ructure over rou te to Yard 

N o 1 
From S 

6 7 8 6 Overhead crane: detail 

A v iew along the elevated nar row gauge railway in Yard 
N o . I . This is the solitary surviving length of na r row 
gauge t rack remaining in situ in November 2003. 

[D0060] 

A close-up of the metal base of one of the coal 
feed hoppers looking f rom the elevated railway. 

[D0063] 

Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 
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6674 General view From W 
6675 Structure in N W angle From SE 
6781 Yard to east of office block From S 
6782 Yard to east of office block From N 
6784 Yard to east off office block: glazed 

bridge 
From N 

6785 Railway in Yard No 1: turntable 
6787 Railway in Yard No 1: General view From east 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

D003I 03/11/2003 Yard No. 1: View f rom main gates Looking E 
D0033 03/11/2003 Yard No. 1: View towards main gates Looking W 
D0034 03/1 1/2003 Yard N o . l : End of C I and access tunnel Looking SE 
D0035 03/11/2003 Yard No. 1: View towards G2 Looking N 
D0057 03/11/2003 Yard N o . l : Turntable on elevated railway Looking E 
D0058 03/1 1/2003 Yard N o . l : Turntable detail Looking E 
D0059 03/1 1/2003 Yard N o . l : Elevated railway Looking W 
D0060 03/1 1/2003 Yard N o . l : Elevated railway - in situ rail Looking W 
D006I 03/1 1/2003 Yard N o . l : Elevated railway - coal hopper 
D0062 03/1 1/2003 Yard N o . l : Elevated railway - coal hopper 
D0063 03/11/2003 Yard N o . l : Elevated railway - coal hopper 
D0064 03/11/2003 Yard No. 1: Elevated railway - view along Looking E 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0035 09/01/2004 Yard No. 1: view into Unit 9 Looking SE 
0036 09/01/2004 Yard N o . l : detail of elevated turntable Looking SE 
0037 09/01/2004 Yard No. 1: fo rmer testing cells Looking SW 

Recommendations 
That the surviving features within Yard No . I be retained conserved and incorporated into 
the redevelopment of the site. These include the weighbridge plate and house, and the 
elevated railway, its turntable, hoppers, and the testing too l cupboards. Sadly, the elevated 
railway was needlessly damaged during the reclamation of the roofing slates f rom Yard 
No. I. It is hoped that, in addition to retaining, conserving and including the above features in 
the redevelopment of the site, this damage wi l l also be repaired. 
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D2 (Unit 9) 

Plan portion 

Date of construction c 1882 to 1885. 

Materials and description 

This was former ly a subdivided space, split into four sections, which handled the painting 
and varnishing of the assembled engines. Latterly it was opened up to create a single space 
for general engineering use. A travelling overhead crane was supported on the south side by 
steel stanchions, and on the north side by brick piers. A t the east end was the continuation 
of the 2ft gauge railway seen in Yard N o I. This extended southwards, across the road 
former ly dividing N o r t h Side and South Side works, carried on a covered bridge. It led 
directly to the main coal store. 

History and usage 
This unit was former ly subdivided into three smaller sections, all of which were used for 
engine painting, testing and repair. On the 1885 Engineer plan they are shown, top to 
bot tom, as being 'Engine Repair Shop', 'Engine Test Shop', and 'Engine Paint Shop.' By 1957 
the shop was knocked through and used as a 'Heavy Machine Shop.' Following closure, this 
port ion of the works was used by Nettleham Engineering t o refurbish machine tools. 

Historical descriptions 
This port ion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'In the 
same block as the principal testing sheds, and marked 27 on the plan, is an engine repair shop with 
a 5-ton hand-power traveller running the whole length. The area is 1800 square feet The paint 
shop adjoins the principal testing shed, and is marked 28 on the plan. There are three bays with a 
gallery across the south end, the floor area being 8709 square feet in all, and capable of 
accommodating twenty-four engines at one time. On the west side of this shop is a covered shed 
with an open end where the engines are placed after painting. This has an area of 2600 square 
feet Beyond this is another shed for painting undergears and minor details, which covers 2040 
square feet.' 



Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6510 East end From N W 
651 1 W e s t end From NE 
6512 Area beneath north mezzanine From E 
6705 W e s t end From E 
6706 As 6705: high level From E 
6709 Structure in SE corner From N W 
6710 East end From W 
6788 East end: line of fo rmer railway From N 

In the east end wall, beneath the elevated 
railway, there are a number of bearing boxes 
of different sizes. The largest example can be 
seen at right, next to the measuring stick; 
t w o more can be seen immediately above 
and to the right of the t ip of the stick 

A view towards the west end wall of Unit 9, 
which is also the rear wall of the Mess Room 
offices, which f ront to Beaumont Street and 
f rom one side of the main gate. 

[0030] 

Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Unit 9 retains much original fabric, including 
the original windows f rom C I , adjoining, in its 
east end wall - seen here. The blue gallery seen 
below the overhead travelling crane is the 
port ion of the elevated 2ft gauge railway that 
brought coal f rom South Side W o r k s through 
to the engine testing area in Yard No . I. 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
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Paul Collins' digital photography None 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0030 09/01/2004 D2 (Un t 9): W wall f rom E wall Looking W 
0031 09/01/2004 D2 (Un t 9): N wall Looking N 
0032 09/01/2004 D2 (Un t 9): E wall Looking E 
0033 09/01/2004 D2 (Un t 9): Bearing boxes in E wall Looking E 
0034 09/01/2004 D2 (Un t 9): S wall Looking SW 
0035 09/01/2004 Yard N o . l : view into D2 (Unit 9) Looking SE 

Recommendations 
Such evidence of the original usage made of this area, as described above, should be 
retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever future use is made of this area. 
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Offices 

Plan portion 

Date of construction c 1882 

Materials and description 
Together wi th the Mess Block Offices, the Main Offices were the public face of Marshall, 
Sons & Co Ltd on Beaumont Street. Both blocks were constructed at the same time, c l882, 
and were amongst the first structures to the built on the Nor th Side W o r k s site. Externally 
they are very similar: ornamented pier and panel walling wi th round-headed cast iron 
windows set into each panel. The Main Offices we re originally single storey, w i th the statue 
of Britannia standing proud atop the main entrance, which also carries a monogram 'M S & 
COY ' in a keystone above the main door. Subsequently, probably when the Machine Shop 
extension was added to the north, an extra storey was added to the offices, this also being 
extended over the main gates to join the Mess Block Offices at first f loor level. Internally 
the first f loor is part-supported on decorated cast i ron columns. The elaborately decorated 
stairwell, w i th its impressive atrium, therefore also dates f rom this period. The upper f loor 
once had the drawing offices and photographic rooms, but had been much altered and most 
architectural and decorative detail had been stolen f rom them. 

Historical descriptions 
This port ion of the works is described as fol lows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'In making 
a tour of the Britannia Works we naturally commence at the principal entrance from Trinity-street 
or the north side, near which are the offices marked I on the plan. These cover an area of 9000 

History and usage 
The left-hand block, as seen above, was 
built for, and used continuously as, offices, 
w i th the left-hand port ion being the 
'Drawing Office', above which was the 
'Photographic Office', and near t o which 
was the 'Register Office.' As seen at left, 
the block was originally single-storey, wi th 
the Britannia statue standing proud above 
the main entrance. This was doubled in 
height, probably around 1904, when the 
Machine Shop was added adjacent. The 
smaller offices, to the right in the plan 
port ion above, incorporated a small 
gatehouse, a t ime office, and, originally, 
housed a mess room on the second f loor. 
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square feet, and consis I of general commercial offices, pay offices, eight private offices, and waiting 
rooms. The drawing office marked 2 covers a space of 2799 square feet The time office and 
entrance to mess room is marked 31, the mess room and classroom above being marked 30. These 
cover 3230 square feet During the winter months the men receive instruction, in connection with 
the Science and Art Department at South Kensington, on machine construction drawing, mechanics, 
and various other subjects, the firm having fitted up the rooms for the purpose, and the teachers 
having the use of any machine details from the Works for the purpose of illustrating their 
explanations. The Works' medical attendant also gives lectures to a branch of the St John's 
Ambulance Association, which has been formed by the men.' 

A much more detailed description of the offices is given in a 1901 article: 'Commencing with 
the offices. Excepting for their large extent there is nothing very special to describe. They are 
naturally divided into departments, such as the cashier's, bookkeeping, buying, invoicing, ordering 
forwarding, shipping &c., and contain about forty clerks. Some years ago Messrs. Marshall showed 
me their system of bookkeeping, which struck me as being remarkable for its simplicity. They 
explained that it had been gradually developed with the object of giving the greatest facility to the 
auditors. The corresponding department contains the correspondence office, with five typewriters, 
the foreign correspondence office, in which letters in foreign languages alone are written, a posting 
and addressing office, where also the letters are kept, and the catalogue and reference library.' 

The same article also described the 'Drawing Office': 'Passing to the drawing office, the staff 
consists of over forty. The method of procedure is as follows:- All orders are entered in a book from 
the business office, with full details. As far as possible the designs are made to bring in standard 
parts. Amongst these I noticed twelve sheets of standard screws, each with a sketch and table of 
dimensions with reference letters; fifty sheets of standard bolts; twenty-one sheets of standard fly-
wheels, besides other standard sheets of crossheads, cylinders, boilers, flanges, and such like. 
Drawings are made in pencil on thin paper and fully dimensioned; the juniors then trace them on to 
doth, the cloth tracing only being kept and the original drawings destroyed.' 

Similarly the 'Photographic Office' was also described: 'Above the drawing office there is a 
photographic and ferro-prussiate copying office with five printing frames and a revolving electric 
printing cylinder. Drawings to be copied are sent up to the photographic office by a small lift This 
office is in charge of two lads, and makes on the average about twenty-five prints a day. These 
prints are placed on rolls and numbered and taken to the drawing stores, where they are stacked, 
each in its own place, in horizontal receptacles formed by placing corrugated sheets together, 
accommodation being provided for many thousands of blue prints. When a blue print is required for 
the workshops an order form, with the name of the man requiring it, and signed by the foreman, is 
sent to the office, and the order is put in the receptacle from which the blue print is extracted. By 
this means all the booking of drawings is obviated, and it can be seen at a glance what drawings 
are in use and where they are.' 

Finally, the 'Register Office' was described thus: 'Near the drawing office is a register office in 
which is a register of every machine sent out, with a complete description of its special points and of 
the drawings used in its construction. The work here is so thoroughly done that a staff of six clerks 
is kept pretty constantly employed. I noticed that there were over 100 volumes of registers, and that 
upwards of 35,000 engines had been entered on the register books. I may here remark that all the 
engines are numbered consecutively independent of their size. The works have been in such a 
constant state of extension as to necessitate a special drawing office, in which are two draughtsmen 
and four juniors, who seem to be constantly employed. At the present time new boiler shops and 
extensions southward are in progress.' 



The stairwell contains a staircase wi th finely 
detailed cast metal balusters. 

On the upper f loors almost all of the 
decorative features had been stripped out, 
wi th the exception of the occasional piece of 
cornice. 

Cast i ron columns support portions of the ground f loor; these are 
decorated wi th cast mouldings to the base and head, picked out in 
paint. 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
The addition of a second storey to the original offices created their most 
impressive feature - the stairwell, lighted by an elaborately decorated 
atr ium - seen at right 



Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Image no. Date Description Viewpoint 
0221 20 Apri l 2004 Stairwell 
0222 20 Apri l 2004 Stairwell 
0223 20 Apri l 2004 Main stair, lower flight 
0224 20 Apri l 2004 Main stair, baluster detail 
0225 20 Apri l 2004 Main stair and stairwell 
0226 20 Apri l 2004 Stairwell, ceiling detail 
0227 20 Apri l 2004 Entrance door 
0228 20 Apri l 2004 Entrance lobby and stairs 
0229 20 Apri l 2004 Map of Gainsborough in Heritage Centre 
0230 20 Apri l 2004 Heritage Centre 
0231 20 Apri l 2004 Cast i ron column, moulded capital 
0232 20 Apri l 2004 Flanged iron column wi th webs 
0233 20 Apri l 2004 Flanged iron column wi th webs 
0234 20 Apri l 2004 Cast i ron column, moulded base 
0235 20 Apri l 2004 RAF gun tu r re t in Heritage Centre 
0236 20 Apri l 2004 Do. detail 
0237 20 Apri l 2004 Do. 
0238 20 Apri l 2004 Collection store, Heritage Centre 
0239 20 Apri l 2004 Ground f loor office passage 
0240 20 Apri l 2004 Ground f loor office passage 
0241 20 Apri l 2004 Heritage Centre inter ior 
0242 20 Apri l 2004 Ground f loor: column detail above ceiling 
0245 20 Apri l 2004 Cast i ron column: high moulded base 
0246 20 Apri l 2004 Heritage Centre store 
0247 20 Apri l 2004 Moulded plaster ceiling detail 
0248 20 Apri l 2004 Passage ceiling detail 
0250 20 Apri l 2004 Stairwell: atr ium 
0251 20 Apri l 2004 Stairwell: atr ium and ceiling detail 
0252 20 Apri l 2004 Stairwell: atr ium detail 
0253 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0254 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0255 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0256 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0257 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0258 20 Apri l 2004 Upper f loor cornice detail 
0263 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0264 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0265 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0266 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0268 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices: f loorboards 
0269 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0270 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0271 20 Apri l 2004 First f loor: shelving and wall safe 
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0272 20 Apr i l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0273 20 Apr i l 2004 First f loor office: ceiling vent 
0274 20 Apr i l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0275 20 Apr i l 2004 First f loor offices after stripping out 
0276 20 Apr i l 2004 Main staircase 
0279 20 Apr i l 2004 Stairwell 
0280 20 Apr i l 2004 Stairwell 
Rear Elevation 1 20 Apr i l 2004 Rear of offices fol lowing demolition of 

erecting shop 
Looking W 

Rear Elevation 2 20 Apr i l 2004 Rear of offices fol lowing demolition of 
erecting shop 

Looking W 

Rear Elevation 3 20 Apr i l 2004 Rear of offices fol lowing demolit ion of 
erecting shop 

Looking W 

Rear Elevation 4 20 Apr i l 2004 Rear of offices fol lowing demolit ion of 
erecting shop 

Looking W 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0024 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Britannia statue Looking E 
D0025 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Britannia statue Looking E 
D0026 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Main entrance & statue Looking E 
D0027 03/1 1/2003 Beaumont Street: Monogrammed keystone Looking E 
D0028 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Britannia statue detail Looking E 
D0029 03/1 1/2003 Beaumont Street: Main frontage to . . . Looking NE 
D0030 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Main office frontage Looking NE 
D0032 03/11/2003 Main Offices: Yard to rear w i th rails Looking N 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0056 09/01/2004 End of offices fronting to Beaumont Street Looking NE 
0057 09/01/2004 Do. Looking SE 

Recommendations 
The main office block is t o be retained and incorporated into the new development on site. 
Therefore, such original features, and evidence of the original usage made of the offices, as 
described above, should be retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever future use 
is made of the block. 



Mess Block ( S W Corner Block) 

Plan portion 

Date of construction c 1882 

Materials and description 
These were very similar in fo rm and construction to the Main Offices, except that they 
were almost certainly two-storey f rom the beginning. Another difference was on the first 
f loor , where a generous roof light illuminated the room where practical instruction was 
given. 

History and usage 
The ground f loor of this office was built to accommodate the t ime office, where workers 
clocked on and off for work , plus other offices. The upper storey provided a mess room for 
the workforce, and also a classroom where they received instruction in mechanics and 
engineering. In later years these offices found more general uses, and in recent years they 
seem t o have been used simply for storage. 

Historical descriptions 
This por t ion of the works is described as follows in The Engineer, 7 August 1885: 'The time 
office and entrance to mess room is marked 31, the mess room and classroom above being marked 
30. These cover 3230 square feet. A view of the front of the offices is given in the frontispiece, Plate 
I. During the winter months the men receive instruction, in connection with the Science and Art 
Department at South Kensington, on machine construction drawing, mechanics, and various other 
subjects, the firm having fitted up the rooms for the purpose, and the teachers having the use of 
any machine details from the Works for the purpose of illustrating their explanations. The Works' 
medical attendant also gives lectures to a branch of the St John's Ambulance Association, which has 
been formed by the men.' 

Description of surviving archaeological features 

As in the main offices opposite, the ground 
f loor of the Mess Room offices is supported 
by decoratively moulded cast i ron columns, 
as seen in this view of the nor th bay after 
clearance. 



The main staircase in the Mess Room offices 
was also once highly decorative, similar in 
style to that in the main offices. Sadly, it has 
suffered f rom neglect and, possibly, 
vandalism or theft in recent years. 

On the top f loor of the Mess Room offices is 
a room lit by a large atrium. This is almost 
certainly the former schoolroom. 

Key to photographic record 

Colin Briden's photography 

Viewpoint Description 

East elevation 
Nor th bays: Workers ' entrance and timekeeper's office 
Timekeepers office 
No r th bays: Axial passage 
Nor th bays: Typical office off axial passage 

Office off centre bay 
South bays 
South bay: suspension bolts for ?lifting tackle 
South bay 
South bay: window details 

0092 Damage t o main stair 
Centre bays: roof light and office 

View down main range of office, first f loor 
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0099 Centre bays: f i rst f loor passage From N 
0101 Centre and south bays: first f loor communicating 

doorways 
From NE 

0102 South bay first f loor: w indow detail 
0103 As 0102: ceiling venti lator duct 
0107 Centre bays f irst f loor: general view From NE 
0110 Centre bays f irst f loor: drawing office From N W 
0112 As 0110 From SW 
01 13 As 0110: roof structure 
0116 Nor th bay ground f loor main office range after clearance From SW 
0117 As 0116: typical column base 
01 19 As 0116: typical column cap 
0122 As 01 16: bed fo r hoist machinery 
0164 Office main range rear elevation From NE 
0175 SW corner block: south elevation From S 
0178 SW corner block From SW 
0182 SW corner block: main pedestrian entrance From W 

Recommendations 
Permission is being sought t o demolish the Mess Block. This has been altered considerably 
over the years and only retains some evidence of its original use and internal divisions. The 
photographic record made of this area by Colin Briden has provided a more than adequate 
record of this block as it survived on site in 2005. No further recording of i t should be 
necessary. 

Dur ing demolit ion, consideration should be given to recovering for reuse elsewhere on site 
the decorative cast i ron columns and remaining elements of the staircase, especially the cast 
metal balusters. 
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External perambulation 

Plan portion 

Date of construction c 1882 to 1916. 

Materials and description 

The exter ior of N o r t h Side W o r k s dated f rom between 1882 and 1916, and most fol lowed 
a basic pier and panel style, usually wi th windows inset into each panel. Only the Main 
Offices and Mass Block Offices bore any form of decoration. Al l of the bricks used would 
have been made by Marshalls themselves f rom clay dug on or near the site, w i th the 
exception of those used in the 1916 munitions extension in Spring Gardens, which were 
erected after the company had ceased its brick making activities. 

History and usage 
Various. 

Historical descriptions 
None have come to light. 



Originally the main gate did not have a 
storey of offices above it. As this enhanced 
port ion of the photograph of the Beaumont 
Street frontage, taken for the August 1885 
Engineer article, shows only the corner, Mess 
Block, building was two-storey at this date. 
A second storey link was probably added 
when the Machine Shop was built in 1904, 
but the original building style, and materials 
used, was matched so closely that it is hard 
to appreciate this w i thou t the evidence seen 
at left here. 

The latter appears to be made f rom 
moulded and sculpted render on a 
mesh frame. This framing is clearly 
visible beneath Britannia's right hand 
where she is gripping the head of her 
tr ident, which is itself made f rom 
metal. Close inspection of this 

photograph also shows that at one t ime the statue was 
painted. The cloak over Britannia's right arm shows clear 
signs of red paint fragments; whist the sleeve of her dress on 
her left shoulder has white paint flecks on it. Also, the Union 
flag shield in her left hand shows evidence of red, white and 

Description of surviving archaeological features 
This description of the external surviving archaeological features at Britannia W o r k s is 
based upon the record made there by Colin Briden in early November 2003. Broadly it 
fol lows the sequence in which it was photographed then, beginning at the main gates on 
Beaumont Street. 

Like much of the rest of the exter ior of 
Britannia Works , the offices were built using 
the typical 19th 'pier-and-panel' style of 
br ickwork. Here the window recesses were 
built especially deep, which gives much relief 
to the facade in bright sunshine, such as 
when photographed in early November 
2003. Apar t f rom the main doorway, there 
is l itt le other decoration, although the 
pierced metal grilles on the majority of the 
piers on both storeys are finely detailed -
building. [6701] 

aligned with vents on the inside of the 

As noted above, the exception to the ' l i tt le other decoration' 
mentioned above is the main doorway, which is surmounted by a 
keystone bearing the intertwined letters 'M S & COY.' and topped 
by the statue of Britannia. [D0027] 
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blue paint, all in the appropriate places. The statue of Britannia has adorned the works since 
at least 1885 - evinced by its presence in the photograph f rom that year seen above, and 
has probably survived much better for being sheltered by the second storey added to the 
offices. [D0028] 

From the end of the offices to Spring 
Gardens, Britannia Works presented a 
unified facade, but this was deceptive. The 
double-height, single-storey range fronting to 
Beaumont Street was of a simpler pier-and-
panel form, comprising 16 panels, 15 of 
which had tall, slender, round-headed 
windows in them; the one closest to the 
Horse & Groom PH on the corner of Spring 
Gardens being blind. Starting f rom this blind 
panel, the first 10 panels enclosed the end of 

the 1904 machine shop extension to the main erecting shop; the remaining six panels being 
a neatening-up of the main facade, built at the same time, which replaced some smaller 
buildings. [6817] 

Turning the corner into Spring Gardens, 
after the Horse & G r o o m PH's car park, the 
next block of Britannia W o r k s comprised a 
two-storey shop, again of pier-and-panel 
form, each containing a pair of steel-framed 
windows wi th concrete lintels above. This 
range was built between 1921 and 1925; the 
OS map for the earlier year still showing a 
number of cottages occupying this site. 
[6795] 

Next to the above was a similar, but slightly 
lower block, glimpsed in the distance at left. 
This was built c 1915 as the entrance to a 
munitions department, which Marshalls 
added in order t o undertake and fulfil W a r 
Ministry contract work . Next to this, wi th 
the red painted end, was a smaller block, the 
end of an older internal range. The plainer 
pier-and-panel walling of shop H3, described 
above, fol lowed this. [6801] 

The perimeter of the works then turned into 
the station approach, and after the end of H3 
assumed a uniform style, seen at right. This long 
range, comprising the pattern store, and the top 
of the 28ft retaining wall at the rear of the site, 
is of plain pier-and-panel construction, each 
panel having a round-headed window. [6806] 



Image no. Description Viewpoint 
6701 Office block From SW 
6702 Main wagon entrance From W 
6703 SW angle From SW 
6704 Image of Britannia From SW 
6791 Office block From SW 
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The doors fill the former rail access to the middle level of this building, and the massive 
external bracing to the right of these suggests the some ground instability was encounter 
later on. 

Two panels deep and seven panels long, the 
Mess Room, actually housed on the top f loor 
only, was plainer in fo rm than the rest of the 
office buildings fronting to Beaumont Street, 
but it predated all of them, being shown on 
maps, engravings and photographs produced 
in 1885. 

Key to photographic record 

Past this point the perimeter of Britannia 
Works takes another right-angle turn, and 
heads back towards Beaumont Street along a 
downward graded path. This was former ly 
the approach road to Gainsborough station. 
The facade at this point comprises the end 
gables of the suite of boiler making shops -
C5 to C I - which are all of a similar form: 
five panels, each wi th an oriole window, 
surmounted by a symmetrical pediment wi th 
a fur ther oriole window near the apex. 

Adjoining C I is the south wall of Unit 9 
(described above), seen here at right. Similar 
in fo rm to the facade of the 1904 machine 
shop, this has a continuous line of windows 
jest below eaves height, and a roof wi th a 
series of clerestory roof vents. Adjoining the 
western end of Unit 9 stood the former 
Mess Block, seen here at left. 

[6813] 

Colin Briden's photography 
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6792 Main entrance From W 
6793 West wall external elevation: 1904 

bay 
From W 

6794 W e s t side of works From N W 
6795 Nor th side of works From N W 
6798 Nor th side of works: 1904 bay From N 
6799 N W angle of 1904 block From N W 
6800 Nor th elevation: 1904 and earlier From NE 
6801 Pattern shop N external elevation From NE 
6802 East side of works From NE 
6803 East side of works: detail of nor th end From SE 
6804 East side of works: typical bay From E 
6806 SE angle of works: detail of railway 

entrance 
From SE 

6807 South side of works From E 
6806 Former Marshall buildings SE of works From N W 
6809 Boiler shop south external elevation: 

detail 
From SW 

6810 As 6809 
6811 South side of works From W 
6812 South side of works From SW 
6813 SW angle of works From SW 
6815 Office block From SW 
6816 Office block: typical bay From W 
6817 West external elevation 1904 

workshops 
From SW 

6819 1904 workshops: typical bays From W 
6821 1904 workshops From SW 
6823 Office block From N W 
6824 Office block: ground f loor bay From W 

Paul Collins' digital photography 

File No. Date Description Viewpoint 
D0024 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Britannia statue Looking E 
D0025 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Britannia statue Looking E 
D0026 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Main entrance & statue Looking E 
D0027 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Monogrammed keystone Looking E 
D0028 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Britannia statue detail Looking E 
D0029 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Main frontage to . . . Looking NE 
D0030 03/11/2003 Beaumont Street: Main office frontage Looking NE 

Paul Collins' conventional photography 

FilmlNegl 
File No. 

Date Description Viewpoint 

0052 09/01/2004 Exterior of H3 at corner of Spring Gardens Looking SW 
0053 09/01/2004 Gainsborough Steel building, ex-Marshalls, on Looking 
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Spring Gardens N W 

0054 09/01/2004 Road entrance to C5 f rom Station Approach Looking 
N W 

0055 09/01/2004 Exterior Unit 9 Looking NE 
0056 09/01/2004 End of offices fronting to Beaumont Street Looking NE 
0057 09/01/2004 Do. Looking SE 
0058 09/01/2004 Former Marshall building adjacent rear of C5 Looking SE 
0059 09/01/2004 Former Marshall range to rear of Tesco car park Looking E 
0060 09/01/2004 Former Marshall range to rear of Tesco car park Looking SE 
0061 09/01/2004 End of the above range Looking NE 
0062 09/01/2004 Former Marshalls power station, Lea Road Looking S W 
0063 09/01/2004 Former Marshalls power station, date detail Looking W 
0064 09/01/2004 Former Marshalls power station, Lea Road Looking 

N W 
0065 09/01/2004 Former Marshalls power station f rom river side Looking SE 
0066 09/01/2004 Former Marshalls water tank Looking E 

Recommendations 
Much of the perimeter of Britannia W o r k s fronting to Beaumont Street has subsequently 
been demolished, as has the majority of that fronting to Spring Gardens. Of the buildings 
still standing, it is suggested that the: -

• original works gates be retained, if not in situ then on site in the proposed museum 
• exter ior decorative features on the surviving Beaumont Street facade, including the 

ventilation grilles on the brick piers, plus the original w indow frames and glazing 
• Britannia statue be retained and repaired where appropriate, and that consider be 

given to re-painting it 
• station approach fagade, plus the doors into this former station approach road facade, 

C5 -C I end gables, and Unit 9 south wall, 
all be retained, conserved and used in the subsequent development of the site. 
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8. The recovery and removal of a Craven Bros, rope worked steam crane 
from Shop G I of Britannia Works in May 2004 
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8. The recovery and removal of a Craven Bros, rope worked steam crane from 

Shop G I of Britannia Works in May 2004 

Background 
W h e n the N o r t h Side W o r k s por t ion of Britannia Works in Gainsborough was developed 
rapidly in the early t o mid 1880s, a number of the new engineering shops erected on the 
site were equipped wi th steam powered, rope worked, overhead travelling cranes made by 
Craven Brothers of Reddish, near Stockport, now in Greater Manchester. W i t h one 
exception, all of these cranes were replaced by electrically driven ones, the majority of 
which were made by Marshall, Sons & Co. Ltd. themselves. The single exception to this was 
the Craven Bros, crane in Shop G I, which remained in situ, possibly due to changing uses of 
the shop rendering it redundant. 

There is little information as to the f irst use that Shop G l was put to . The 1885 Engineer 
plan shows it as being a 'Flywheel Turnery ' and also as housing 'Boilers and engine house.' 
This is a lot t o cram into such a small space, but perhaps the crane was needed for the 
maintenance of the boilers and engine in there, o r t o assist wi th moving flywheels before 
and after they had been turned. There is precedent for the former. Pumping stations all have 
overhead cranes, which were primarily used during the assembly of the engines during 
construction, but which remain in place thereafter in case the engines have to be dissembled 
for during maintenance or repair. 

A brief history of Craven Bros. Ltd., Reddish, Stockport 
Brothers Wi l l iam and John Craven served their apprenticeships wi th Sharp, Roberts & Co. 
Ltd, who were locomotive manufacturers in the Manchester area. In 1853 they started their 
own f i rm in Salford at premises they named 'Vauxhall works' , but by 1857 they had 
outgrown these and relocated to Osborne Street, Salford. Cravens became an established 
producer of large machine tools for the railways and other workshops, and later included 
workshop cranes in their production. By 1900 the company had also established a works at 
Reddish, on a 25-acre site near the Stockport boundary. Here they became known for their 
electric cranes. The economic downturn fol lowing the Great W a r saw their Osborne street 
works close in 1920, and in 1928 the business was reorganised, and, as a consequence, 
divided into two. The machine too l operat ion continued at Reddish, in conjunction wi th W 
G Armstrong, and later Armstrong W h i t w o r t h , whose Openshaw works were nearby. They 
were later associated wi th Vickers Armst rong limited. This operation closed down around 
1970. The crane division was acquired by Herbert Morris Ltd, and was transferred to 
Loughborough around 1930. 

How the crane worked 
The overhead crane in G I was an object of some curiosity and speculation as to how 
precisely it worked. Fortunately, the well-documented restoration of another preserved 
example of the same make and kind of crane in Australia provided the answer. This is taken 
f rom an article by Bill Jordan entitled T h e 1885 Craven Bros Crane', which appeared in the 
journal of Engineering Heritage Australia in 2004: ' Members of Engineering Heritage Australia 
(Newcastle) were engaged in practical conservation for almost two years by maintaining and 
demonstrating an 1885 rope-driven gantry crane situated in the former Honeysuckle Railway 
Workshops in Newcastle. As far as is known, the crane is the only similar crane still in its original 
operating configuration anywhere in the world. The crane is a 16-ton overhead traveling type, 
manufactured in Manchester, England in 1885 by Craven Brothers Ltd, one of the best known 
manufacturers of cranes in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The crane is driven by a 
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continuously circulating hemp rope, which runs the length of the workshop building. The rope 
engages three large pulleys on the side of the crane carriage, each of which is connected to a 
motion of the crane via a pair of leather belts, one straight, and one twisted. A system of levers 
moves either the straight or the twisted belt from a free pulley to an engaged pulley depending on 
the direction of motion required: the three motions are travel along the building, crabbing of the 
winch across the building and winch operation. The winch has two hoists, each with two speeds, and 
changes between the hoists and between speeds are made by engaging and disengaging dog 
clutches (with difficulty!). The crane demonstrates the highest point reached by 19th century 
mechanical power transmission technology prior to the introduction of small electric motors in the 
1890s. Other cranes of similar specification were converted by adding electric motors and removing 
the rope and belts in the early 20th century.' 

The pulleys and pairs of belts 
for the three crane motions 

'Through a combination of circumstances, the Newcastle crane stayed in its 
original configuration, although the steam engine, which drove the 
workshop, including the crane, was replaced by an electric motor in 1913. 

The significance of the crane was recognized when conservation engineers Carl and Margaret 
Doring were commissioned to carry out a heritage study of the workshops complex when the NSW 
State Rail Authority was preparing to hand over the land to Government for redevelopment in 
1990.' 

The ingenious folding or "flip-flop" 
bearings used to support the keyway 

shafts driving the winch 

'The Dorings were subsequently commissioned to prepare a Conservation 
Plan for the crane and Hunter Valley Training Company apprentices 
carried out the work required in 1996. No provision was made, however, for the continuing 
maintenance and demonstration of the crane and it started to deteriorate again. A group of 
Newcastle EHA members approached the new Government owners, the Honeysuckle Development 
Corporation, and proposed an arrangement to maintain and demonstrate the crane; the offer was 
accepted and now members can be found on many Saturday mornings greasing and oiling and 
dressing the leather belts. Demonstrations are given at the start of EHA Newcastle engineering 
heritage walks and at other times by arrangement.' 

The extent of survival of the Cravens crane at Gainsborough 
In November 2003, pr ior to the commencement of any demolit ion on site, there was a 
good level of survival of the Cravens crane and its associated equipment in Shop G I at 
Britannia W o r k s in Gainsborough. Sadly, by the t ime that the crane was removed f rom the 
shop, its west wall had been demolished, taking w i t h it a possible steam engine wall 
mounting frame, which may have been the location of its motive power. 

Otherwise, there was a still a good level of survival of the crane, 
and especially of its associated equipment. A t left is a close-up of 
the pulley wheels and dr ive belts surviving on the Cravens 
overhead crane in Shop G I of Britannia W o r k s on 7 May 2004 

[DO 102] 



A short length of line shafting and a pulley wheel 
surviving f r om the Cravens overhead crane drive 
mechanism in the north east corner of Shop G I 
at Britannia W o r k s on 7 May 2004. This line 
shafting was probably driven by the steam engine 
and used t o link it to the crane's mechanism. It 
was requested that this be recovered. 

[DO 103] 

A bearing box associated wi th the line shafting 
seen above. This indicates the position of 
additional line shafting, which would almost 
certainly have been necessary to connect the 
power f rom the steam engine mounted in the 
west wall, to the arrangement of line shafting and 
pulley wheel seen above. 

[DO 106] 

The top of what was once a pair of horizontal 
pulley wheels, located in the northwest corner of 
Shop G I at Britannia W o r k s on 7 May 2004 - the 
broken spokes of the lower wheel can be seen 
below this. These returned the endless rope back 
towards the three pulleys mounted on the crane 
itself. An more intact example of this was 
recovered in the crane move on 28 May 2004. 

[DO 105] 

Pairs of pulley wheels like these were mounted 
on each of the piers in the nor th wall of Shop G I 
at Britannia Works . They carried the endless loop 
of rope along as it passed round and through the 
three pulley wheels mounted on the crane 
mechanism itself. 

[DO 108] 

J 



Recovering the Cravens crane at Gainsborough 
T w o attempts were made to recover the Cravens crane at Gainsborough. One on 7 May 
2004 was aborted through the non-arrival of the crane. Nonetheless, this did permit t ime to 
study the crane in great detail. The actual move was achieved on 28 May 2004. The 
fol lowing photographs record the event. 

Raising the crane mechanism and its attached 
driving rods and jib as one unit. 

Raising the traverser and cab unit as one 

Holding the traverser whilst awaiting the flatbed 
lorry on to which it wil l be lowered. 



[DO I 15] 

Inching the traverser towards the flatbed of the 
lorry, whilst making sure that the cab does not 
foul the ground. 

\ 

[DO 113] 

Everything safely loaded... 

... and the lorry moves away taking the Cravens 
crane t o Shop C5 

[DO I 14] 
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9. Conclusions and Recommendations 

An Assessment of Wil l iam Marshall, Sons & Co and their Britannia Works 

In many respects, by comparison wi th other Lincolnshire engineering firms, the history and 
significance of Wil l iam Marshall, Sons & Co is unremarkable. 

They were seldom the first t o enter any of the fields of manufacturing wi th which they were 
associated, and were not the only f i rm to have an expor t trade. For instance, they only 
began the manufacture of portable steam engines in 1857, the first of these having been built 
by Howden & Thuxford and Clayton & Shutt leworth in 1845, wi th the firms of Hornsby and 
Barrett joining them in 1849 and 1850 respectively. [Wright , 1982: 138], Similarly w i th self-
moving (or traction) engines, Clayton & Shutt leworth produced the first of these in 1859, 
both Marshalls and Ruston not commencing their manufacture until 1876. Indeed, in 1865 
The Engineer praised Clayton & Shuttleworth's Stamp End W o r k s in Lincoln by declaring it 
t o be: 'the greatest manufactory in the world.' [Wright , 1982: 140] Twenty years later, the best 
the same journal could manage in describing Wil l iam Marshall, Sons & Co's Britannia W o r k s 
was to sat that: 'probably no better instance could found of the power of good honest hard work, 
coupled with mechanical skill and organisation, than the acres of shops, sheds and buildings known 
as the Britannia Iron Works, Gainsborough.' 

These years (1865-1885) were critical t o Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co, as were those up to 
1925, when direct family influence on the course of the business ceased. Comparing the 
output and achievements of the rival Lincolnshire engineering firms wi th that of Wil l iam 
Marshall, Sons & Co does however highlight several areas in which they were distinctive, 
pioneering and supreme. Taking these in chronological order: 

Electricity generating machinery 
In the early t o mid-1880s Wil l iam Marshall, Sons & Co had close work ing relationships wi th 
t w o of the pioneers of electricity generation and lighting: Col Rookes Evelyn Bell Crompton 
(1845-1940) and Sir Joseph W i l s o n Swan (1828-1914). Crompton was a major pioneer of 
the electrical industry in the late 19th early 20th century. He was the f irst major British 
manufacturer of generators. In 1880 he met Joseph Swan, and was impressed by his 
incandescent lamp. Swan had developed a primitive electric light bulb that used a filament of 
carbonised paper in an evacuated glass bulb in 1860. By the mid-1870s better pumps became 
available, and he returned to his experiments. Swan received a British patent for his device 
in 1878, about a year before Edison. Swan had reported success to the Newcastle Chemical 
Society and at a lecture in Newcastle in February 1879 he demonstrated a work ing lamp 
that utilized a carbon fibre filament. The most significant feature of Swan's lamp was that 
there was litt le residual oxygen in the vacuum tube to ignite the filament, thus allowing the 
filament t o glow almost whi te-hot w i thout catching fire. From this year he began installing 
light bulbs in homes and landmarks in England and by 1881 he had started his own company, 
and The Swan Electric Light Company was producing the first commercial lamps. Crompton 
and Swan worked together, their joint company installing both arc and filament lamps. 

In 1879, Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co worked wi th Col Crompton to produce one of the 
f irst portable electric light generators. This was used to light the downstairs of Compton's 
London house in Porchester Gardens throughout January 1880. [Lane, 1993: 27] Between 
1881 and 1886, Marshalls supplied steam engines and Crompton dynamos to many large 
companies in the UK, and, in 1884, also t o Indian State Railways. They also provided 
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equipment to light the London Stock Exchange in 1884, and in 1886 they provided steam 
engines and boilers t o the Edison & Swan United Electric Light Co, and also to several public 
buildings and London stores. [Lane, 1993: 27] By the t ime of the visit of the Institute of 
Mechanical Engineers to Britannia Works , on 7 August 1885, it was lit by electricity. [Lane, 
1993: 32] 

None of their rivals had such close associations, either w i th Crompton, Swan, or anyone 
else in the emerging electricity industry. Therefore, Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co's 
involvement in so many of the experimental and first public lighting schemes in the UK, 
ranks them above their peers. 

Diversity of production 
Distinct f rom their rivals, Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co showed a willingness to explore and 
diversify into new markets and technologies. N o better example can be found of this than 
their move into tea-making machinery. The first set of tea roll ing and drying machines were 
shipped to Calcutta in May 1878, and by 1889 the company was selling 250 tea-rolling 
machines each year. Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co was the only similar engineering f i rm to 
break into this market. [Lane, 1993: 33] Other diversifications included:-

1891 - Dredging equipment 
1894 - Road rollers (the first was for Gainsborough UDC) 
1906 - Sheep shearing machines for Australia and New Zealand 
1921 - Peat cutting machinery for Ireland 
1922 - Flax scutching machinery 
1924 - Asphalt equipment 

plus producing the first steam-driven oil wel l drilling rig used in Iraq. 

Export trade 
All of the Lincolnshire engineering firms developed large expor t trades, but few if any did so 
to the extent that Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co did. The first market t o be opened up to 
Lincolnshire's engineering firms were those of Austro-Hungary and Russia, wi th which trade 
began in 1851. [Wright, 1982: 140] Yet by the tu rn of the 20th century, Wi l l iam Marshall, 
Sons & Co had built up such an export market that it has been said that: 'the names Marshall 
and Gainsborough were often better known in remote overseas territories than they were to the 
majority of people at home.' [Lane, 1993: I ] By 1912 nearly 90% of the firm's output was 
exported: -

British Empire 41.0% 
Europe 21.4% 
Russia 14.6% 
South America 11.4% 

[Figures f rom Lane, 1993: I ] 

Between 1888 and 1913, the average output of portable and traction engines f rom Britannia 
W o r k s was 650 machines a year, 70% of the company's production of steam engines of all 
kinds. O f these, 50% pf the tract ion engines, and 72% of the portable ones, were exported. 
During the same period the company produced an average of 500 threshing machines a 
year, of which 78% went for export , and of the combined exports of threshing machines and 
portable engines to drive them, 87% were destined for non-Colonial markets. [Lane, 1993: 
51] Notable firsts for Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co also included sending portable engines to 
the Andes and the Chinese hinterland. 
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Influence on their hometown 
Whilst other Lincolnshire engineering firms each played a significant role in the life and 
development of the towns in which they were located, Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co were 
Gainsborough. As The Engineer commented in 1885, by the mid-19 th century: 'Gainsborough 
was a small town suffering greatly from the loss of its shipping trade in consequence of the 
introduction of railways; the development of the Britannia Iron Works has vastly increased the 
prosperity of the town, the population of which has doubled within the last twenty years.' Most 
people in the t o w n worked there and the company was largely responsible for its growth 
and development f rom the mid-19 th century onwards. 

\ 
The significance of Wil l iam Marshall, Sons & Co in Gainsborough 
Britannia W o r k s was a carefully and skilfully planned complex, reflecting the growing needs 
of an expanding business, and, in particular, the engineering and planning skills of James 
Marshall (1836-1922). He masterminded the growth and development of the works 
fol lowing the death of his father, the eponymous founder, Wi l l iam Marshall (1812-1861), and 
his own demise, aided by the business acumen of his younger brother, Henry Marshall 
(1840-1906). It is clear that James Marshall was very modern in his outlook, and that he was 
both aware of, and willing to experiment with, the very latest technology. This was reflected 
both in the fo rm and materials used in the new buildings he conceived, and in the equipment 
employed in Britannia Works . The latter included wall-mounted steam engines to drive line 
shafting, and electric lighting, both of which were noted by the Institute of Mechanical 
Engineers on their visit to the works on 7th August 1885. Later, by the tu rn of the 20th 

century, the f i rm was also using compressed air powered tools 

It is equally clear that the loss of James Marshall's engineering abilities in 1922, and Henry 
Marshall's business acumen in 1906, did more than sever any direct tie the company still had 
wi th its founder. The wor ld James Marshall departed in 1922 was vastly different t o the one 
his brother had left in 1906. A wor ld war, a revolution in Russia, and a looming economic 
depression meant that the 'old certainties' - where quality, reliability and service were 
paramount - had gone forever. Henry's son, Herman Marshall (1872-1936), faced an 
unenviable task, and the firm's collapse in 1929 was perhaps inevitable. Following its 
takeover by Thos W . W a r d & Co, the history of Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co became just 
another ultimately 'sorry' tale, so familiar f rom many other British engineering companies. 
The effects were seen, and felt most, in the changes to, and denuding of, the fabric and 
ideals embodied in Britannia Works . 

Wha t remained to be recorded in 2003-4 was a mostly unremarkable engineering works, 
greatly altered in the years since the Marshall family lost control of the business. 
Unfortunately, almost all of the other key evidence for this aspect of Marshalls existence in 
Gainsborough was demolished in the Tesco building phase, and thus went unrecorded. 

The local, regional and national importance of Wil l iam Marshall, Sons & Co and 
their Britannia Works 

Wil l iam Marshall, Sons & Co's Britannia W o r k s had an importance locally, regionally and 
nationally. 
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Local importance 
Locally, Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co and their Britannia Works was of paramount 
importance to Gainsborough: the f i rm was Gainsborough, and, as The Engineer commented 
in 1885: 'the development of the Britannia Iron Works has vastly increased the prosperity of the 
town, the population of which has doubled within the last twenty years' 

Regional importance 
Wil l iam Marshall, Sons & Co's Britannia Works probably had its least influence and 
importance in Lincolnshire and East Anglia generally. The county and region had a number 
of rival engineering concerns, all of which produced the same catalogue of portable, 
ploughing and traction engines, plus threshing machines and other agricultural machinery. 
Also, many of them ventured into these markets before Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co did. If 
anything characterises Britannia W o r k s and the Marshall's management of it, this is their 
independence, both of thinking, and f rom other firms - they simply did things their own 
way, and avoided using others' patents by filing their own. Something of this is captured in 
the following quotation f rom the conclusion of The Engineer account of the works in 1885: 
- 'Although the Britannia Iron Works have been built up piece by piece, growing as the business 
extended, they have been planned with such careful forethought and knowledge of the 
requirements of manufacture that there is no such confusion of departments as is but too generally 
apparent in factories that have grown and been added to from time to time. In every case the 
design has been so planned that the work is as far as possible always moving forward in various 
stages of progress, the parts seldom traversing the same ground twice.' 

National importance 
In national terms, Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co and their Britannia Works stand out f rom 
their peers and rivals in three ways, through: -

• their early diversification into electricity generating and lighting machinery, and close 
work ing associations w i th Col R E B Compton and Sir Joseph Swan, t w o of the key 
figures in the development of electricity generation and lighting in the UK; 

• the diversity of their production, exemplified by the extensive export trade they built 
up supplying tea making machinery to India, and; 

• the sheer scale of their expor t trade, especially to non-Colonial markets. 
From the writings of both Lane and Wright , i t is abundantly clear that, over and above their 
general production, Wi l l iam Marshall, Sons & Co made a significant contr ibut ion to the 
development and promulgation of electricity generation and lighting in the UK. Their expor t 
trade also made a significant contr ibution to the UK's overseas earnings, and they were 
responsible for breaking into new and otherwise under-explored overseas markets. 
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Conclusions 
Immersing oneself in the history and archaeology of a large engineering complex, such as 
Britannia W o r k s in Gainsborough, makes one all the more grateful t o anyone who visited 
the site in the past and left any record of what they saw there. Therefore, f rom the present 
perspective, everyone should be immensely grateful that the Institute of Mechanical 
Engineers paid a visit t o the works on 7 August 1885. One hundred and twenty years on 
f rom their visit - almost t o the day - it is no exaggeration to say that w i thout their visit 
there on that day, we would know little o r nothing about the development of Britannia 
Works up to then, o r the disposition of manufacturing processes around it. Further more, it 
has also t o be acknowledged that for the present interest in the history and development of 
the site, there could have been no better group that the 'Mechanics' visiting the works that 
day, o r no finer journal than Engineering to have their visit reported in. 

A tremendous opportunity t o make a comprehensive archaeological record of Britannia 
Works was missed when the South Side W o r k s was demolished unrecorded a few years 
ago, t o make way for the Tesco superstore which now occupies most of its site. Such was 
the level of integration of the various manufacturing process undertaken at Britannia Works , 
that none of these could be fully understood f rom the study of either its N o r t h o r South 
sides alone. Few, if any, complete processes were housed whol ly in either half of the site. It 
is indeed fortunate that the whole boiler making process was housed within N o r t h Side 
Works , and that these shops survived sufficiently to reveal much information during the 
making of this archaeological record. Possibly the greatest omission by not recording South 
Side W o r k s was that the works ' power station, one of, if not the, earliest purpose built 
examples anywhere in the UK, went w i thout a trace. 

That no archaeological record was made of South Side W o r k s is to be regretted deeply, and 
it is to be hoped that the record of No r th Side W o r k s reported upon herein can also be 
seen as some recompense for this earlier failure. The archaeological recordings made at the 
No r th Side W o r k s of Britannia W o r k s in Gainsborough, Lincolnshire, between November 
2003 and January 2005, represent as comprehensive a record as was possible of what 
remained on site there, particularly f rom the key Marshall family period of ownership f rom 
1855 to 1934. 

The Histor ic Building Record reported upon herein represents a comprehensive record of 
what remained on site at the time. The recording was comprehensive and thorough. The 
interpretat ion presented in this report was based upon what was felt t o be important at the 
t ime of its production. However, the record produced is more than sufficient for it to be 
used in future t o interpret the works virtually, in any way desired. 

Very few parts of the works failed to be recorded either by Colin Briden and Graham 
Moore, o r by D r Paul Collins. The few exceptions were short service corr idors east of the 
main erecting shop and north of the G suite of shops. These were: 

•Area 15 - an enclosed, glazed area linking larger shops, which did not house any 
product ion processes 

•Area 16 — a small lobby area linking areas 17 and 21, again not housing any product ion 
processes 

•Area 20 - a mid 20th century machine shop area off Area 21 facing Spring Gardens, t o 
which access was prohibited 

• A n area off the Beaumont Street side of Area 22, t o which access could not be gained. 



The exteriors of all of these can however be seen in other photographs. 
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The archaeological record comprises this report, plus the fol lowing photographs: -

Briden & M o o r e (digital) 

W h o l e site - Recorded in early November 2003 - A total of 325 images 
Main Offices - Recorded late Apr i l 2004 - A total of 81 images 
Mess Block Offices - Recorded January 2005 - A total of 35 images 

Total = 441 
Dr Paul Collins (digital) 
General Views of the Site - Recorded 3-4 November 2003 - A total of 74 images 
Test Pits & C-Shops - Recorded 24-26 November 2003 - A total of 49 images 
Steam Crane & its move - Recorded 7 May 2004 - A total of 15 images 
Steam Crane Move - Recorded 28 May 2004 - A total of 40 images 

Total = 178 
Dr Paul Collins (conventional transparencies and negatives) 
Details of the site - Recorded 9 January 2004 - A total of 51 (x2) images 

Total = 1 0 2 
Overall 
Total digital images = 619 
Total conventional images = 102 

Overall Total = 721 
In addition, Dr Collins has 36 historic images of the site scanned. 

Al l of these images can be found on the C D at the back of this report . 

The originals of D r Paul Collins' photography, plus the master copies of the digital 
photographs, are stored wi th the copy of this repor t deposited in Lincolnshire Archives 
under accession No. [# fill in # ] . Access to this repor t can be gained by contacting: -
[ # add contact details # ] 

Marshall, Sons & Co.'s Britannia W o r k s once played a pivotal role in the life of 
Gainsborough. It is t o be hope that the retail development that rises f rom it wi l l enjoy the 
same measure of success. 

Recommendations 
Following the w o r k reported upon in this report there are a number of recommendations, 
both overall and specific, that need to be made. 

Overall Recommendations 
Overall it is recommended that: -

The specific recommendations detailed below are acted upon when and as appropriate. 

Consideration is given to listing (statutorily o r locally) all of the surviving portions of 
Britannia Works , plus other buildings erected by Marshalls in Gainsborough. Examples are 
given overleaf. 

Consideration is given to the creation of a Marshalls Conservation Area to offer some 
recognit ion/protection to the many houses built by the company in Gainsborough. 



Lea Road power station 

Date plaque on Lea Road power station 

Water tank in residential area south of Britannia Works 

[0066] 
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Concentrations of these will be found in and around the east side of Trinity Street, Ashcroft 
Road (South Parade) and Kebir Terrace. 

That someone be encouraged to produce a comprehensive history of Marshalls and 
Britannia Works using the wealth of material held by the Museum of Rural Life at Reading, 
whose catalogue is reproduced as an appendix to this report. The book by Lane is an 
excellent survey of the company's products, but its t i t le is a misnomer. 

Examples of Marshall-built buildings surviving in Gainsborough 

Building, extensions and walling to the southeast of 
Shop C5 

Long range to the rear of Tesco's car park 
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Specific recommendations concerning portions of Britannia Works 
The fol lowing portions of Britannia W o r k s have been demolished and therefore there is 
nothing left f rom them to make any recommendations about: -

• Northeast corner (H3) 
• G3 
• Jl Boiler Smithy 

G2 
• GI 
• Main Erecting Shop 
• Machine Shop 

Specific recommendations concerning all of the remaining portions of Britannia W o r k s were 
made in the previous section - these are drawn together below: -

Pattern Store 
This section of the site survives and wi l l fo rm the basis of a proposed Lincolnshire 
Engineering & Industrial Heritage Museum. As such it is hoped that the major i ty of the 
surviving original features wil l remain and be incorporated into the displays/exhibits in the 
museum. These would, however, be enhanced if some of the later additions t o the arches 
were t o be removed, in particular the steel doors which were added to make the ones 
opposite the foundry into individual ' lock-up' style units. This also applies to any internal 
alterations made to the arches by their tenants, such as the addition of lighting, shelving or 
racking, and any surviving equipment or tools 

Covered Area in front of Arches 
The arches wil l remain and as many of their original features should be retained as possible. 
Further, it is hoped that at least one of the tubular structures linking the second t ier of this 
structure to the ground be retained 

Foundry (Bay H) 
Only the central stanchions and roof structure of the foundry survived demolit ion. It is to 
be hoped that they wil l remain to be incorporated into the redevelopment of the site. 

J2 
A t least some of this area wil l probably survive the redevelopment of the site and the whole 
of the C suite of shops and the foundry space are to be retained. Therefore the features 
that should be retained conserved and incorporated into the new development there are 
the single exposed arch in the retaining wall at the rear, and the other side of the hydraulic 
mounting plates also seen on the nor th wall of shop C5. 

C5 Boiler Plate Stores 
Shop C5 survives and wil l form part of the proposed Lincolnshire Engineering & Industrial 
Heritage Museum. A t present it is housing the Cravens travelling overhead crane moved 
f rom G I in May 2004. Al l original surviving features, such as the hydraulic mounting plates, 
steam engine mounting plates, bearing boxes, and evidence of the former gallery around this 
shop, should be retained, enhanced and interpreted on site as part of the new museum 
project. 
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C4 Boiler Fabrication Shop (with galleries) 
The discrete gallery beam and bearing box evidence relating t o the former usage of this 
shop should be retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever future use is made of 
this area. 

C3 Boiler Platers' Shop 
The evidence of the original truss points in this shop, highlighted above, should be retained, 
conserved and incorporated into whatever future use is made of this area. 

C2 Machine Riveting Shop 
Sadly, since recording, the rivet furnace at the south of this shop has been removed. The 
evidence of the fixing of the lattice girders, which once bore 6-ton travelling cranes that 
remains in the sidewalls should be retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever 
future use is made of this area. 

CI Hand Riveting Shop and Repair Shop 
Such evidence of the original usage made of this area, as described above, should be 
retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever future use is made of this area. 

Yard No. I 
That the surviving features within Yard No. I be retained conserved and incorporated into 
the redevelopment of the site. These include the weighbridge plate and house, and the 
elevated railway, its turntable, hoppers, and the testing too l cupboards. Sadly, the elevated 
railway was needlessly damaged during the reclamation of the roofing slates f rom Yard 
N o . I . It is hoped that, in addition to retaining, conserving and including the above features in 
the redevelopment of the site, this damage wil l also be repaired. 

D2 (Unit 9) 
Such evidence of the original usage made of this area, as described above, should be 
retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever future use is made of this area. 

Offices 
The main office block is to be retained and incorporated into the new development on site. 
Therefore, such original features, and evidence of the original usage made of the offices, as 
described above, should be retained, conserved and incorporated into whatever future use 
is made of the block. 

Mess Block (SW Corner Block) 
Permission is being sought t o demolish the Mess Block. This has been altered considerably 
over the years and only retains some evidence of its original use and internal divisions. The 
photographic record made of this area by Colin Briden has provided a more than adequate 
record of this block as it survived on site in 2005. No fur ther recording of i t should be 
necessary. 

During demolit ion, consideration should be given to recovering for reuse elsewhere on site 
the decorative cast i ron columns and remaining elements of the staircase, especially the cast 
metal balusters. 
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External perambulation 
Much of the perimeter of Britannia W o r k s front ing to Beaumont Street has subsequently 
been demolished, as has the majority of that fronting to Spring Gardens. Of the buildings 
still standing, it is suggested that the: -

• original works gates be retained, if not in situ then on site in the proposed museum 
• exter ior decorative features on the surviving Beaumont Street facade, including the 

ventilation grilles on the brick piers, plus the original window frames and glazing, 
• Britannia statue be retained and repaired where appropriate, and that consider be 

given to re-painting it 
• station approach facade, plus the doors into this former station approach road facade, 

C5-CI end gables, and Unit 9 south wall, 
all be retained, conserved and used in the subsequent development of the site. 

As stated immediately above, it should be possible for all of the (at times discreet) features 
described here to be retained, conserved and used in the subsequent development of the 
site. Ideally too, the attention of those work ing and shopping in the proposed retail 
development on site could (and perhaps should) be drawn to these features and the 
significance they once had: if so, sufficient information exists within this repor t fo r that to be 
achieved. 
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Building Name: BRITANNIA WORKS 
Address: BEAUMONT STREET 
Parish: GAINSBOROUGH 
District: WEST LINDSEY 
County: LINCOLNSHIRE 
Postcode: DN21 2ER 

Listing Text 
The following item shall be added: 

BEAUMONT STREET 
1. 
5313 
SK 8089 8189 1/50 Britannia Works II 
2 

Engineering Works, built as a Steam Traction Engine Works for Marshalls and Sons Co Ltd, 
from 1848 onwards. Red brick with slate and asbestos roofs. Plain brick plinth, plain pilaster 
strips between bays and dentilated eaves. West front, to Beaumont Street, has to left a 16 bay 
single storey machine shop with a single tall round headed window with keystone to each 
bay, the first one being blind. 2-storey, 16 bay office block to right with off-centre doorway 
within elaborate round arch topped by a parapet and crowned by a statue of Britannia. To the 
left 4, and to the right 9 round headed windows with keystones and dentilated impost bands. 
15 similar windows above. Beyond to the right a 7 bay, 2-storey office addition, with off 
centre doorways in similar, though plainer style. South front has 2 bay, 2-storey office section 
with round headed windows with keystones and cill bands. Beyond a 12 bay single storey 
section with continuous attic and a single tall round-headed window to each bay. Then 3 
gabled ends, a 3 bay, a 4 bay and a 3 bay each with tall round headed windows topped by a 
pediment. Beyond 3 further gabled ends 2, 3 bays and a 4 bay with a circular window to each 
bay and topped by pedimeters. The final section is a curved gabled entrance topped by a 
pediment. The east front, to Station Road, single storey, 35 bays with a tall round headed 
window to each bay, most now boarded. The 12 bays to the right are topped by square 
furnace chimneystacks. Beyond, to the right, 3 gabled ends, 2 of 3 bays and a third of 5 bays, 
all blind with a window in each pedimental gable. The north front, to Spring Gardens, has a 
blind 8 bay section, then an entrance with a 5 bay, then a 4 bay section beyond that each with 
tall round-headed windows with keystones. Beyond a small 2-storey, 2 bay section with flat 
headed ground floor windows and segment headed windows above. Finally, C20 16 bay, 2-
storey section with metal-framed windows and ashlar lintels. The final 2 bays altered to add 
an entrance. 

LBS number: 196355 
Grade: II 
Date listed: 14-NOV-1989 
Date of last amendment: 14-NOV-1989 
NGR: SK817898 

Listing NGR: SK8170289809 
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SCHEME OF BUILDING RECORDING AND WATCHING BRIEF AT 
BRITANNIA IRON WORKS, GAINSBOROUGH 

Prepared on behalf of West Lindsey District Council for Prospect Estates. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 This document should be read in conjunction with The Lincolnshire 
Archaeological Handbook, available from Lincolnshire County Council, Conservation 
Services, Highways and Planning Directorate. 

1.2 This brief has been produced to guide a scheme of archaeological recording 
required prior and during demolition and alteration of a Listed Building. This will 
preserve a record of the historic fabric and remains. 

2. Planning background 

2.1 A planning application (M02/P/1150) made by Prospect Estates Limited for 
redevelopment of the Britannia Ironworks at Gainsborough proposes alteration and 
part-demolition of a Grade II Listed Building complex which also comprises 
approximately two-thirds of the area of the Britannia Works Conservation Area. This 
brief has been prepared in order to allow the developers to fulfil any requirement for 
archaeological recording which may be attached to planning consent in accordance 
with PPG16 and PPG15 sections, 2.15 and 3.23. 

2.2 An architectural and historical appraisal has been undertaken by Colin Briden 
on behalf of Lindsay Cowle as part of this application and an assessment of national 
significance has been prepared by Keith Falconer for English Heritage. A report on the 
works and their significance in regional terms has also been commissioned by English 
Heritage but at the time of writing this has not been completed. The two former 
reports both identify the fact that the Britannia Works is a rare survival of both a large 
engineering works and its landscape. In many other places only a few facades and 
isolated sheds survive. The redevelopment of the site will entail demolition of a large 
proportion of historic fabric at Britannia Works. 

3. Site Description 

3.1 The proposed development site occupies circa 3.5 hectares at SK81768985 in 
central Gainsborough. It is bounded on the west by Beaumont Street, on the north by 
Spring Gardens, on the east by Station Approach and the adjacent railway line and on 
the south by Pingle Hill. It lies immediately north of the Tesco superstore site. 

3.2 The site contains the majority of existing remains of the former Britannia 
Ironworks. These form a complex of buildings and roofed-in former open yards which 
relate to the former ironworks which are Grade II Listed. There are 6 main sections of 
building with associated ancillary buildings and yards (see attached plan); these are of 
19th century and later multi-phase construction. The buildings have been unused for a 
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number of years, although some northern areas are currently used for steel storage by 
an adjacent company. 

4. Aims of the Project 

4.1 The purpose of the archaeological buildings recording is to identify and record 
the original forms and subsequent historical forms of all the existing buildings in 
advance of demolition and alteration in order that their form and nature is preserved in 
a permanent record. It will also identify and record any below-ground evidence for 
structures pre-dating the present standing fabric. 

4.2 The work will produce a buildings analysis and interpretation which will 
determine and identify the multi-phase nature of the extant building in advance of 
alteration and demolition. It will provide a historical context for the building which 
will support an assessment of importance. 

4.3 The interpretation will not only identify fabric but will identify the function 
and relationship to other buildings in the complex as well as the significance of the 
buildings in their national, regional and local context. The Britannia Works has 
changed its output over its period of working history and attempts should be made to 
establish whether these changes are reflected in the surviving structure. The differing 
builds and subsequent re-modelling has resulted in a building in which some areas are 
not completely understood. This project will attempt to address this. 

4.4 The analysis will provide both a record of the visible historic fabric and a 
better understanding of the building, where structures are to be retained this will 
enable repair and alteration to be undertaken in an appropriate way for each phase of 
building. Understanding of historic buildings is an essential tool to informed repair 
and alteration. If any future proposals necessitate Listed Building Consent this will 
also provide support for work affecting historic fabric. 

4.5 A specification for the work must be approved by Conservation Services, 
Lincolnshire County Council on behalf of West Lindsey District Council. 
Specifications for the building recording and archaeological watching brief may be 
submitted separately if desired but full liaison between the two must be demonstrated, 
the watching brief must be undertaken in Ml knowledge of the building recording 
findings. 

5. Historic Background 

5.1 Gainsborough was a small river port from as early as the 13th century and grew 
more important from the 15th century when Torksey started to silt up and decay. 
Markets and annual fairs encouraged trade of all kinds and by the 16th century 
Gainsborough was an important distribution centre for coal from Nottinghamshire, 
particularly from the Willoughby family coalpits. This attracted other industries and a 
variety of products were being transhipped throughout the 17th and 18th centuries 
supplying a variety of growing industrial towns further up the river. The heyday of the 
town as river port was c.1820 to 1848. The building of the railway in 1847 coupled 
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with fluctuations in the river depth due to silting caused a continuing decline in river 
trade. 

5.2 In 1848 William Marshall, son of a Gainborough shipwright, returned to his 
home town as a well respected mechanical engineer with an international reputation. 
He acquired a small engineering works in Back Street and carried out his agricultural 
machinery business single handed until inl849 and 1853 he was joined by his sons. 
Already by 1849 he was winning awards for machinery innovation which continued 
via his company for 135 years. By 1855 the business had grown out of its Back Street 
premises and acquired land on the site of the existing Britannia Works. A rough 
sketch of these early premises suggests that the first foundry here was a single 
building 9 bays long by 3 bays wide with a double-fronted dwelling house nearby. It is 
not clear on which part of the later ironworks site this was situated. The site did not 
originally extend as far as Spring Gardens where, in 1851,were a series of dwelling 
houses with a small number of buildings on Beaumont Street. 

5.3 The ironworks grew rapidly to cover about 29 acres and was the major 
employer in Gainsborough during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The site 
covered the whole of the area south to Colville Terrace with extensive areas alongside 
the railway line; most of the southern half of the site has been demolished and is now 
occupied by Tesco superstore. In 1883 a London Office was opened and during the 
1890's the old iron foundry was extensively modernized and enlarged to twice its 
original size. By around 1900 the ironworks had subsumed the dwellings along the 
south side of Spring Gardens, only the public house, 'The Horse and Groom', 
remained, and still stands, on the corner site. Marshalls also came to own two other 
engineering sites in the town, the Trent Works and Carr House Works. 

5.4 Marshall's was renowned both in Britain and abroad for its innovations in 
agricultural machinery and its fine machine tool technology. Between 1875 and 1925 
it supplied tea-making machinery to India where it had offices in Madras and Bombay. 
The company's range of engineering enabled it to make products which were utilised 
in its own buildings and it is probable that many of the cast iron architectural features 
were self-manufactured. By the 1880's it even had its own brick-making facilities and 
over 16 million bricks were produced for extension and modernisation of the 
Gainsborough factory buildings and the new London Office. It is possible that this is 
still reflected and identifiable in the surviving buildings. 

6. Specific Project Requirements 

6.1 The aims of the brief are to provide a record which will better inform existing 
knowledge of the building complex, provide a record of historic fabric, provide 
reconstruction as far as possible of the original size and function of the major 
buildings, record below-ground archaeological remains of earlier phases and provide 
an analysis and interpretation which can, if possible, produce a record of flow 
processes for the engineering production which took place on the site. It will reflect 
the architectural quality, structural complexity and also provide a chronology of the 
building and an understanding of the building in its local, regional and national 
contexts. The resultant report should be of publication standard. 
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6.2 An architectural and historic appraisal for the site has already been carried out 
by Colin Briden for Prospect Estates. This has provided a preliminary analysis. It has 
identified seven major surviving elements (see attached plan taken from the report) 
and identified five major building phases. However, the appraisal is not a full 
recording and it is clear from a visual appraisal that the building phases are more 
complicated that the plan suggests. In addition a statement on the national significance 
of the site has been prepared by English Heritage. A report on local and regional 
significance commissioned by Carol Pyrah of English Heritage is in preparation. Any 
interpretation of the site should consult these documents and should take into account 
the considerable documentary archives which are extant. However, it is emphasised 
that the recording and interpretation should be an interpretation of the development of 
the engineering buildings and their interrelated form and function and should not be a 
history of the company (which already exists in a volume called The Story of the 
Britannia Iron Works, Michael R.Laine, 1993). 

6.3 Provision should be made for two stages of building recording; the majority of 
recording will take place prior to any development. However, where detail is obscured 
or inaccessible provision will have to be made for recording during the course of 
demolition. Removal of modern features in order to record earlier work may require 
Listed Building Consent and care should be taken to ensure that any appropriate 
consents have been obtained. All work should be undertaken in accordance with 
Health and Safety Regulations. 

6.4 The recording will cover all extant historic fabric and architectural features 
both internally and externally. It should consist of measured plans of all storeys, 
elevations, written text and photos. It should clearly identify any purely modern fabric 
and should show any multi-period phasing. Unknown fabric should also be identified. 

If an accurate measured plan exists this can be utilised as a base plan with 
amendments where necessary. If no measured plan exists a new measured survey 
should be commissioned (and see below 6.6). 

6.5 Recording for individual structures should take the form detailed below. 
Structures should be recorded as existing with the exception of ephemeral modern 
features which are due to be stripped out in the areas not scheduled for demolition. A 
complete detailed list should be provided by the developer of intended works in the 
areas to be retained. At present only a shaded block plan exists of areas to be 
demolished and retained, it does not list what is intended for boundary walls and does 
not detail what structural alterations are to be made in areas to be retained. Each 
building/area of recording should be carefully examined prior to the commencement 
of recording in order to identify all features relevant to the functioning of the site as a 
foundry and engineering works. These features should be incorporated, clearly 
identified in the final drawn record. Items of interest would include: 

• all structural elements (including posts and columns) of 1920 or earlier 
• any evidence for the heating and working of metal 
• any evidence for the generation or transmission of power 
• original fitted furniture 
• staircases, trap doors etc of 1920 or earlier 
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• doors and windows and any associated features 
• internal partitions of 1920 or earlier 
• any hoists or lifting mechanisms 
• any extant 19th century features (e.g. gas light fittings etc) 

This list should not be treated as exhaustive as features particular to the function of 
individual buildings within the complex may vary. 

Please note that the wooden patterns held in the upper rail tunnel are not to be affected 
by the redevelopment of the site and will be made secure (see letter from Robert Mayo 
of Prospect Estates dated 21 may 2003). Should this situation change there would 
have to be further provision for recording or housing these artifacts. 

6.6 Unless otherwise specified, plans should be executed at 1:100 and 
sections/elevations at 1:50. Dimensional accuracy should accord with the normal 
requirements of English Heritage Architecture and Survey Branch. 
Plans should be made at ground level and at a higher level where rail tracks, moving 
gantries and high level engineering features exist. 

The plans and elevations should be annotated to show building breaks, coursing and 
bonding discrepancies and any other evidence of chronological changes to the 
building. The recording of individual bricks is not required unless greater detail is 
needed to represent particular features. All historic architectural features should be 
shown on plans/elevations and cross-referenced to the photographic record. All 
external elevations should have general photographic coverage. There should be 
general views of each internal room to ensure complete coverage. Where detail 
photographs are required and the subject is a series of identical units, one photograph 
may be taken of a typical example. Where elevations are suitable rectified 
photography may be utilised to generate the drawn record. Sections should be 
produced for each identifiable structure. Exact section positions should be agreed with 
Conservation Services, Lincolnshire County Council. The survey should also include 
a record of all roof structures and cross-sections should be produced to show their 
form. 

6.7 The written description should include descriptions of fabric and construction 
with appropriate photographic coverage and should include a building analysis and 
interpretation. This should include a phased plan and phased elevations and should 
include a development sequence supported by text and annotated drawings. Drawing 
conventions should be based on RCHM(E)'s Recording Historic Buildings, a 
descriptive specification. Their presentation should be adequate in scale to identify 
features and phases. 

6.8 The appraisal has highlighted areas B and D on the attached plan as having 
particular national significance. Area B, the main erecting shop, is to be demolished 
and should be fully recorded with measured elevations and particular attention should 
be paid to plans and details of all high level features. Rectified photography may be 
utilised. This building is not complete and reconstructions for its original form should 
be made. 
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Area D, the foundry, is to be retained within the development, however, it should be 
recorded in the same detail as Area B, at present detailed alterations and floor 
dressings to this area are not known. Again, particular attention should be paid to high 
level features. The area of the foundry has changed over time and clues to these 
changes may be reflected in the existing structure. 

Area C, the boiler shops, ceased their original function a century ago and subsequent 
changes have eroded the intelligibility of the buildings and features, but it is a 
coherent group of buildings and central to the understanding of former processes. 
Particular attention should be paid to clues of its former use reflected in the current 
buildings and a summary of development should be constructed. 

Particular attention should be paid to overhead travelling cranes, rope-driven 
machinery, early electric cranes and jib cranes. The high level machinery should be 
the subject of a flow-process interpretation, although it is accepted that some 
processes may not be re-constructable due to the truncation of the works by the 
previous demolition of the southern part of the site. 

Attention should be paid to interpretation of areas which have been outside yards but 
are now roofed in. These should be clearly identified on the phased development plans 
which will form part of the analysis.. 

6.9 The interpretation should include a degree of documentary research in regard 
to placing the building within its local, regional and national context. However, as 
noted above, some work has already been undertaken in this respect and full use 
should be made of existing work. It should include reference to readily available 
published and unpublished sources in local libraries and local archives and should 
include a map regression exercise. The work should include checks of old 
photographs and prints. A list of all sources checked should be included even if they 
prove negative. 

6.10 The buildings recording should be carried out by a professional industrial 
archaeologist with proven experience in large-scale engineering recording. Evidence 
of this experience will be required before approval of any specification relating to 
planning requirements. 

6.11 Whilst it is accepted that present floor surfaces may have already disturbed any 
underlying archaeological remains of former phases of the works, it is still possible 
that remains of deeper features may be exposed by the proposed development work. 
Areas shown hatched on the attached plan should be subject to an archaeological 
watching brief to record any former features. These include areas around the foundry 
(it is known that the foundry area has moved over time), the northern end of the 
erecting shop where the original northern wall has been demolished and the area to the 
west of this shown hatched where early maps show that there may be evidence of 18th 

century use of the site. 
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7. Monitoring Arrangements 

7.1 Curatorial responsibility lies with Lincolnshire County Council Conservation 
Services Section on behalf of West Lindsey District Council. A specification for the 
work is to be approved before any work commences. They are to be notified of each 
stage of work in accordance with Chapter 17 of the Lincolnshire Archaeological 
Handbook. 

8. Reporting Requirements 

8.1 Copies of the final report are to include description and analysis of extant 
remains, interpretation should include reconstruction where noted above. Details are 
to be determined by the archaeological curator in liaison with English Heritage and in 
accordance with Chapter 14 of the Lincolnshire Archaeological Handbook. Discharge 
of archaeological requirements as conditions attached to planning consent can only be 
recommended on production of an approved report. 

9. Archive Deposition 

9.1 The deposition of the site archive will be in accordance with guidelines 
outlined in the Lincolnshire Archaeological Handbook. 

10. Publication and Dissemination 

10.1 To be in accordance with the Lincolnshire Archaeological Handbook and as 
advised by English Heritage. 

Dr Beryl Lott 
Conservation Services 
Lincolnshire County Council 
21 May 2003 
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Historic Building Record: Britannia Ironworks, Beaumont Street, 

Spring Gardens, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire 

1. Aim 
The aim of this historic building record is threefold, namely to:-

i. establish the origins, chronology, technical history and significance of the 
Britannia Ironworks; 

ii. make a detailed record of the surviving buildings and site in accordance with 
current best Archaeological practice, and; 

iii. create a detailed site archive for deposition in local, county and national 
depositories, in accordance with guidelines outlined in the Lincolnshire 
Archaeological Handbook. 

The research strategy set out in section 6 of the brief for this work will be adhered 
to, and all the points set out there will be covered by this historic building record. 

2. Brief Historical Background 

Marshall, Sons & Co 
In Gainsborough, William Marshall (1812-1861) bought a small ironworks to service 
local oil and flourmills and to produce threshing machines. In 1856 he moved to a 
site in front of the Central Railway Station, where the works expanded alongside the 
railway. When he died, aged only 49, his two sons James and Henry took control of 
the firm and made it one of Lincolnshire's largest enterprises. Marshall, Sons & Co 
completely dominated the economy of Gainsborough. Workers' housing filled the 
space between the railway and the old town on the river. Gainsborough became a 
typical 'company town.' Between 1885 and 1904 the number of employees rose from 
about 1,500 to 3,600. The works, which covered some 28 acres, declined after 
Marshalls amalgamated with commercial rival Fowlers in 1946. 

3. Personnel 
The work will be undertaken by Dr Paul Collins, an Industrial Archaeologist with 16 
years' experience of consultancy and advisory work in historic sites and buildings. Dr 
Collins is a noted authority on the Black Country and on 20th century technology and 
buildings. His qualifications and experience are summarised on his CV, a copy of 
which is enclosed, together with a list of his publications and reports. In 1986 Dr 
Collins undertook a similar exercise to the present requirements at the works of F H 
Lloyd 8l Co at James Bridge in Darlaston, who were steel founders making similarly 
large products to Marshall, Sons & Co. In 1992 Dr Collins also surveyed the former 
Stewarts & Lloyds Coombes Wood steelworks site in Halesowen. He also has a vast 
amount of experience of working on large industrial complexes, having surveyed 
every site in the UK where cars were made, and the huge former MoD site at 
Woolwich Arsenal. 

Kate Warburton MA, a recent postgraduate in Industrial Archaeology from the 
University of Birmingham, will assist Dr Collins in this work. A copy of Miss 
Warburton's CV is also enclosed. The work to be undertaken will be conducted 
according to the Code of Conduct laid down by the Institute of Field Archaeologists 
(IFA), using conventions set out by the RCHM(E). 
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All of the latest Health & Safety Guidelines will be followed in the execution of the 
work. In addition, any and all relevant site-specific Health & Safety requirements will 
be adhered to strictly. Students of Industrial Archaeology at the University of 
Birmingham are trained according to the IFA Code of Conduct. 

4. Methodology 
Points 4.1 to 4.4 in the recording brief for this work, concerning the general aims of 
this historic building record, will be adhered to. These are that: 

• the purpose of this archaeological building recording is to identify and record 
the original form and subsequent historical forms of all the existing buildings 
in advance of their demolition and alteration, in order that a permanent 
archival quality record of their form and nature is made. 

• there will also be a need to identify and record any below-ground evidence 
for structures pre-dating the present standing fabric, such as the houses 
known to have been taken in to the works complex. 

• the historic building record will produce a building analysis and interpretation 
which will determine and identify the multi-phase nature of the extant 
buildings in advance of their alteration and demolition. 

• it will provide a historical context for the same buildings, which will support an 
assessment of their importance. 

• the interpretation of the buildings will not only identify fabric, but will also 
identify the function and relationship to and between other buildings in the 
complex, as well as the significance of the buildings in their national, regional 
and local context. 

• attempts will also be made to establish whether the changes in Britannia 
Works' output over its working life are reflected in the surviving structures on 
site. The differing builds and subsequent re-modelling there has resulted in a 
building in which some areas are not completely understood. Work will be 
directed to attempt to address this. 

• overall, the analysis will provide both a record of the visible historic fabric and 
a better understanding of the building. 

• where structures are to be retained, this will enable repair and alteration to 
be undertaken in an appropriate way for each phase of building. 

• if any future proposals necessitate Listed Building Consent for repair and 
alteration, the understanding gained thus will provide support for work 
affecting the surviving historic fabric of Britannia Works. 

In addition, in accordance with point 4.5 of the same brief, a specification for the 
work to be undertaken will be submitted for approval to the Conservation Services, 
Lincolnshire County Council, on behalf of West Lindsey District Council. 

5. Site Specific Methodology 
Large industrial complexes that have developed over many decades present special 
difficulties for Industrial Archaeologists, but, if investigated in the correct way, they 
can also yield detailed information about their usage and development, which can be 
used to direct historic building recording work. 
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This statement is born of many years' experience of investigating and recording both 
large industrial complexes and factories involved in vehicle manufacture. These 
include: 

• F H Lloyd & Co, Darlaston, West Midlands - once a major steel founder and 
producer of large steel castings for, amongst others, Ruston & Hornsby Ltd of 
Lincoln. 

• British Steel, Coombes Wood Works, Halesowen, West Midlands - once a 
major manufacturer of steel tubes. 

• Royal Arsenal West, Woolwich, London - a former MoD site, developed from 
the 17th century but expanded rapidly to meet the sudden demand for 
armaments from the Crimean War in the 1850s. 

• British Car Factories - A survey of surviving buildings at 244 sites where cars 
were manufactured in the UK, including major complexes such as Dagenham 
and Longbridge. 

Experience on these and similar projects has shown the following kind of approach 
to be the most effective: 

• An initial site visit and recce, preferably accompanied by someone familiar 
with it when it was in operation. 

• Research to establish the function of the various elements of the site and any 
changes in these over its period of operation. 

• A building-by-building examination of the site, in the light of the above, to 
determine the level of recording appropriate to each. 

• Detailed recording of each building and site element, preferably following the 
sequence of production. 

• Additional research to clarify any outstanding points raised in the above two 
stages. 

• Report writing and production 

In addition, at Britannia Works, the demolition of the major proportion of the site 
may also provide an opportunity to: 

• record historic buildings shorn of later additions and excrescences, and 
• undertake ground investigations in areas of known historic interest once new 

construction commences. 

Points 6.1 to 6.11 in the recording brief for this work are hereby acknowledged and 
will be adhered to, namely that: 

• the aims of the historic building record are to provide a report of publication 
standard, which will better inform existing knowledge of the building complex. 
It will provide a record of historic fabric, and reconstruct as far as possible the 
original size and function of the major buildings, record below-ground 
archaeological remains of earlier phases, and provide an analysis and 
interpretation which can, if possible, produce a record of flow processes for 
the engineering production which took place on the site. It will reflect the 
architectural quality and structural complexity of the buildings, and also 
provide a chronology of the works and an understanding of the buildings in 
their local, regional and national contexts. 

• the interpretation of the site will consult the following existing reports: 
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o an architectural and historic appraisal of the site carried out by Colin 

Briden for Prospect Estates 
o a statement on the national significance of the site has been prepared 

by English Heritage, and 
o a report on local and regional significance commissioned by Carol 

Pyrah of English Heritage (in preparation). 
It will also take into account the considerable documentary archives that are 
extant. To date seven major surviving elements have been identified, 
together with five major building phases, although these are likely to more 
complicated than this. In addition 
the historic building recording and interpretation will be an interpretation of 
the development of the engineering buildings and their interrelated form and 
function. It will not be a history of the company. 
two stages of building recording will be likely: the majority of recording will 
take place prior to any development, but, where detail is obscured or 
inaccessible, provision will be made for recording during the course of 
demolition. 
it acknowledged that removal of modern features in order to record earlier 
work may require Listed Building Consent and care will be taken to ensure 
that any appropriate consents have been obtained. Any an all work will be 
undertaken in accordance with current Health & Safety Regulations, 
the historic building record will cover all extant historic fabric and architectural 
features both internally and externally. It will consist of measured plans of all 
storeys, elevations, written text and photos. It will clearly identify any purely 
modern fabric and will show any multi-period phasing. Any unknown fabric 
will also be identified. 
where an accurate measured plan exists it will be utilised as a base plan with 
necessary amendments. If no measured plan exists a new measured survey 
will be commissioned. 
recording of individual structures will take the form detailed below. Structures 
will be recorded as existing, with the exception of ephemeral modern features 
which are due to be stripped out in the areas not scheduled for demolition. 
This will be based upon a complete detailed list of intended works in the 
areas to be retained, which will be provided by the developer, 
at present only a shaded block plan exists of areas to be demolished and 
retained, it does not list what is intended for boundary walls and does not 
detail what structural alterations are to be made in areas to be retained. Each 
building/area of recording will be carefully examined prior to the 
commencement of recording in order to identify all features relevant to the 
functioning of the site as a foundry and engineering works. These features 
will be incorporated, clearly identified, in the final drawn record. Items of 
interest will include: 

o all structural elements (including posts and columns) of 1920 or earlier 
o any evidence for the heating and working of metal 
o any evidence for the generation or transmission of power 
o original fitted furniture 
o staircases, trap doors etc of 1920 or earlier 
o doors and windows and any associated features 
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o internal partitions of 1920 or earlier 
o any hoists or lifting mechanisms 
o any extant 19th century features (e.g. gas light fittings etc) 

This list will not be treated as exhaustive as features particular to the function 
of individual buildings within the complex may vary, 
it is hereby noted that the wooden patterns held in the upper rail tunnel are 
not to be affected by the redevelopment of the site and will be made secure 
(see letter from Robert Mayo of Prospect Estates dated 21st May 2003). 
Should this situation change there will have to be further provision for 
recording or housing these artefacts, 
unless otherwise specified, plans will be executed at 1:100 and 
sections/elevations at 1:50. Dimensional accuracy will accord with the normal 
requirements of English Heritage Architecture & Survey Branch. Plans will be 
made at ground level and at a higher level where rail tracks, moving gantries 
and high level engineering features exist. 
any and all plans and elevations will be annotated to show building breaks, 
coursing and bonding discrepancies and any other evidence of chronological 
changes to the building. The recording of individual bricks is not required 
unless greater detail is needed to represent particular features, 
all historic architectural features will be shown on plans/elevations and cross-
referenced to the photographic record. All external elevations will have 
general photographic coverage. There will be general views of each internal 
room to ensure complete coverage. Where detail photographs are required 
and the subject is a series of identical units, one photograph will be taken of a 
typical example. Where elevations are suitable rectified photography will be 
utilised to generate the drawn record. This will be produced by: Dr Rochelle 
Rowell of Field Archaeology Services (FAS), King's Manor, York YO l 7EP 
(01904 433952). A specification for this work prepared by Colin Briden is 
appended to this WSI. 
sections will be produced for each identifiable structure. Exact section 
positions will be agreed with Conservation Services, Lincolnshire County 
Council. The survey will also include a record of all roof structures and cross-
sections will be produced to show their form. 
the written description will include descriptions of fabric and construction with 
appropriate photographic coverage and will also include a building analysis 
and interpretation. This will include a phased plan and phased elevations and 
will include a development sequence supported by text and annotated 
drawings. Drawing conventions will be based on the RCHM(E)'s Recording 
Historic Buildings, a descriptive specification. Their presentation will be 
adequate in scale to identify features and phases, 
an initial appraisal has highlighted areas B and D on the attached plan as 
having particular national significance. Area B, the main erecting shop, is to 
be demolished and will be fully recorded with measured elevations and 
particular attention will be paid to plans and details of all high level features. 
Rectified photography will be utilised. This building is not complete and 
reconstructions for its original form will be made. 
Area D, the foundry, is to be retained within the development, however, it 
will be recorded in the same detail as Area B, at present detailed alterations 
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and floor dressings to this area are not known. Again, particular attention will 
be paid to high level features. The area of the foundry has changed over time 
and clues to these changes may be reflected in the existing structure. 

• Area C, the boiler shops, ceased their original function a century ago and 
subsequent changes have eroded the intelligibility of the buildings and 
features, but it is a coherent group of buildings and central to the 
understanding of former processes. Particular attention will be paid to clues of 
its former use reflected in the current buildings and a summary of 
development will be constructed. 

• particular attention will be paid to overhead travelling cranes, rope-driven 
machinery, early electric cranes and jib cranes. The high level machinery will 
be the subject of a flow-process interpretation, although it is accepted that 
some processes may not be re-constructable due to the truncation of the 
works by the previous demolition of the southern part of the site. 

• attention will be paid to interpretation of areas that have been outside yards 
but are now roofed in. These will be clearly identified on the phased 
development plans that will form part of the analysis. 

• the interpretation will include a degree of documentary research in regard to 
placing the building within its local, regional and national context. However, 
as noted above, some work has already been undertaken in this respect and 
full use will be made of existing work. It will include reference to readily 
available published and unpublished sources in local libraries and local 
archives and will include a map regression exercise. The work will include 
checks of old photographs and prints. A list of all sources checked will be 
included even if they prove negative. 

• whilst it is accepted that present floor surfaces may have already disturbed 
any underlying archaeological remains of former phases of the works, it is still 
possible that remains of deeper features may be exposed by the proposed 
development work. Areas shown hatched on the attached plan will be subject 
to an archaeological watching brief to record any former features. These 
include areas around the foundry (it is known that the foundry area has 
moved over time), the northern end of the erecting shop where the original 
northern wall has been demolished and the area to the west of this shown 
hatched where early maps show that there may be evidence of 18th century 
use of the site. 

Given Dr Collins' experience, the best use of his time will be to: 
• direct the overall recording work (now agreed) 
• undertake historical research into the technology used at the works 
• interpret the evidence remaining of this there 
• undertake detailed photo recording of the above, and 
• edit and prepare the final report. 

With regard to the photographic recording, the following is proposed: 
• Digital photography on the initial visit, for aide memoir purposes 
• Colour slides - Fuji Velvia Professional 
• Black & White - Ilford PAN F 

with appropriate scales to view. 
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In producing a drawn record of Britannia Works it would be useful to capitalise upon 
any existing site plans and drawings, copying and annotating these as appropriate. 

6. Projected Timetable 
It is proposed that the research and fieldwork for this historic building record will be 
completed within a timetable to be agreed between the consultant, the Conservation 
Services Section of Lincolnshire County Council and Prospect Estates Limited. 

7. Results 
The findings of this historic building record of the Marshall, Sons &. Co site will be 
presented in a report that will be produced in accordance with the specification with 
regard to contents illustrations and appendices set out in point 8.1 of the brief for 
this work. At this stage it is proposed that: 

• A total of six (6) copies of the report will be produced. 
• The preliminary findings of this historic building record will be reported to the 

Conservation Services Section of Lincolnshire County Council shortly after the 
completion of the fieldwork. At this stage changes may be made to the 
content and format of the final report. Any and every such change will be 
agreed in writing between said Conservation Services Section and Dr Collins. 

• The final version of the report will be delivered to the Conservation Services 
Section of Lincolnshire County Council within a deadline to be agreed. 

8. Archive 
It is proposed that the archive for this project will comprise the:-

• photographs and negatives 
• colour slides 
• film registers 
• annotated ground survey plans 
• rectified photography and any drawings produced there from, and 
• a copy of the report. 

The deposition of the site archive will be in accordance with guidelines outlined in 
the Lincolnshire Archaeological Handbook, as set out in section 9.1 of the brief. 

9. Monitoring 
The Curatorial responsibility of Lincolnshire County Council Conservation Services 
Section, acting on behalf of West Lindsey District Council, is hereby acknowledged. 
They will be notified of each stage of work in accordance with Chapter 17 of the 
Lincolnshire Archaeological Handbook. It is proposed that at least one week's notice 
will be given in advance of the commencement of work. 

10. Written Scheme of Investigation 
Any variations to this Written Scheme of Investigation will be agreed in writing with 
the Conservation Services Section of Lincolnshire County Council before being 
implemented. 
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T H E B R I T A N N I A I R O N W O R K S 

GAINSBOROUGH 
LINCOLNSHIRE 

Brief Specification for Rectified Photography Survey 
and Record Photography 

This specification has been prepared at the request of Beryl Lott, Principal 
Archaeologist to Lincolnshire County Council. It describes recording work to be 
carried out in fulfilment of a condition on Listed Building Consent for partial 
demolition of the Britannia Ironworks, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. The surveys 
described here form part of a larger programme of archaeological investigation and 
recording required in advance of, and during, demolition. 

A Rectified Photography Survey is to be made of selected areas of the Britannia 
Ironworks. These areas are restricted to those parts of the internal and external 
elevations of the Foundry and Engine Erection Shop available to photography. 

In general these areas include the internal and external elevations of the north, west, 
south, and east walls of the Foundry; the internal elevations of the west, south, and 
east walls of the Engine Erections Shop; and the external elevations of the south and 
east walls of the Engine Erection Shop. The Engine Erection Shop has no north wall; 
and the external elevation of the west wall is obscured by a later adjoining structure. 
To some extent access and health and safety considerations may restrict photography 
elsewhere although maximum coverage will be obtained wherever possible. 

The work will be carried out using a hydraulic lift wherever necessary. The 
photography will be taken on Canon 10D and Olympus E10 digital cameras using the 
highest available resolution. Natural lighting will be used throughout to obtain 
maximum definition. 

In general control will be by measurements taken between detail points. In some areas 
this will be augmented by the use of ranging poles. Where each bay contains major 
changes in plane the images will be scaled to the principal wall plane. 

Immediately following the completion of fieldwork all raw images will be presented 
on CD to Beryl Lott of Lincolnshire County Council and to Robert Mayo of Prospect 
Estates. 

Each image will be individually scaled and colour-balanced; all images will then be 
merged into single elevations. The overall length of these merged elevations will be 
checked against measurements taken on site or, where this is not possible, against 
survey drawings supplied by Prospect Estates. 
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8. The survey product will consist of two copies of the images printed in colour on 

glossy paper at a scale of 1:50. The completed survey, together with the record 
photography, will also be presented on CD. 

9. At the same time Record Photography of the buildings will be undertaken using the 
cameras described above working at maximum resolution. This will concentrate on 
those structures which are to be demolished although general photography of other 
areas will also be included. The work will include general photographs of each 
building and detailed photography of selected architectural details. Photography of 
technological and manufacturing details will not be carried out as it is understood that 
this is to be done by others. 

10. The Record Photography will be presented on CD although a proportion of the 
photographs will be printed to the same quality and specification as the merged and 
scaled images described above. Two copies of these will be supplied; it is anticipated 
that they will be printed three to an A4 sheet. 

Colin Briden 
October 2003 
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Appendix 4. Records of Marshall, Sons & Co Ltd held at the Museum of 
Rural Life, University of Reading 



RECORDS OF MARSHALL, SONS & CO LTD 
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Accession nos: Til 19, T77/15 
Catalogue mark: T R M A R 

Introduction 
Records deposited 1977 
List compiled Sept/Oct 1996 

Record Types 
AC 1/1 Ledgers 
AD3/1-14 Labour records 
AD4/1-21 Premises records 
AD6/1-3 Branch records 
C02/1 Company records 
DOl/1 Drawings 
ET3/1 General technical reference records 
MP1/1-69 Registers and lists of production 
Pl /Al-9 General compilations 
P2/A1-60 Advertising and servicing publications 

(Marshall) 
P2/B1-6 Advertising and servicing publications (other 

companies) 
P4/B1-6 House journals (reprints) 
P8/1-8 Printing proofs and artwork 
PH2/1-126 Compilations of photographic prints 
SP1/1-4 General reference records 

A C A C C O U N T S 

A C 1 L E D G E R S 

AC 1/1 SALES LEDGER (Number 11) listing customers L-Q 1921 -193 0 

A D A D M I N I S T R A T I V E R E C O R D S 

A D 3 L A B O U R R E C O R D S 

AD3/1-5 APPRENTICESHIP AGREEMENTS books 
/I Nol 
/2 No2 
/3 No3 
/4 No5 (Indenture apprentices only) 
/5 ? (Pupils and premium apprentices only) 

AD3/6 INDEX to apprentices, by trade 

AD3/7 DETAILS of weekly hours worked by premium 
apprentices 

1872-1890 
1891-1917 
1916-1937 
1919-1932 
1917-1932 

1892-1930 

1925-1932 

AD3/8 DETAILS of hours and wages paid under interrupted 1948-1950 
apprenticeship scheme 
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AD3/9-10 REGISTERS of workmen. In alphabetical sections and 

within sections in order of entering the firm's employ. 
Includes works number, trade, name, date of starting and 
leaving and age at start of employment. 

/9 1879-1908 
/10 1908-1930 

AD3/11 REGISTER of boys. In alphabetical sections and includes cl900-1930 

AD3/12-14 REGISTERS of boys and girls in the Postal Department 
giving name, address, education, start of employment, age, 
type of work and wages 

/12 1913-1915 
/13 1915-1931 
/14 1935-1944 

A I) 4 P R E M I S E S R E C O R D S 

AD4/1-20 INVENTORY AND VALUATION BOOKS for fixed 
tools, machinery and buildings 

/I No A, Engines, boilers, electric motors, dynamos, electric 1923-1927 
installations, central electric light station 

12 No B, Iron and brass foundaries 1923-1927 
/3 No C, Smithy Department 1923-1927 
/4 No D, Boiler Departments 1923-1927 
/5 No E, Engineers Department (Parti) 1923-1927 
/6 No El , Engineers Department (Part2) 1923-1927 
n No F, Machine Department 1923-1927 
/8 No G, Works Construction Department 1923-1927 
19 No Gl , Oil Engine Department 1923-1927 
/10 No H, Trent Works 1918-1922 
/ I I No J, Summaries of land, buildings and plant 1900-1902 
m No J, Summaries of land, buildings and plant 1903-1907 
/13 No J, Summaries of land, buildings and plant 1908-1912 
/14 No J, Summaries of land, buildings and plant 1913-1917 
/15 No J, Summaries of land, buildings and plant 1918-1922 
/16 No J, Summaries of land, buildings and plant 1923-1927 
/17 No K, Carr House and Lea Road Power Station 1918-1922 
/18 No K, Carr House and Lea Road Power Station 1923-1927 
/19 No L, War Plant and Machinery 1918-1920 
/20 No L, War Plant and Machinery 1922-1937 

AD4/21 INVENTORY AND VALUATION BOOK for loose tools 1899-1930 

A D 6 B R A N C H R E C O R D S 

AD6/1-2 AGREEMENTS entered into by Marshalls with overseas 
agents for the sale of Marshall goods 

/I No 1 1880-1930 
/2 No 3 1899-1930 

AD6/3 AGREEMENTS entered into by Marshall's Calcutta 1894-1914 
branch with various British Firms for the Sale of their 
goods in India 
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C02 COMPANY RECORDS 

C02/1 BONDS relating to the XXIInd loan of the city of Kiev 1914 

D O l D R A W I N G S 

DOl/1 PLANS of a power steerage reversing unit and nd 
arrangement of power steerage [2 items] 

ET T E C H N I C A L R E C O R D S 

E T 3 G E N E R A L T E C H N I C A L R E F E R E N C E R E C O R D S 

ET3/1 NOTEBOOK on steam engines and tea machinery, cl 880-1901 
including dimensions, weight and prices 

M P M A N U F A C T U R I N G A N D P R O D U C T I O N R E C O R D S 

M P 1 R E G I S T E R S A N D L I S T S O F P R O D U C T I O N 

MP1/1-3 REGISTERS of engines. All engines were assigned a 
number in this series, apart from motor tractors (which had 
their own series from 1930 Onwards) and concrete mixers. 
Entries in black are for portable, semi-portable, stationary 
and vertical steam engines. Entries in red are for traction 
engines, trip gear engines, oil engines, early motor tractors 
and motor road rollers. They include plate number, building 
book reference and customer and despatch date 

/I No 1 Plate Nos 80-23000 1863-1894 
12 No 3 Plate Nos 54010-94149 1910-1957 
13 No 4 Plate Nos 94150-94399 1958-1959 

1/4-50 BUILDING BOOKS for steam engines. First Series. 
Includes portable, semi-portable, stationary and vertical 
engines and boilers. Each book includes a customer index 
and contents list in order of plate numbers and folio 
numbers.The individual specifications are headed by 
customer, address, despatch date, engine type and power, 
plate number, order reference, order date, erector and 
erector number. There is also an index by engine type. 

/4 No 1 1864-1868 
/5 No 2 1868-1870 
16 No 3 1870-1872 
11 No 4 1872-1874 
/8 No 5 1874-1875 
/9 No 6 1875-1877 
/10 No 7 1877-1878 
/ I I No 8 1878-1879 
/12 No 9 1879-1880 
/13 No 10 1880 
/14 No 11 1880-1881 
/15 No 12 1881 
/16 No 13 1881-1882 
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m No 14 1882 
/18 No 15 1882-1883 
719 No 16 1883 
/20 No 17 1883 
/21 No 18 1883-1884 
122 No 19 1884 
123 No 20 1884 
/24 No 21 1884-1885 
125 No 22 1885 
/26 No 23 1885-1886 
121 No 24 1886 
/28 No 25 1886-1887 
129 No 26 1887 
/30 No 27 1887 
/31 No 28 1887-1888 
132 No 29 1888 
133 No 30 1888 
/34 No 31 1888-1889 
/35 No 32 1889 
/36 No 33 1889-1890 
131 No 34 1890 
/38 No 35 1890 
/39 No 36 1890-1891 
/40 No 37 1891 
/41 No 38 1891 
/42 No 39 1891-1892 
/43 No 40 1892 
/44 No 41 1892 
/45 No 42 1892-1893 
/46 No 43 1893 
/47 No 44 1893 
/48 No 45 1893 
/49 No 46 1893-1894 
/50 No 47 1894 

MP1/51 BUILDING BOOK for Thrashing Machines No 1. 1865-1870 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 

MP1/52-53 BUILDING BOOKS for Straw Elevators. 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 

/52 No 3 (?) 
/53 No 5 

MP1/54-58 BUILDING BOOKS for Self Feeders. 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 

/54 No 1 1880-1891 
/55 No 13 1942-1943 
/56 No 14 1943-1945 
151 No 15 1945-1947 
758 No 16 1947-1949 

1876-1881 
1883-1886 



MP1/59 BUILDING BOOK for Traction Engines No 2. 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 
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1881-1892 

MP 1/60 BUILDING BOOK for Trip Gear Engines No 1. 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 

1888-1889 

MP 1/61 BUILDING BOOK for Traction Wagons No 1. 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 

1891-1911 

MP 1/62 BUILDING BOOK for Portable Steam Engines No 1. 
The format is the same as that for the steam engine building 
books 

1894 

MP 1/63 REGISTER for Tea Machinery, Saw Benches and Corn 
Mills. Entries include order date, date for delivery, 
customer, brief technical details, plate number and despatch 
date. Tea Machinery divided into rollers, dryers, sifters and 
breakers. The entries for Saw Benches start in 1898 

1897-1903 

MP 1 / 64 BUILDING BOOK for Oil Engines No 1. 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 

1912-1923 

MP 1/65 BUILDING BOOK for Concrete Mixers No 1. 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 

1927-1939 

MP 1/66 BUILDING BOOK for Vertical Steam Boilers. 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 

1928-1930 

M P 1/67-68 
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/68 

BUILDING BOOKS for Stationary Steam Engines. 
The format is the sames as that for the previous building 
books 
No 42 
No 43 

1931-1936 
1936-1957 

MP 1/69 BUILDING BOOK for Diesel Tractors No 2. 
The format is the same as that for the previous building 
books 

1933-1938 

P P U B L I C A T I O N S 

P l / A G E N E R A L C O M P I L A T I O N S 

P1/A1-A8 

/ A 1 
/A2 
/A3 

COMPILATIONS of Marshall publications, mainly 
catalogues. Some of them are in Spanish 

1881 
1883 
1884 
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/A4 1886 
/A5 1888-1889 
/A6 1891 
/A7 1892 
/A8 Marshall Manufactures 1922-1926 

P1 /A9 COMPILATION of publications relating to tractors, c1947-
road rollers, boilers, tea machinery and other Marshall cl962 
products (Original number 1) 

P2/A A D V E R T I S I N G A N D SERVICING P U B L I C A T I O N S (Marshall) 

Tractors 
P2/A1 

P2/A2 

P2/A3 

P2/A4 

P2/A5 

P2/A6 

PAMPHLET about the Marshall 2 1/2 Yard Diesel c 195 Os 
Dumper (Original number 18L, Publication number 2477) 

LEAFLETS about the Fowler Challenger 1 diesel crawler cl952 
tractor (Original number 7L) [5 items] 

LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS about the Fowler c 1952 
Challenger 4 diesel crawler tractor (Original number 10L) 
[34 items] 

LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS about the Field Marshall cl953 
Series 3A Diesel Tractor. One of them is in Spanish 
(Original number 5L) [16 items] 

LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS about the Fowler Mark cl955 
VF Diesel Crawler Tractor (Original number 4L) [10 items] 

LEAFLETS about the Marshall MP6 Diesel Tractor. cl955 
(Original number 6L) [18 items] 

P2/A7 LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS about the cl955-1960 
Track-Marshall 1955 model with L4 diesel engine and 
the 1959 model with 4.270D engine and accessories 
(Original number 13L) [1 box] 

P2/A8 LEAFLETS about the Fowler Challenger 2 diesel crawler c 195 6 
tractor (Original number 8L) [8 items] 

P2/A9 LEAFLETS about the Fowler Challenger 3 diesel crawler c 195 7 
tractor and accessories (Original number 9L) [69 items] 

P2/A10 LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS about the Fowler 1958-1965 
Challenger 22 diesel crawler tractor (Original number 11L) 
[43 items] 

P2/A11 LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS about the Fowler 
Challenger 33 diesel crawler tractor 
(Original number 12L) [189 items] 

1958-1965 
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P2/A12 LEAFLETS about the Challenger Shovel, the 

Track-Marshall 60 Shovel and 7S Shovel 
(Original number 18L) [17 items] 

P2/A13 LEAFLETS about the Marshall "Gainsborough" 4x4 
Medium Wheeled Tractor (Original number 14L) 
[2 items] 

P2/A14 LEAFLET in German about Marshall-Fowler tractors 
(Publication number 3184-2/61/A) 

P2/A15 LEAFLETS about the "Paramount-Ninety" Scraper for 
operation with class II group 2 tractors. 
(Original number 16L) [3 items] 

P2/A16 LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS about Fowler, 
Track-Marshall and Aveling-Marshall crawler tractors 
[15 items] 

P2/A17 PAMPHLET about the Track-Marshall 1600 Loader 
(Original number 18L) 

P2/A18 LEAFLET about the Track-Marshall 85 Diesel Crawler 
Tractor (Original number 14L) 

P2/A19 LEAFLETS AND LIST of spare parts for the 
Track-Marshall 90 Diesel Crawler Tractor 
(Original number 14L) [2 items] 

P2/A20 LEAFLETS AND LIST of spare parts for the 
Track-Marshall 56 Diesel Crawler Tractor 
(Original number 14L) [3 items] 

P2/A21 LEAFLETS about the Track-Marshall 75 Diesel Crawler 
Tractor (Original number 14L) [2 items] 

P2/A22 LEAFLET about the Track-Marshall 1100 Loader 
(Original number 18L, Publication number 3569-11/74/C) 

1959-1969 

1960-1963 

1961 

cl965 

1970-1976 

cl970 

1971 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

Road Rollers 
P2/A23 

P2/A24 

P2/A25 

INSTRUCTIONS for Marshall "Manumit" Motor Rollers 
(Original number 26L) [1 item] 

PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS, INSTRUCTIONS AND 
LISTS of spare parts for Marshall RD Series 1 Diesel 
Rollers (Original number 26L) [16 items] 

PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
for Marshall RD Series 2 Diesel Rollers 
(Original number 26L) [31 items] 

cl930s 

1930s-
1940s 

1940s-
1950s 

P2/A26 INSTRUCTIONS AND LISTS of spare parts for Marshall 1943-1962 
"Utility" Motor Rollers (Original number 26L) [6 items] 
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P2/A27 LISTS of spare parts for Tata-Marshall Steam Road 1948 

Rollers (Original number 26L) [2 items] 

P2/A28 INSTRUCTIONS FOR for the Fowler "Precision" road roller 
(Original number 2L) [3 items] 

P2/A29 INSTRUCTIONS AND CATALOGUES for Marshall RC 1950s 
Series Diesel rollers. Two of them are in Spanish 
(Original number 26L) [3 items] 

P2/A3 0 LEAFLETS AND SPECIFICATIONS for the Road- 1950s 
Marshall Six-Eight Diesel Road Roller 
(Original number 26L) [9 items] 

P2/A31 SPECIFICATIONS, INSTRUCTIONS AND LISTS of cl950s 
spare parts for Marshall Diesel Road Rollers Type TSP 
(Original number 26L) [23 items] 

P2/A32 PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS, AND SPECIFICATIONS 1953-1958 
for Marshall RT Series Diesel Rollers 
(Original number 26L) [62 items] 

P2/A33 PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS, INSTRUCTIONS AND 1959-1963 
SPECIFICATIONS for Marshall RD Series Diesel 
Rollers (Original number 26L) [54 items] 

P2/A34 SPECIFICATIONS, LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS 1959-1963 
about the Road-Marshall "Highwayman" Diesel Roller 
(Original number 26L) [24 items] 

P2/A35 INSTRUCTIONS AND LEAFLETS about the Road- cl959-1963 
Marshall Junior Tandem Diesel Roller 
(Original number 26L) [42 items] 

P2/A36 PAMPHLETS AND LEAFLETS about Road-Marshall 1964-1968 
series T Tandem Rollers 
(Original number 26L) [16 items] 

P2/A3 7 PARTS BOOKS for Standard Series Cab Type No 5151 c 1965 
for Road-Marshall Rollers Series M & H 
(Original number 26L) [3 items] 

P2/A3 8 LEAFLETS AND SPECIFICATIONS for Road-Marshall 1965-1968 
Series M Diesel Roller (Original number 26L) [67 items] 

P2/A39 LEAFLETS, PAMPHLETS AND LISTS of spare parts cl965-1968 
for Road-Marshall Series H Diesel Roller 
(Original number 26L) [73 items] 

Combine Harvesters and Thrashing Machinery 
P2/A40 PAMPHLETS AND LISTS of spare parts for Clayton 

Harvester Thrashers (Original number 17L) [ 5 items] 
cl932 
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P2/A41 LEAFLETS about the Marshal Universal Crop Dryer cl950 

(Original number 17L) [4 items] 

P2/A42 INSTRUCTIONS, PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS AND cl950 
LISTS of spare parts for Grain-Marshall combine 
harvesters models 560 and 568 (Original number 17L) 
[13 items] 

P2/A43 LEAFLETS, PAMPHLETS, CATALOGUES AND cl950s 
INSTRUCTIONS for Marshall thrashing machines 
(Original number 17L) [23 items] 

P2/A44 INSTRUCTIONS, LEAFLETS AND LISTS of spare cl951 
parts for Grain-Marshall combine harvester model 602 
(Original number 17L) [9 items] 

P2/A45 INSTRUCTIONS, PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS AND cl954 
LISTS of spare parts for Grain-Marshall combine harvester 
model 626 (Original number 17L) [18 items] 

P2/A46 INSTRUCTIONS for the Grain-Marshall Model E9 cl955 
Harvester (Original number 17L) [1 item] 

Miscellaneous 
P2/A47 INSTRUCTIONS for tea-drying machines 1892-193 3 

[40 items] 

P2/A48 PAMPHLETS AND LEAFLETS about Fowler Diesel 1937-1960 
Locomotives (Original number 25L) [52 items] 

P2/A49 INSTRUCTIONS, LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS c 1950s 
about Marshall Tea Machinery 
(Original number 23L) [43 items] 

P2/A50 LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS on Marshall-Richards cl950s 
wire and tube drawing machinery (Original number 20L) 
[74 items] 

P2/A51 LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS about Marshall cl950s 
economic boilers and Cleaver-Brooks boilers (Original 
number 21L) [1 box] 

P2/A52 LEAFLETS , PAMPHLETS AND LISTS of spare parts cl950s 
for Fowler/Fowler-Sanders diesel, oil and petrol engines 
(Original number 2L) [15 items] 

P2A/53 SPECIFICATIONS of Fowler 10/7 HE concrete mixer cl950 
(Original number 2L) [1 item] 

P2A/54 LEAFLET AND PAMPHLET about the Fowler Gyrotiller c 195 0 
(Original number 2L) [2 items] 
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P2A/55 LEAFLET about Fowler "Invincible" Scarifiers cl950 

(Original number 2L, Publication number 569) 

P2/A56 LEAFLET from Marshalls and Fowlers for the Royal 1953 
Show, Blackpool (Publication number 2790) 

P2/A5 7 LEAFLETS from Marshalls and Fowlers for the Royal 1954 
Show, Windsor (Publication number 2857) [3 items] 

P2/A58 INSTRUCTIONS for the Marshall Diesel Engine Unit 1957-1959 
and the Enfield "100" Single Cylinder Air-Cooled Diesel 
Engine (Original number 3L) [8 items] 

P2/A59 SPECIFICATIONS for Fowler steel casting 1959 
(Publication number 3104 1/59/B) [1 item] 

P2/A60 LEAFLETS AND PAMPHLETS about Marshall-built c 1961 -1964 
Cleaver-Brooks Flash Evaporators, Aqua-Chem Flash 
Evaporators and Marshall Marine Spray Flash Evaporators 
(Original number 22L) [35 items] 

P2/B A D V E R T I S I N G A N D S E R V I C I N G P U B L I C A T I O N S (Other companies) 

P2/B1 

P2/B2 

REPORTS on tests on the Fowler Thirty-Five and Forty- 193 5-193 8 
Four Diesel Tracklaying Tractors by the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England and the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries (Original number 19L) [3 items] 

LEAFLET advertising the Bray 'Braydozer' for crawler cl955 
tractors 

P2/B3 REPORTS on tests by the National Institute of Agricultural 1954-1959 
Engineering on Marshall tractors and tractors and 
machinery made by other companies 

P2/B4 X REPORT on tests on the Marshall MP6 diesel tractor by 1957 
the National Institute of Agricultural Engineering 

P2/B5 LEAFLET from John Salmon Engineering Co Ltd about cl965 
Track-Marshall Crawler Linkage 

P2/B6 REPORT of tests on the Track-Marshall 1600 Loader c 1970 

P4/B H O U S E J O U R N A L S (reprints) 
P4/B1 ARTICLE from British Farm Mechanization about the 

Field-Marshall series 2 diesel tractor 
1949 

P4/B2 ARTICLE from Farm Mechanization about the 
Fowler Challenger 3 diesel tractor 

1951 

P4/B3 X ARTICLE from Farm Mechanization about the 
Marshall MP6 diesel tractor 

1955 
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P4/B4 ARTICLE from Farm Mechanization about 1966 

Track-Marshall 55, 70C and 70H tracklayers 

P4/B5 ARTICLE from Muck Shifter about the Track-Marshall 1969 
TM 1600 crawler 

P4/B6 ARTICLE from British Farmer and Stockbreeder about 1972 
three-point linkage on crawler tractors 

P8 P R I N T I N G P R O O F S A N D A R T W O R K 

P8/1-5 ELECTROS BOOKS containing block prints of Marshall 
machinery. 

/I No 1. Containing block numbers 1-335 nd 
/2 No 2. Containing block numbers 336-1523 nd 
/3 No 3. Containing block numbers 1524-2745 nd 
/4 No 4. Containing block numbers 2746-3614 nd 
/5 No 5 Containing block numbers 3615 - 4594 nd 

P8/6 REGISTER of blocks 1894-1917 

P8/7 BUNDLE of artwork of steam boilers cl950 

P8/8 LEAFLETS about Fowler advertising blocks cl950 
(Original number 2L) [2 items] 

P H P H O T O G R A P H I C R E C O R D S 

PH2 C O M P I L A T I O N S O F P R I N T S 
Tractors 
PH2/1 ALBUM containing photographs of early tractors 1905-1908 

(Album 'X') 

PH2/2 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall tractors and engines cl950s 
(Album 3) 

PH2/3 ALBUM of photographs of Field-Marshall tractors cl950s 
(Album 4) 

PH2/4 ALBUM of photographs of Field-Marshall tractors c 195 0s 
(Album 5) 

PH2/5 ALBUM of photographs of Track-Marshall tractors c 195 0s 
(Album 11) 

PH2/6 PHOTOGRAPHS of Track-Marshall tractors, stationary cl959 
(G & S numbers) [59 photographs] 

PH2/7 PHOTOGRAPHS of Track-Marshall tractors ploughing cl959 
(G & S numbers) [48 photographs] 

PH2/8 PHOTOGRAPHS of Fowler tractors being c 1959 
assembled in the factory and their components [1 box] 
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PH2/9 PHOTOGRAPHS of various industrial applications cl959 

for Track-Marshall tractors including digging, ripping, 
scraping and refuse control [1 box] 

PH2/10 PHOTOGRAPHS of components of Fowler Challenger cl959 
tractors [1 box] 

PH2/11 PHOTOGRAPHS of Track-Marshall tractors ploughing cl959 
(N & P numbers) [1 box] 

PH2/12 PHOTOGRAPHS of Track-Marshall tractors with a cl959 
toolbar, winch and other attachements [1 box] 

PH2/13 PHOTOGRAPHS of Track-Marshall tractors dozing c 1959 
[1 box] 

PH2/14 ALBUM of photographs of the Marshall MP6 tractor cl950s 
(Album 13) 

PH2/15 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall MP6 Diesel tractor cl955 
(Original number 182) [1 box] 

PH2/16 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall Challenger 1 tractor 1950s 
(Original number 173) [1 box] 

PH2/17 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall Challenger 2 tractor 1950s 
(Original number 174) [1 box] 

PH2/18 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall Challenger 3 tractor 1950s 
(Original number 175) [4 boxes] 

PH2/19 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall Challenger 3 1950s 
tractor (Original number 175A) 

PH2/20 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall Challenger 4 tractor 1950s 
(Original number 176-177) [1 box] 

PH2/21 ALBUM of photographs of the Marshall Challenger 4 c 195 0s 
tractor scraping and dozing (Album 14) 

PH2/22 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall Challenger 22 tractor 1960s 
(Original number 178) [1 box] 

PH2/23 ALBUM of photographs of Fowler Challenger series and cl950s 
Mark VF tractors in operation (Original number 217) 

PH2/24 PHOTOGRAPHS of Fowler VF Diesel Crawler tractor c 1954 
(Original number 181) [1 box] 

PH2/25 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 55 Digger 1963 
(Original number 54) 
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PH2/26 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 5 5 tractor, 1963 

its engine and othe components (Original number 54) 

PH2/27 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 55 tractor 1963-1965 
dozing (Original number 57) 

\ 

PH2/28 ALBUM of photographs of the Track Marshall 5 5 tractor 1963 -1966 
and some of its components (Original number 55) 

PH2/29 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 5 5 tractor 1964-1966 
ploughing (Original number 58) 

PH2/30 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 55 Refuse 1965 
Control Tractor (Original number 53) 

PH2/31 PHOTOGRAPHS of Track-Marshall 5 5 & 70 Diesel c 1965 
tractors and their components 
(Original numbers 184, 185 & 186) [1 box] 

PH2/32 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 55 tractor 1966-1967 
and some of its components (Original number 56) 

PH2/33 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 55W and 1966-1967 
70W tractors (Original number 51) 

PH2/34 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 55W and 1967-1968 
70W tractors in operation (Original number 52) 

PH2/3 5 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 5 5 tractor c 1969 
dozing (Original number 58) 

PH2/36 PHOTOGRAPHS of Track-Marshall 70 Diesel tractor cl961 
(Original number 186) [1 box] 

PH2/37 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 70 tractor 1962-1966 
with various pieces of agricutural machinery attached to it 
(Original number 47) 

PH2/3 8 ALBUM of Photographs of parts for and the manufacture c 1963 
of the Track-Marshall 70 tractor (Original number 48) 

PH2/39 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 70H 1963-1968 
tractor dozing (Original number 47) 

PH2/40 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 70 tractor 1967-1969 
with 3 point linkages (Original number 64) 

PH2/41 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 70C 1967-1970 
tractor ploughing (Original number 50) 

PH2/42 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 70 tractor 1968-1969 
with 3 point linkages (Original number 65) 



PH2/43 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 70 tractor 
(Original number 49) 

cl970 
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PH2/44 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 1600 
tractor in operation (Original number 60) 

PH2/45 ALBUM of photographs of the components of the 
Track-Marshall 1600 tractor (Original number 59) 

PH2/46 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 1600 
tractor in operation (Original number 61) 

PH2/47 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall 60 
Shovel (Original number 63) 

PH2/48 ALBUM of photographs of the Track-Marshall Shovel 15 
prototype (Original number 66) 

PH2/49 PHOTOGRAPHS of Field-Marshall Series ffl Diesel 
tractor (Original number 183) [1 box] 

PH2/50 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall 'Gainsborough' 4x4 
tractor (Original number 191) [1 box] 

Road Rollers 
PH2/51 PHOTOGRAPHS of old Marshall and Fowler road rollers 

(Original number 135) [68 photographs] 

PH2/52 PHOTOGRAPHS of pre 1970 Road-Marshall road rollers 
(Original number 197A) [1 box] 

PH2/53 PHOTOGRAPHS of pre 1970 Road-Marshall road rollers 
(Original number 197) [1 box] 

PH2/54 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall road rollers 
(Album number 2) 

PH2/55 PHOTOGRAPHS of Road-Marshall rollers 
(Original number 135) [33 photographs] 

PH2/56 PHOTOGRAPHS of the Road-Marshall Highwayman 
roller and its components (Original number 135) 
[approx 130 photographs] 

PH2/57 ALBUM of photographs of the Road-Marshall series H 
roller (Original number 133) 

PH2/5 8 ALBUM of photographs of the Road-Marshall series H 
roller in operation (Original number 134) 

PH2/59 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series H 
6-12 tons Taurodyne roller and its engine (Original 
number 128) 

1968-1969 

1969 

1969 

1963-1964 

1966 

cl950s 

cl960s 

nd 

cl940-
cl970 

cl950-
cl970 

cl950s 

1960s 

C1961-1962 

1964-1968 

cl966 

1966-1968 
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PH2/60 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series H 

rollers in operation (Original number 125) 

PH2/61 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series H 
rollers and their components (Original number 127) 

PH2/62 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series M 
rollers in operation (Original number 118A) 

PH2/63 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series M 
rollers and their components (Original number 122) 

PH2/64 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series M 
rollers and their components (Original number 124) 

PH2/65 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series M 
rollers (Original number 120) 

PH2/66 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series M 
rollers and their components (Original number 122A) 

PH2/67 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series M 
rollers in operation (Original number 118) 

PH2/68 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series M 
rollers (Original number 120A) 

PH2/69 ALBUM of photographs of the Road-Marshall Tandem 
and Junior Tandem rollers and components (Original 
number 136) 

PH2/70 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series T 
Tandem rollers in operation (Original number 131) 

PH2/71 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series T 
Tandem rollers and their components 
(Original number 129) 

PH2/72 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall series T 
Tandem rollers and their components 
(Original number 130) 

PH2/73 ALBUM of photographs of the Road-Marshall RD 
roller and drawings of its components 
(Original number 132) 

PH2/74 ALBUM of photographs of Road-Marshall RR15 Roller 
(Original number 115) 

1968-1970 

1968-1971 

1963-1967 

1963-1970 

1964 

1964-1968 

1966-1969 

1969 

1970 

cl961 

1964-1968 

cl965 

1966-1971 

cl965 

cl972 

Locomotives and Steam Engines 
PH2/75 ALBUM containing photographs of steam engines made 

by Marshalls and other companies and other machinery 
(Album 'Z') 

nd 



PH2/76 ALBUM of photographs of Fowler steam engines 
(Album 12) 

PH2/77 ALBUM of photographs of Fowler locomotives 
(Original number 218) 

PH2/78 PHOTOGRAPHS of Fowler locomotives 
(Original number 219) [1 box] 

PH2/79 PHOTOGRAPHS of Fowler 40 BHP diesel locomotive 
and components (Original number 223) [1 box] 

PH2/80 ALBUM of photographs of Fowler locomotives 
(Original number 221) 

PH2/81 PHOTOGRAPHS of Fowler locomotives 
(Original number 224) [1 box] 

PH2/82 ALBUM of photographs of Fowler locomotives 
(Original number 222) 

PH2/83 ALBUM of photographs of Fowler locomotives 
(Original number 172A) 

Combine Harvesters and Thrashing Machinery 
PH2/84 ALBUM of photographs of thrashing machinery 

manufactured by several companies 

PH2/85 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall combine harvesters 
(Album 7) 

PH2/86 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall SM Threshers 
(Album 8) 

PH2/87 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall threshers and combine 
harvesters (Original number 196) [66 photographs] 

PH2/8 8 ALBUM of photographs of the Marshall 626 Combine 
Harvester (Album 6) 

PH2/89 ALBUM of photographs of the Marshall 626 combine 
harvester 

Flash Evaporators 
PH2/90 PHOTOGRAPHS of distillation plants and flash 

evaporators (Original number 193) [1 box] 

cl950s 

cl950s 

cl960s 

cl960s 

cl963 

cl963 

1963-1964 

cl963-1968 

cl908-
cl927 

cl950s 

cl950s 

cl953 

cl955 

cl955 

cl964 

PH2/91 ALBUM of photographs of flash evaporators, diagrams 
of evaporators and drawings of instillations 
(Original number 112) 

1964-1966 
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PH2/92 

PH2/93 

PH2/94 

PH2/95 

PH2/96 

PH2/97 

ALBUM of photographs of flash evaporators 
(Original number 113) 

ALBUM of photographs of flash evaporators in the 
Carribean, Cyprus and other instillations 
(Original number 107) \ 

ALBUM of photographs of non-installed flash evaporators 
(Original number 105) 

ALBUM of photographs of flash evaporators in Italy, 
Malta and other instillations. Photographs in colour 
(Original number 103) 

ALBUM of photographs of flash evaporators in the Virgin 
Islands, Persian Gulf and other instillations 
(Original number 112) 

ALBUM of photographs of non-installed flash evaporators 
(Original number 104) 

Tea Machinery 
PH2/98 ALBUM Marshall's Tea Machinery Co Ltd containing 

photographs of machineiy involved in the manufacture 
of tea (Album 'Z ' ) 

PH2/99 ALBUM The Tea Industry. A collection of photographs 
showing tea being grown, picked and packed in India 
(Album 'W') 

PH2/100 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall tea machinery 
(Original number 140) 

PH2/101 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall tea machineiy 
(Original number 192) [1 box] 

PH2/102 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall tea machinery 
(Original number 141) 

PH2/103 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall tea machineiy 
(Original number 142) 

PH2/104 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall tea machinery 
(Original number 143) 

Boilers 
PH2/105 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall watertube boilers 

(Original number 200) [22 photographs] 

PH2/106 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall boilers 
(Album 9) 

1965 

cl965 

1966-1968 

cl967 

cl967 

1971 

nd 

1916 

cl963 

cl963 

1964-1968 

1968-1970 

1973 

nd 

cl950s 
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PH2/107 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall firetube boilers 

(Original number 201) [1 box] 

PH2/108 ALBUM of photographs of Cleaver-Brooks boilers 
(Original number 91) 

PH2/109 ALBUM of photographs of non-installed Marshall 
packaged boilers (Original number 92) 

PH2/110 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall boilers 
(Original number 216) 

PH2/111 ALBUM of photographs of non-installed Marshall-Fowler 
Electrode boilers (Original number 102) 

1960s 

cl964 

cl964 

cl969 

1970-1971 

Miscellaneous 
PH2/112 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall stationary engines 

(Original number 205) [1 box] 

PH2/113 ALBUM of photographs of engines and machinery made 
by Marshall Sons & Co Ltd (Album 'T ' ) 
Note - The album is very fragile so reference copies of 
some of the photographs have been made and are 
stored in a separate box (PH2/113/Copy) 

PH2/114 ALBUM of photographs of the Marshall factory, engines, 
hay stackers and other machinery (Album 'V ' ) 

PH2/115 ALBUMS containing photographs of Marshall factories, 
tractors, tools, machines etc (Albums 'Y ' and ' Y l ' ) 

PH2/116 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall tractors, tanks, 
thrashing machinery and other machinery (Album 10) 

PH2./117 ALBUMS Brief photographic record of the activities of 
the Marshall organisation. Contains photographs of 
factories, tractors, steam engines and other machinery 
(Albums 'X ' and ' X I ' ) 

PH2/118 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall-Richards machinery 
in various stages of assembly in a factory 
(Original number 195) 

PH2/119 PHOTOGRAPHS of Marshall-Richards machinery in 
various stages of assembly in a factory (Original 
number 195) [15 photographs] 

PH2/120 ALBUM of Photographs of Marshall-Richards machinery 
including wire and tube drawing machines (Original 
number 145) 

nd 

nd 

cl910 

cl930s 

cl940s 

1948 

cl960s 

cl960s 

1964-1968 



PH2/121 ALBUM of Photographs of Marshall-Richards machinery 
including wire drawing machines and strip rolling mills 
(Original number 145 A) 
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1967-1970 

PH2/122 PHOTOGRAPHS of various members of Marshall staff, cl950s-
visitors to Marshall factories, awards presented to c 1970s 
Marshalls and other events (Original number 215) 
[approx 111 photographs] 

PH2/123 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall displays at shows 1952-1958 
and exhibitions (Original number 212) 

PH2/124 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall displays at shows 1959-1963 
and exhibitions (Original number 214) 

PH2/125 ALBUM of photographs of Marshall displays at shows 1964-1968 
and exhibitions (Original number 213) 

PH2/126 ALBUM of photographs of mainly Track-Marshall cl968 
tractors and their engines. Also includes photographs of 
boilers and other Marshall machinery (Original number 215) 

SP S O C I A L A N D P E R S O N A L R E C O R D S 

SP1 G E N E R A L R E F E R E N C E R E C O R D S 

SP1/1-4 NEWSPAPER CUTTINGS from the Gainsborough News 
about Marshall's, people who worked for them and events 
in the Gainsborough area [4 volumes] 

/1 1950-1953 
12 1953-1956 
/3 1956-1958 
IA 1958-1959 



Appendix 5. Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to Digital Record 



Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to Digital Record 

Northeast corner of the site 



Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to main Optical Record - I 

Southeast corner of the site 



Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to main Optical Record - I 

\ 

Southwest corner of the site 



Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to main Optical Record - I 

Northwest corner of the site 

\ 
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Appendix 6. Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to main Optical Record 



Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to main Optical Record - I 

Southeast corner of the site 



Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to main Optical Record - I 



Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to main Optical Record - 4 
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Northeast corner of the site 
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Dr Paul Collins' Photography: Key to main Optical Record - 4 

Northeast corner of the site 
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Appendix 7. Site Survey Drawings 

Pocket I. Plan of site (Demolition contract - areas to be retained) 
Pocket 2. Survey elevation sheet I 
Pocket 3. Survey elevation sheet 2 
Pocket 4. Existing elevations units 8 & 9 





Britannia Works. Phased Elevations 

New Extension -1904 

Horse & Groom Public House 

Elevation 1 - West Facing 

South Workshop -1884 
U n j t 9 HandRivetin 



South Workshop -1884 

Offices - upper 1904, lower 1882 Mess Room -1882 

ig Shop-1884 
Plate Rolling & Flanging -1884 
C3 C4 

/ 

Railway, Pattern Store over -1884 

Boiler Shop/Plate Store -1884 
C5 

Machine Riveting Shop -1884 
C2 

50 



m i l 

Britannia Works. Phased Elevations 

Railway with Pattern Store over-1882 

0 . n a b iff ff fflMra 

Pattern Makers Shop -1914 
H3 

0 0 0 0 - 0 

Elevation 3 - East Facing 

New Extension -1904 

Elevation 4 - North Facing o 25 

metres 

50 Horse & Groom Public House 

1882 

1884 

• 1885 

• 1890 

1904 

• 1914 

1916 

| | unphased 



F o u n d r y In te rna l W a l l W e s t E l e v a t i o n 

F o u n d r y In te rna l W a l l Eas t E l e v a t i o n 

Foundry South Wall External Elevation East Bay foundry South Wall External Elevation West Bay Foundiy East Wall External Bay F o u n d r y N o r t h In t e rna l W a l l W e s t B a y F o u n d t y N o r t h I n t e r n a l W a l l E a s t B a y 

Rectified photography produced and amended by Colin Briden and Graham Moore 
Archaeological information supplied by Dr Paul Collins 

Blocked 
Archway 

UliH'kcd opening 

Door to Roof 
F o u n d r y E x t e r n a l W a l l W e s t E l e v a t i o n 

Sawn timber end Cut girder 

Louvre vents Blocked archway 



Blocked windows Health Blocked w i n d o w s 

I - • i 

• • • • l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l 
^ ^ ^ Line o f b a l c o n y Blocked doo rway 

— • • • ' B locked w i n d o w t h r o u g h Xo ba lcony 

Original w i n d o w s Engine Erection Shop West Wall Internal Elevation 

Engine Erection Shop South Wall External Elevation 

Rcccssed Blocked windows 

Covered 
windows 

Blockcd_ 
window 

Origina l w i n d o w s 

/ 
Louvre ven ts 

Blocked w i n d o w s 

Engine Erection Shop East Wall External Elevation 

Engine Erection Shop East Wall Former External Elevation 

Rectified photography produced and amended by Colin Briden and Graham Moore 
Archaeological information supplied by Dr Paul Collins 
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Appendix 8. C D s 

C D I. Copy of this report 
C D 2. D r Paul Collins' record photography - digital and optical 
C D 3. Colin Briden & Graham Moore's photography - I 
C D 4. Colin Briden & Graham Moore's photography - 2 




